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ZusammenfassungDie Einhaltung der Datenshutzerklärungen von Online-Händlern, bspw. im Hin-blik auf die gesammelten Daten und deren Verwendung, kann von Kunden in derPraxis kaum überprüft werden. Die Sammlung von Nutzungsdaten an sih ist hier-bei aber niht das gröÿte Problem, sondern dass diese Daten mit der realen Identitäteines Nutzers verknüpft werden können und es Händlern somit möglih ist, Pro�leihrer Kunden ohne deren Kenntnis zu erstellen. Ziel dieser Arbeit war es, Metho-den und Verfahren zu entwikeln, die entweder ganz ohne personenbezogene Datenauskommen oder dazu beitragen, dass anfallende Daten niht gegen den Wunshder Nutzer mit deren realer Identität verknüpft werden können.Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde hierfür ein abstraktes Modell entwikelt, das es er-laubt, die Transaktionen einer Kunde-Händler-Beziehung aus Datenshutzsiht zuanalysieren, um bspw. festzustellen, inwieweit die in einer Transaktion anfallendenDaten von der Identität des betro�enen Kunden entkoppelt werden können. DasModell bezieht Phasen ein als Mittel zur Unterteilung einer Transaktion in kleine-re semantishe Einheiten. Bisherige Ansätze in Mehrparteienmodellen betrahtetenlediglih die Nihtverknüpfbarkeit einzelner Transaktionen der beteiligten Parteien,während der hier vorgestellte Ansatz darüber hinaus geht und zusätzlih die Niht-verknüpfbarkeit von Phasen mit einbezieht, was den Datenshutz weiter stärkt.Die weiteren Beiträge dieser Arbeit stellen Anwendungsfälle des Modells dar undbefassen sih näher mit Phasen von Transaktionen, die in besonderem Maÿe dazuangelegt sind, einen Einblik in das Privatleben von Kunden zu erlangen und damitwesentlih zur Erstellung bzw. Anreiherung eines Kundenpro�ls beitragen können.Diese Phasen sind zum einen die Suhphase, in der Kunden zunähst nah Pro-dukten Ausshau halten, dabei aber u.U. bereits Vorlieben und Abneigungen Preisgeben, ohne dass sie dies beabsihtigt hätten � hierfür wurde eine Arhitekturvorgeshlagen, die auf die Abkopplung der Suhphase von darauf folgenden Pha-sen abzielt. Zum anderen wurden Phasen betrahtet, die mit digitalen Anreizsyste-men und Kundenbindungsprogrammen in Zusammenhang stehen. Letztere sind ausder realen Welt in Form von Bonus- und Kundenkarten als Mittel zur Kundenbin-dung, aber auh zur Ausforshung des Kundenverhaltens, hinlänglih bekannt. Als
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Alternative zu herkömmlihen Bonussystemen wurde ein datenshutzfreundlihesSystem entwikelt, welhes den Belohnungsaspekt von Bonuskarten berüksihtigt,aber durh die Möglihkeit einer anonymen Nutzung bewusst auf die Möglihkeitzur Pro�lbildung verzihtet. Das Bonussystem wurde speziell für den Online-Handelentwikelt und ist das erste, das auf tehnisher statt auf organisatorisher Ebenedie Privatsphäre von Nutzern shützt und auh die Siherheitsbelange von Händ-lern berüksihtigt. Eine andere Art von Kundenbindungssystem sind so genannteMulti-Coupon-Systeme. Das hier vorgestellte Protokoll zum Einlösen eines Teil-Coupons erlaubt es dem Kunden, gegenüber dem Anbieter anonym nahzuweisen,dass sein Multi-Coupon mindestens noh ein gültiges Coupon aufweist, wobei imRahmen dieses Nahweises ein Coupon entwertet wird, sodass dessen erneute Ein-lösung niht möglih ist. Das hier vorgeshlagene Multi-Coupon-System stellt nahKenntnis des Autors weiterhin das erste System dar, das eine Nutzungsbegrenzungeines Berehtigungsnahweises erlaubt (im Englishen als limited-show redentialbezeihnet) und dabei dennoh die Anonymität des Besitzers siherstellt.
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Chapter 1

IntroductionIn reent years, the World Wide Web has evolved into a business platform withworldwide reah and 24h/7 servie for selling various kinds of goods. Presently,more than 1 milliard people have aess to this business platform and thus, arepotential ustomers for online vendors. Many people welome the liberation fromearly losings of brik-and-mortar shops and enjoy shopping around the lok. Inaddition, they an do their shopping from home and do not have to drive severalkilometres to visit their favourite store. Internet vendors' pries also often underutpries of brik-and-mortar shops and hene, are even more attrative to ustomersout for a bargain. However, this freedom of shopping and seemingly lower priesare often traded in for an important aspet of personal freedom, privay.Almost all Internet vendors demand their ustomers' names and addresses, ei-ther for payment or for shipping, and hene, purhases beome personalised. Byinspeting the ustomer's shopping basket, vendors get �at least� a glimpse ofa ustomer's life that they would not have gotten if they were brik-and-mortarvendors. Of ourse, ustomers also pay with redit ards in brik-and-mortar shopsand hene, even there vendors learn something of their ustomers' lives. The di�er-ene to Internet vendors, however, is that ustomers may pay ash instead of usingtheir redit ards and therefore, they have the freedom of hoie to stay anonymousand still get the desired goods. But even if they hoose to use their redit ards,a vendor normally learns only what is in his ustomer's shopping basket. He doesnot learn, for instane, what other goods the ustomer eyed while visiting his shop.Conversely, an Internet vendor an e�ortlessly observe his ustomers' behaviour andshopping habits. He learns what goods the ustomer viewed, he learns how longthey have been viewed, how often they have been viewed, if they have been viewedin onjuntion with ertain other goods, et. In short, the online vendor pratiallylearns everything that an be observed.
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One may argue that the observation argument is also true for brik-and-mortarshops, as they often have ameras installed, e.g., to ath shoplifters. Thus, us-tomers are being reorded by ameras even in normal supermarkets. And still, thebrik-and-mortar and the Internet senario an hardly be ompared as the depth ofdetail of the observation and the order of magnitude of observable ustomers widelydi�er. Although this may hange in the (near) future, ameras in brik-and-mortarshops today an hardly trak every move of a single ustomer that walks aroundin the shop, as ameras are installed at �xed loations and it would require eitherhuman intervention or some kind of hand-over between ameras to automatiallytrak a spei� ustomer's shopping tour. But even if this is made possible, e.g., byattahing RFID tags to produts and onstantly monitoring them, it may still takea lot of additional human e�ort, or sophistiated reognition software, to determinewhat goods from the shelves had been eyed by the ustomer. In the Internet, suhinformation is pratially for free. It is e�ortlessly possible to reord every move ofevery ustomer every time the ustomer visits the Internet store � imagine the ef-fort for this in a brik-and-mortar shop. By olleting all this data, a vendor reatesa history that allows him to reall everything that a ustomer has seen and done,even things whih the ustomer had already forgotten. Suh histories are usuallyalled pro�les and in this work, we are mainly onerned about them.Another di�erene between a shopping tour in a brik-and-mortar shop andin an Internet shop is that a ustomer's trip an be unnotieably and auratelyobserved by third parties. For instane, the ustomer's Internet servie provider(ISP) may learn almost the same information as the Internet vendor. In fat, theISP �or everyone else able to observe the ustomer's ommuniation� may learneven more than the vendor, as the ISP may observe every Internet ommuniationof every one of its own ustomers, and hene, potentially is able to reate an evenriher pro�le of the ustomer.1So it seems the prie Internet ustomers have to pay for �exibility (shoppinghours), e�ieny and onveniene (no driving and home delivery), and possiblylower pries, is that they have to give up their privay to some degree. And in-deed, many are willing or at least have no hoie but to pay this prie, while othersompletely rejet Internet shopping or are at least holding bak. One may argueat length whether the prie for this loss of privay seems reasonable or too high,and whatever side one eventually takes in this argument, the hoie will most likelybe determined by several subjetive fators, inluding ultural issues and how onepereives privay in general. Even though this disussion is not the subjet of thiswork, we will brie�y touh this issue in Setion 2.2 and we will also illustrate a few1This threat ould be alleviated a bit, if the omplete ommuniation between ustomers,vendors, and others would be enrypted. However, this is rarely done.
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senarios in Setion 2.4 where a lak of privay protetion ould have, or alreadyhad, seriously a�eted the lives of individuals.In this work, we are not going to disuss the value of privay per se, even thoughthe author personally believes that privay indeed has a value per se. Instead, wefous on the development of mehanisms whih are primarily intended to give usersmore ontrol over the dislosure of personal data related to Internet shopping. Thus,every ustomer shall be enabled to deide for himself/herself what informationhe/she is willing to dislose, given that this information an be withheld, i.e., theinformation is �stritly speaking� unneessary to progress his/her transation athand.The kind of ontrol we aim at, however, annot be exerised without the ooper-ation of the Internet vendor. That is, the approahes put forth in this work assumethat the vendor also has an interest in giving his ustomers a guarantee of privaythat goes beyond lip servie and sole trust. From the point of enforement this o-operative approah is learly a disadvantage ompared to other privay enhaningtehnologies (PETs), as a single ustomer an hardly fore a vendor to o�er moreprivay-friendly shopping. However, if the group of privay-demanding ustomers�atual or potential� is large enough, vendors may eventually start thinking ofprivay as a ompetitive advantage or even as a unique selling proposition. We willget bak to this point in Setion 2.6. Before that, we will give an overview of somewidely deployed PETs in Setion 2.5 and also disuss some of their shortomingswhen it omes to Internet shopping.The main ontributions of this work, however, are more tehnial in nature.Spei�ally, we have developed a model that formalises the notion of a pro�le andallows to analyse the reation and expansion of ustomer pro�les, given ustomers'ommuniation with a vendor. Basially, the model allows us to examine the inter-relationships of some ustomer's transations whih may eventually be used as thebasis for a onsumer pro�le. The model itself is introdued in Chapter 3 and will beused it in Chapters 4�6 to disuss the privay properties of the solutions presentedtherein.Using our model, we an also take a deeper look into a transation and �ndthe �ner grained sub-transations of whih the whole transation is omprised of.We will generally refer to these sub-transations as phases. Examples for suhphases are searhing a vendor's atalogue, ordering items, paying a bill, returningan item, et. The main idea of this work, found in all subsequent hapters, is toprevent linking of phases either within the same transation or between the phasesof distint transations. Clearly, preventing linkage is not always desirable, as it issometimes neessary, e.g., to determine if the bill for a partiular purhase had beenpaid. However, phases and transations are often linked, even if it is not neessary.For instane, having a link from a ustomer's urrent transation to previous ones
Chapter 1. Introduction 3



will often be unneessary and will only allow the vendor to build a pro�le of theustomer.The basi idea of preventing links between transations had been employedbefore. For instane, eletroni payment systems had frequently been designed suhthat payments (in di�erent transations) of the same ustomer ould not be linkedby a vendor. These works, however, foused on a single phase, payment, and theother phases of a transation had not been onsidered, though they have the samepotential for providing links as the payment phase, and onsequently, may allow thebuilding of pro�les, too. Another di�erene between the onept of many paymentsystems and our works is that we are faed with two-party protools, involvingonly a ustomer and a vendor, while many payment systems add additional onlineplayers, inluding but not limited to trusted third parties, in order to establisha privay-proteting ontext. In this work, we aim at the larger ontext, i.e., wealso keep an eye on the whole transation when we introdue privay-enhaningsolutions for a single phase. By onsidering the whole transation within our model,we aknowledge that even partial solutions, i.e., solutions for a single phase, anhelp to improve overall privay, e.g., by providing less personal information to thevendor, though the vendor may still reeive some personal information. The latteraspet is sometimes alled �olletion limitation� and is a priniple that an befound in many privay laws.Colletion limitation is also at the heart of the arhiteture presented in Chapter4. It basially allows a ustomer to shop an Internet vendor's site free from thevendor's wath, as the vendor is taken the ability to identify a spei� ustomer'sshopping tour, i.e., her searh phase. This is realised by preventing links fromthe ustomer's searh phase to subsequent phases, whih prevents the vendor fromlearning what things the ustomer is interested in, other than the ones the ustomerhose to buy.Preventing the identi�ation of a spei� ustomer's interation with a vendor isalso the theme of Chapter 5 where we are onerned with loyalty systems. Althoughloyalty systems have traditionally been used to retain and reward loyal ustomers,nowadays they are primarily used to ollet data for the reation of ustomer pro-�les. Normally, loyalty systems reate links from one purhase, i.e., transation, toanother one by adding an additional issue phase for some sort of olletible, e.g.,loyalty points. Clearly, the transations linked in this way an be used to reate apro�le of the ustomer. We developed a loyalty system for the Internet that in a waygoes bak to the roots, meaning that it ats as a rewarding/retention mehanismbut does not permit the reation of pro�les. The latter is realised through a systemthat does not employ any identifying information to keep trak of the olletiblesgathered by the ustomer. Hene, the additional phase, introdued by the systemto issue the olletibles, does not negatively e�et the privay of ustomers beause
4 Chapter 1. Introduction



it does not produe any additional information that an be used as a link to otherphases of the same transation or to any phase of other transations, inluding thesetransations' issue phases for olletibles. The system is also the �rst of its kind,sine �to the author's knowledge� no tehnial proposal for privay-protetingloyalty systems had been made before. The system also does not sari�e seurityfor privay, or vie versa, but realises both goals simultaneously. We provide twovariants of the loyalty system, eah based on di�erent ryptographi assumptionsgiving rise to di�erent properties. For the onstrution of both systems, we intro-due anonymous ounters that keep trak of the number of olletibles gathered,however, annot be manipulated by unauthorised parties.Another type of ustomer retention mehanism enountered in the real worldare multiple-use admission tikets, whih we are onerned with in Chapter 6. Thiskind of tikets an be used for a preset number of times, suh as an admissiontiket for a inema that allows its owner to see 10 movies, say, for the prie of 9.Having similar tikets available for Internet o�erings may be advantageous. Sinethe proliferation of broadband Internet aess grows, it might beome possible, say,for brik-and-mortar inemas to omplement their range of produts with Internethome inemas that o�er Internet users the same kind of inentive that is o�ered totheir ustomers in the real world by issuing multiple-use admission tikets. Suh asenario might be an appliation for the multiple-use tikets presented in Chapter6. Similar to the loyalty system, these tikets had been designed with seurityand privay in mind, i.e., they annot be easily forged and allow ustomers to stayanonymous, just as with a real-world multiple-use admission tiket. More generally,these tikets an be seen as erti�ates that provide a means to anonymously andgradually dislose any kind of information enoded in the erti�ate.Apart from their use in the appliation senarios mentioned above, the rypto-graphi shemes developed for the loyalty system and the multiple-use admissiontikets from Chapters 5 and 6, respetively, may be of independent interest, as theyan be used in a wider range of appliations.
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Chapter 2

On PrivacyPrivay is an extremely omplex matter as it touhes many areas of our daily life� even though we are not always aware of that. For instane, when someone usesa ell phone in a rowded street, the person gives up privay to some degree, asevery asual bystander an overhear the phone all. But usually people do not areto listen or try not do so beause, by soial norms, eavesdropping is onsideredimpolite. So even if there is potential for a privay invasion in this situation, it israrely realised. However, this may not be true for people living in non-demoratiountries where a bystander might be a government agent taking notes or reordingthe all. But even people living in a free soiety should be wary as their privay maybe hallenged too, e.g., in the name of �ghting terrorism. For instane, as of thiswriting, it is but a year that the European Parliament and The Counil introdued adiretive that demands the retention of data from eletroni ommuniation servies,suh as phone alls, or data from ommuniation networks, suh as the Internet[EU06℄. This ation is merely one example where legal, tehnial, and also ethialissues pose a hallenge to the privay of individuals. Although all three issues woulddemand proper treatment, it is beyond the sope of this work to even ome loseto this, due to eah topi's inherent omplexity. Instead, we provide a rash ourseon privay issues where we highlight some ethial and tehnial aspets relevant forthis work and introdue terminology used in subsequent hapters. We ompletelyleave out legal issues, as national privay laws di�er from ountry to ountry, andthe goal of this work is to provide privay for Internet users on a tehnial level,irrespetive of any privay law in plae.
2.1 Demand for PrivacyOften it is assumed �rather than argued� that Internet users all over the worldhave similar onerns for privay when they go online. In the following, we will
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2.1. Demand for Privacybakup this presumption by presenting the results of surveys, onduted in thelast ouple of years in several (western) ountries, whih show that users have hadonerns about their privay sine the beginning of the ommerialisation of theWorld Wide Web in the late 90's. Although initial onerns may have been due tothe new media �Internet� and the unertainty that ame along with it, the surveysshow that these onerns persist and are even felt stronger by experiened Internetusers.The �rst survey we present was onduted in 1999 by Harris Interative in theU.S.A., the U.K., and in Germany. In this survey, only 21% (US)/ 13% (UK)/10% (DE) of the respondents said that they were on�dent or very on�dent whenasked about their on�dene in the proper handling of their personal data by In-ternet vendors [Int99℄. Consequently, 58%/45%/61% of the respondents said thatit is very important �that those [vendors℄ adopt and follow strong privay prote-tion poliies�. A total of 59%/48%/69% among the Internet users said that theyat least one refused to provide information that they thought was too personal orunneessary and 57%/41%/56% said that they at least one deided not to purhasefrom a retail site beause they were not sure about the handling of their personalinformation.In a 2001 survey onduted in the U.S. [CM01℄, sensitivity for privay was evenhigher than in the 1999 survey by Harris Interative, as 82% of the respondentssaid that they had at least one refused to provide personal information and 64%responded that at least one they hose not to purhase beause of privay onerns.In the same survey, 70% of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed that they areusually bothered �when ompanies ask [. . . ℄ for personal information�.A more reent survey (2005) onduted in Canada, Germany, the U.S., and theU.K. [Res05℄ shows that onerns for privay have not dropped over the years. Inthis survey, 72% of all respondents said that they are somewhat, very, or extremelyonerned about their Internet seurity, where the highest onerns in this regardwere selling of personal information to third parties and identity theft.The series of surveys onduted by the German television networks ARD andZDF among Internet users in Germany, also supports previously mentioned �ndings.In the 2004 survey [vGF04℄, 86% of the respondents said that they are onernedabout the transfer of personal information to third parties whih, ompared to the2003 study, was another 4% higher (ited in [vGF04℄). These numbers are relativelystable, as the 2006 survey [FG06℄ showed that 85% of the respondents still worryabout a transfer of personal information.Although almost all surveys on�rm that ustomers feel that their privay on-erns are not properly addressed, the online business is �ourishing. Thus, thereseems to be a dihotomy or ambiguity between reported attitude and atual be-haviour. An explanation for this might be that privay itself is an ambiguous on-
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2.2. Privacy in Generalept, i.e., views on privay widely di�er. Aquisti and Grossklags [AG04, AG05a℄argue that the behaviour of ustomers is in part due to their inomplete informa-tion about a vendor's intentions and due to their �bounded rationality�, i.e., theirinability to properly proess all information and reah a rational deision.Conversely, Syverson [Syv03℄ laims that hoosing immediate grati�ation inexhange for personal data may well be the result of a rational deision making. Heonjetures that ustomers are perfetly rational when they dislose ertain infor-mation in exhange for some bene�t, if they have a low expetation that somethingbad will happen from the dislosure. However, Aquisti [Aq02℄ found that this ex-petation, or rather behaviour, is myopi, as ustomers are usually overestimatingshort-term bene�ts while underestimating negative onsequenes in the future, andin addition often have an �optimism bias�.In the ARD/ZDF survey [vGF04℄, another explanation is o�ered for online users'seemingly ambiguous behaviour, namely that ustomers will usually not have ahoie but to provide personal information, if they want to use a ertain servie.Irrespetive of why ustomers, despite uttered privay onerns, eventually de-ide to buy online, the presented results from the surveys show that privay seemsto be on the ustomers' mind. Therefore, also from a marketing perspetive, itmight be bene�ial for a vendor to invest in privay safeguards and use the privayargument to gain a ompetitive advantage over other vendors.
2.2 Privacy in GeneralThe previous setion suggests that some kind of ommon understanding of theterm �privay� exists between Internet users, though the details are still fuzzy andseemingly ambiguous. The latter might be one reason why privay theorists havebeen working for deades on answering the question what privay really means andhow it an be de�ned in terms of a theory whih should �ideally� over all aspetsof privay in any given situation. In the following, we give a brief overview of somewidely respeted theories in this �eld in order to illustrate the diverse possibilitiesfor the meaning of privay.Given these di�erent meanings, it omes as no surprise that the notion of privayis pereived and interpreted di�erently by di�erent people in the world [Tav00℄ �and, to make matters worse, the situational ontext also in�uenes the pereption ofprivay [Gav95, Nis04℄. The reasons for these diverse views on privay are manifold,ranging from interests of ertain parties, suh as privay advoates and marketeers,to ultural issues, e.g., freedom of speeh vs. personal rights. Next, we will brie�yreview some privay theories and also mention some of their shortomings.
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2.2. Privacy in General

Non-intrusion. In the seminal work of Warren and Brandeis [WB90℄, privay isde�ned as �the right to be let alone�. This is often interpreted as being free fromintrusion [Tav99b℄, however not free from surveillane. In that sense, an Internetafé owner or an ISP spying on its ustomers would not violate their privay. �

Seclusion. Another theory, put forth by Westin [Wes67℄, desribes privay as �thevoluntary and temporary withdrawal of a person from the general soiety throughphysial [means℄ in a state of solitude�. In other words, Westin equates privay withsolitude. This means that to enjoy a state of privay, one has to be alone. Critisof this theory further point out that it is possible to have 'privay' (in a non-Westinsense) but no solitude and to have no 'privay' while being alone [Tav99b℄. Indeed,the latter situation arises if one aesses the Internet from one's home omputer�while being alone� and yet, one's omplete ommuniation might be observedby third parties. �

Control. The ontrol theory, stated, e.g., in [Fri90℄, argues that one an have privayif and only if one has ontrol over information about oneself. This implies that onehas the freedom or, in other words, hoie to deny or grant aess to informationabout oneself. In pratie, however, one will never have omplete ontrol over one'sinformation as soon as it is released. And in addition, this kind of ontrol impliesthat one is aware of the fat that personal information is dislosed. Clearly, thelatter annot be assumed in general, let alone for Internet appliations. �

Limitation. The ability to limit or restrit aess to information about oneself inertain ontexts is at the heart of the limitation theory, .f. [Gav95℄. This suggeststhat the more restrited the aess to one's information is, the more privay oneenjoys [Tav00℄. However, it is often not only the number of persons having aess tosome information that is important but also the ontext in whih this informationis released. For instane, telling a dotor in a private room about an illness andlater on telling another dotor in a hospital the same will not neessarily lead to lessprivay despite the fat that another person learned about the illness, i.e., gainedaess to the private information. And also, voluntarily telling a group of losefriends personal things is usually not pereived as giving up privay, though learlya number of persons learned about these matters. Nissenbaum [Nis04℄ makes asimilar point in saying that �personal information revealed in a partiular ontextis always tagged with that ontext�. In that sense, she also speaks of ontextualintegrity meaning that privay is maintained, if some information that was dislosedin an appropriate ontext is not being distributed or used outside this ontext. �
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2.3. Shades of Identities

Control/restricted access. The theory of ontrol/restrited aess developed by Moor[Moo97℄ ombines the ideas of the limitation and ontrol theory. In Moor's theory,the notion of privay is always attahed to a ontext and not to the informationitself, i.e., some information is not private per se but may be onsidered privatein ertain ontexts. Unlike the limitation theory, one may hoose to dislose someinformation in a ertain ontext, i.e., one grants someone aess to some informa-tion, and still maintains the same level of privay. This means that, say, a vendormay rightfully learn and proess information obtained from some ustomer at somespei� point in time, e.g., during the ustomer's purhase, but may violate theustomer's privay if he would use it for a di�erent purpose or even at anothertime, i.e., in a di�erent ontext. Note that this is also onsistent with Nissenbaum'sde�nition of a violation of ontextual integrity [Nis98, Nis04℄. �We do not extend this disussion any further, as it seems lear that the notionof privay in general is not easily de�ned in any 'formal sense'. Still, the theory ofontrol/restrited aess omes lose to the kind of ontrol over information that wehave in mind for this work, as it reognises that �to maintain privay� informationfrom one ontext, e.g., a purhase at an online shop, must not be ombined withinformation obtained in another ontext, suh as downloading personal informa-tion from ommunity portals, e.g., Faebook1, StudiVZ2, Xing3, or from a privatehomepage. The latter is partiularly interesting, as suh sites are publily aes-sible, whih leads to the problem of privay in publi [Nis98℄ and to the questionwhether there an be a reasonable expetation of privay in publi areas. If suhan expetation is unreasonable then, perhaps, Internet users should not expet anyprivay while being online.All of the theories above seem to impliitly assume that dislosed informationan always be related to a spei� person. However, as we will see in the nextsetion, there is a whole range of possibilities between the ongoing identi�ation ofan individual and anonymity, i.e., the inability to even reognise a spei� person.
2.3 Shades of IdentitiesIdentities are usually assoiated with natural persons, and we refer to the identityof a person when we speak of ombined information that relates to her, like hername, address, date of birth, et. Often, we also relate a person's identity to adevie's identi�ation, e.g., when we refer to the number of her ell phone or to the1http://www.faebook.om2http://www.studivz.net3http://www.xing.om
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2.3. Shades of IdentitiesIP address of her omputer. In suh ases, we make the presumption that only aspei� person has aess to the devie, i.e., takes/makes the phone all or uses theomputer. In the Internet, automated servies like Web-servers an also be thoughtof as having an identity, as they an be addressed, e.g., by their domain name.However, in this work, we will only onsider identities whih are related to naturalpersons.An identity need not neessarily be determined by an identi�ation (ID) suhas a name or a devie's ID. For instane, we often refer to people whose nameswe do not know, e.g., �the newsdealer around the orner�, and yet, the identity ofthis person is determined � at least for a ertain audiene. If it is unlear where�around the orner� is or if there are several newsdealers �around the orner� thenthe identity might be undetermined.A person might be known to others by di�erent traits [Wal99℄, e.g., the news-dealer's friends will know him by his full name and not just as �the newsdealeraround the orner�. This example also shows that for any number of a person'straits, there might be a group whih is able to relate them and others who arenot, e.g., the newsdealer's friends and the ustomers who do not know his name,respetively. Note that the newsdealer's friends and his ustomers also make uptwo di�erent ontexts. Thus, one ould say that an identity is the sum of the traitsknown about some person in a given ontext.Traits an also be temporary, suh as, �the man with the red ap who rossedthe Broadway�. Without wearing the red ap, the same man will possibly not bereognised when rossing the Broadway two days later, as opposed to the newsdealerwho always sells newspapers at the same orner.In the following, we will introdue the terminology used throughout this workto distinguish various shades of identities. As this work is settled in the �eld ofeletroni ommere, we usually have Internet users in the bak of our minds, whenwe speak of �some person�.
Personally Identifiable. If the real-world identity of an Internet user, e.g., her nameand address, is known by her ommuniation partner, or an be inferred or learnedfrom it through other information, e.g., her redit ard number, we say that the useris personally identi�ed. The information whih ontributed to the identi�ation ofthe user we all personally identi�able information (PII).A user might have several, ontext-dependent identities. However, if they on-tain PII, they an be related and traed bak to the same natural person and thus,they an be regarded as a single identity. If an identity is omprised of or ontainsPII, hene allows mathing with a natural person, we all suh an identity a personidentity. �
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2.3. Shades of Identities

Pseudonymity. If a user is not personally identi�able, she may still be reognisableby some distinguishing mark, though not neessarily something that would intrin-sially reveal her real-world identity. We will therefore all a person identi�able(without quali�ation), if she an be distinguished from others through some mark,while her real-world identity remains unknown and annot be inferred from thismark. A mark an be virtually anything: a (�titious) name, a unique number,a rypti string, et. We all suh a distinguishing information a pseudonym. Assuh, a pseudonym an be regarded as an identity.An important di�erene between a person identity and a pseudonym is thata pseudonym an be arbitrarily seleted. In our ontext, this is usually done bythe vendor's shopping software, e.g., by setting a session ookie [KM97℄. In otherappliations or ontexts, users may hoose pseudonyms by themselves, e.g., in theIRC niknames are hosen by users. The person using a ertain pseudonym, wewill all the pseudonym's holder. By using a pseudonym more than one, its holderallows others to reognise her/him and, possibly, also allows them to relate otherinformation to the pseudonym. Another di�erene to a person identity is that apseudonym, in general, an be dropped without e�ort, e.g., by stopping its use.If one is using a pseudonym over a onsiderable period of time, a ommuniationpartner might be able to piee together enough information from their ommon om-muniation to �nally allow the personal identi�ation of the pseudonym's holder.So even if, at �rst, no PII is onveyed to a ommuniation partner, are must betaken regarding the dislosure of new information and the pseudonym's duration ofuse.P�tzmann and Köhntopp [PK01℄ distinguish pseudonyms regarding their du-ration and their ontext of use. For instane, a person pseudonym is used as asubstitute for a user's real-world identity and may be used over a long, possibly life-long, period in many ontexts. Conversely, a relationship pseudonym is used onlyin a single ontext, possibly also for some time. Hene, a relationship pseudonymdi�ers from ontext to ontext. In this work, however, we are primarily interested ina third type of pseudonym, a so alled transation pseudonym. Suh a pseudonymis used only one in any single ontext/transation. Thus, even if the user entersthe same ontext again, her pseudonym will be di�erent from previous ones. Insummary, using either type of pseudonym mentioned before, the holder's ommu-niation partner may reognise her in a given (temporal) ontext. �

Anonymity. The traditional understanding of anonymity, i.e., onealing or with-holding one's name, is no longer adequate (for the Internet), as other informationexist, e.g., soial seurity numbers (SSNs), redit ard and passport numbers, IPand email addresses, et., whih allow identi�ation of a natural person [Wal99℄.Even more, these traits allow the reation of dossiers by linking, mathing, and
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2.3. Shades of Identitiesmining data that was one dislosed about some identity [Nis99℄. Suh a dossier,ontaining not only fats but also inferred data, is ommonly referred to as a pro�le.Information that feeds a pro�le is often reated by the user's own interations,e.g., by sending and reeiving information over open networks, like the Internet.In order to link a message to a pro�le, the message must ontain some identifyingor reognisable information that an be assoiated with the pro�le. Conversely,anonymity refers to the absene of suh identifying or reognisable information.In the (tehnial) privay literature, it is understood that anonymity still holds,even if a message's sender, reeiver, or both have a transation pseudonym. On thisaount, we an have anonymity with respet to the sender and/or with respet tothe reeiver of a message [PW86℄. By anonymity we mean that a user, i.e., a senderor a reeiver, is non-identi�able, muh like in the de�nition of pseudonymity, andin addition, he annot even be reognised by his ommuniation partner one theommuniation has ended. Note that when we speak of anonymity, we normallyfous on a partiular layer, e.g., the appliation layer. However, it is lear that trueanonymity is only possible, if all layers, possibly inluding low-level ommunia-tion layers, are anonymised � at least to the point where an identity annot bedetermined or resolved by the ommuniation partner.In this work, we are mostly onerned with sender anonymity, sine in ele-troni ommere senarios the reeiver of a message is usually some vendor whihis known to the sender/ustomer. Sender anonymity implies that an anonymoususer, returning to some site, annot be distinguished from a �rst-time visitor bythe site's operator. Still, the vendor is free to make a guess whether the user underwath is a returning or �rst-time user. If the vendor bets on the former then theuser's anonymity depends in part on the number of former visitors of the vendor'ssite and so depends the vendor's hane for making a orret guess with respetto the user's identity. The group of former visitors is alled the anonymity set oranonymity group, as the size of this group gives a lower bound on the vendor'shane of orretly guessing the user's identity (person identity or pseudonym).The anonymity set for a message is de�ned as the group of other network parti-ipants who ould have sent the message. Intuitively, anonymity is the stronger thelarger the anonymity set. This intuition, however, is not always orret. Assume wegot an anonymity set onsisting of n users. Now, if for a given message m, a group of
l members from the set an be ruled out as potential senders with a high probability,the size of the whole anonymity set, n, would not be the deisive fator. Beause inthis ase, the anonymity of a partiular sender does not depend on the size n buton l (and its probability), whih determines the e�etive size of the anonymity set(for message m), i.e., n − l. Therefore, besides the absolute size of the anonymityset, other fators suh as side information onveyed by messages of a spei� group
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2.4. Privacy Concernsof partiipants may in�uene overall anonymity (see [SD02, Ser04, DSCP02℄ for adisussion). �

Unlinkability. At �rst sight, unlinkability seems to be somewhat misplaed here, asit has nothing to do with identity lasses, suh as the ones introdued above. Itmainly has to do with pro�ling. However, as a pro�le leads to an identity and everyidentity belongs to one of the lasses above, introduing the term �unlinkability� inthis setion seems to be appropriate.The notion of unlinkability of sender and reeiver �rst appeared in [PW86℄ andwas desribed as a measure that �hides the relation between sender and reipientof a message from everybody but [...℄ the sender of the message�. Later, Reiterand Rubin [RR98℄ desribed it as a state where a sender and a reeiver an bereognised as partiipating in some ommuniation while they annot be identi�edby an attaker as ommuniating with eah other.Although ahieving this kind of unlinkability is desirable, we do not aim thathigh. In a typial e-ommere senario, the sender of a message will usually besome ustomer and the reeiver will be a vendor who, with respet to privay, playsthe role of an attaker. Therefore, we are partiularly interested in preventingthat ations of the same ustomer an be related, i.e., linked by a vendor. Thus,what we look at in this work is message unlinkability, meaning that two or morepiees of information, e.g., messages sent by the same user, annot be related bythe reipient of the information. In other words, message unlinkability ensures thatthe reipient's a priori probability for relating two or more messages of the sameuser does not inrease, if he in fat (unwittingly) reeives another message of thisuser. That is, the a priori probability for linking two messages of the same user isthe same as the a posteriori probability.
2.4 Privacy ConcernsThe widely known �know your ustomer� mantra of marketeers an be taken to newheights given the data made readily available by ustomers in eletroni ommereproesses. Online ustomers provide online vendors with all kinds of data thatmarketeers ould only have dreamt of before the Internet era. In a typial webshop, ustomers provide their names, addresses, payment information �suh asredit ard numbers�, and purhased goods. This is not a new threat to theprivay of individuals as this had been possible before the Internet era of shopping.However, in the �o�ine world�, e.g., in brik-and-mortar shops, one has the hoie tostay anonymous and still get the desired goods without having to aept a (�nanial)penalty. In the Internet, hoosing to stay anonymous usually means hoosing not tobuy at all. In a 2004 survey [vGF04℄, this kind of 'take it or leave it' hoie is also
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2.4. Privacy Concernso�ered as an explanation for the phenomenon of users reporting onerns aboutthe treatment of personal data provided to online vendors and the users' atualbehaviour to provide data nonetheless. However, the survey also shows that 86%of the respondents are onerned about their privay and that a total of 58% tryto do something about it, e.g., by deleting ookies at least one a month. As theprimary means of ookies is to store data about a ustomer and also to trak theustomer's behaviour, one suggestion of this �nding is that users are not too fondof being re-identi�ed and/or traked, despite the alleged advantages of being morequikly informed about new potential items of interest.Before we outline spei� onerns / threats, we should perhaps argue why ol-leting information from individuals may be seen as a privay infringement. In theprivay literature, autonomy, liberty, demoray, et. have been identi�ed as beingore values [Joh85, Moo97, Nis98, Tav99b℄, i.e., values whih are good in themselves.And many agree that privay has instrumental value, i.e., leads to something good,and is �at least� the �expression of a ore value� [Moo97℄ or even an �essentialaspet of [the ore value℄ autonomy� [Joh85℄. Privay leads to something good asit an protet us from harm, e.g., disrimination, harassment, stigmatisation, andso forth [Ved99℄. It also supports autonomy, liberty, and eventually demoray, asfear from being wathed all the time will in�uene where we go, how we interatwith others, and how we at in the publi, in general.In some ountries, the former notion, though seemingly a philosophial one,also led to the adoption of onrete privay laws. For instane, in 1983 the GermanFederal Constitutional Court ruled on similar grounds that people have the rightof �informational self-determination� whih it saw as an expression of personal free-dom [BVe83℄. The right of informational self-determination is often paraphrased as�having the right to know who learns whih information on whih oasion aboutoneself�. The Court's deision eventually led to Germany's �rst Federal Data Pro-tetion At, �rst enated 1990, whih in later years had been amended several times[BDS03℄. Suh a right of self-determination, however, will be of little use, if individ-uals annot keep trak �or do not know� of all the database systems where somepiee of information about them is stored, as they will be unable to seek aess tothese systems in order to review, orret, or even demand deletion of their data[Lau96℄.As mentioned before, many threats to privay are not new or genuine threats ofInternet pratie. However, in the real world, we would normally objet to ertainpraties whereas in the online world we take them for granted. In the following,we will present some senarios whih make up privay issues in the real world butan also be enountered in the Internet in a similar form and are even exaerbatedby the speed and sale of modern information tehnology.
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2.4. Privacy Concerns

Data Links. Often, it is not the data by itself whih is private but the linkage of thatdata to a spei� person � the data might just be publily available. To illustratesuh a ase, Fulda gives the following example [Ful99℄. Suppose Alie visits herfriend Bob. While waiting for him in his living room, she sees a stak of magazines.Obviously every magazine from the stak had been published and hene, an beonsidered publi information. Also, the fat that Bob possess a stak of magazinesis publily available on sight. Now, suppose that in the stak a 'men's magazine'is buried. Of ourse, the magazine by itself is also some publi information �anyone an buy one at a newsstand. Now the question Fulda asks is, if Alie wouldgo through the stak, notiing this magazine, wouldn't she violate Bob's privay?Probably yes, even though all information by itself is publily available. It is,however, the linkage of the magazine to Bob as a reader whih was private.Another example in this regard an be found in [Ful98℄ where the ase of apregnant woman is made who uses an ATM and is wathed by a amera. Again,the author asks: Is the woman's privay infringed, if being aught on amera trig-gers targeted advertisements, spam-mails, and the likes promoting produts fornewborns?In the Internet, it is even easier to math and ombine observed publi infor-mation from di�erent soures, one the linkage to a spei� person is known. Forinstane, by personalising purhases, online vendors a posteriori reate a link to theustomer's searh phase whih enables them to see what the ustomer is interestedin, similar to Alie who a priori knew the link from Bob to the stak of magazines.Essentially, online vendors reate a link from a ustomer's digital/online identityto her real-world/o�ine identity [Aq02℄. This enables vendors to tap informationsoures, online and o�ine, that link to the same o�ine identity, i.e., the same nat-ural person, and therefore an be used to further expand the vendor's knowledgeon a partiular ustomer. Nissenbaum [Nis98℄ adds that the sum of this informa-tion an be further aggregated, e.g., to �nd similarities between ertain groups ofpeople, and this in turn may allow to �inorporate a riher portrait of the individ-ual� into pro�les. Consequently, an information asymmetry will arise that learlyfavours vendors, sine the vendor will know muh more about the ustomer thanvie versa, and the ustomer will not even know about it. The problem with this isthat ustomers who are not aware of what others know about them may be easiertargeted, disriminated, and manipulated than others [Nis98℄. �

Data Mining. Data mining is basially about �nding useful patterns and relation-ships in data [FU96, Tav99b℄. �Useful� means that additional, new knowledge anbe inferred from data and subsequently put to use, e.g., for targeted marketingampaigns [FPSS96℄. The whole proess for extrating non-obvious, previouslyunknown, and potentially useful information from data omprises several steps,
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2.4. Privacy Concernsinluding data preparation, data seletion, inorporation of prior knowledge, et.This proess is usually alled knowledge disovery in databases (KDD) [FPSS96℄,however, we will use it interhangeably with the more familiar term data mining.Although, data mining an be applied to all kinds of data, we are espeiallyinterested in ases where new data is extrated, or rather inferred, by aggregatingand generalising data olleted from a group of individuals. Note that there is abig di�erene between fat data, i.e., things that atually happened, and inferenes,e.g., preditions, as the latter are a�ited with unertainty. Therefore, Gotterbarnuses the term virtual information to distinguish inferenes from the fat data usedto produe them [Got99℄. Virtual information may onsist of inferenes about aperson's future behaviour, personality traits, and so forth. Gotterbarn also remarksthat virtual information is often a�orded the same veraity as atual fat data, assoon as it beomes an eletroni fat, i.e., is reorded in a database.An illustration of virtual information is given in [Tav99a℄, where Tavani makesthe following hypothetial ase. Suppose Bob, an exeutive working for a marketing�rm, applies for an automobile loan at his bank. To this end, he �lls out the usualforms required by the bank. In these forms, Bob indiates that he annually earns$90,000 and urrently repays a $15,000 loan for a family vaation to Europe takenduring the previous year. He also onsents to internal proessing of this data bythe bank, i.e., his data is not given to third parties. Now, assume that the bankuses KDD to mine data from its databases and the KDD proess omes up with thefollowing pattern: �Exeutives earning more than $70,000 but less than $120,000annually, and who purhase luxury ars (suh as BMWs), and who take expensivevaations, often go into business for themselves within �ve years of employment.�Further assume that a separate data mining proess �nds that the �majority ofmarketing entrepreneurs who go into business for themselves delare bankruptywithin one year of starting their own businesses�. Now this virtual information anbe ombined to a new virtual information, making Bob a member of �the groupof marketeers likely to start a business and delare bankrupty within a year�.Consequently, Bob poses a long-term redit risk for the bank and should be deniedhis loan.At �rst sight, the example does not seem to illustrate a privay problem, as Bobgave his onsent to the proessing of his data. However, reall from the beginningof this setion, that privay had been identi�ed as an expression of autonomy and,aording to the ontrol/restrited aess theory (see Setion 2.2), one should beable to limit the ontext or purpose for whih the provided data will be used. Now,the problem is, if we annot possibly know what new data will be unearthed by KDDproesses, how are we supposed to limit aess to data we have neither providednor are ever made aware of? And, looking at the example again, this does not eventake into aount that one may never truly beome a member of the group found
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2.4. Privacy Concernsby a KDD proess � Weihert alled this a statistial prejudie [Wei06℄. If we haveto fear that harmless fats reorded in some database, like a trip to Europe, lead tounforeseeable onsequenes, like the denial of a loan, then this will surely have animpat on our autonomy.Another problem in this regard is, espeially for legislative approahes, that itis hard to give an 'informed onsent' to the proessing of one's data, if it is unlearwhih new data will be found by the KDD proess and how it will be used [Tav99a℄.In addition, there is also an ethial issue with generalisations produed in a datamining proess, as generalisations give rise to stigmatisation and disrimination,e.g., due to a predisposition for a ertain disease, a ertain type of lifestyle, ora partiular job [Ved99℄. Thus, anonymity, in suh a ase, would also at as anequaliser [Joh97℄. �

Profiles. A pro�le is usually the sum of information gathered from and about a par-tiular person and may also ontain information whih had been derived from theavailable fat data, e.g., by data mining tehniques. In ertain business branhes,data mining will be used to amend personal pro�les, e.g., in order to redue risksassoiated with ertain groups found by the KDD proess. In this ase, the gen-eralised data is e�etively treated as if it were personal data [Ved99, Wei06℄, i.e.,virtual information is treated as fat data even if it is by far less than 100% aurate.Another problem is that a ustomer, who regularly purhases at some vendor'ssite, enables the vendor to onstantly expand on her pro�le, allowing more aurateinferenes on her household. In addition, hypotheses drawn from inferenes anbe easily tested and reorded by the vendor, the next time the ustomer visits theonline shop. As an example for this, imagine a rafted list of items of interest whihare presented to the ustomer. If the ustomer liks a ertain item from the list,she supports the hypothesis, if she ignores the list, she rejets the hypothesis. Thisway, the vendor may easily test the ustomer's likes and dislikes. Note that suhlists may also ome with speial o�ers and thus, an be muh more manipulativethan ordinary advertisements whih are direted at the masses. Also note that thenegative event �item was not liked� an be reorded just as easily as its positiveounterpart. Therefore, it is not only possible to observe what a ustomer did butalso what she did not. This, together with the fat that information is alreadyolleted in a digital format, makes it muh easier to proess, verify, and enriheletroni ustomer pro�les than, say, using surveillane ameras or instruting astore detetive to reate dossiers of only a small group of ustomers whih an beobserved this way. Therefore, the potential for privay invasion in the online worldis muh greater than in the o�ine world. Still, we may not even have seen the fullpotential of reorded Internet tra� yet, as, aording to [SDP06℄, today's vendors
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2.4. Privacy Concernsoften underutilise their available likstream data, i.e., they do not fully exploit thepotential of Web analyti tools yet.In addition, the olletion of the data at a entral point, the ease of aess tothe information, inluding sophistiated searhes and queries, the speed of sorting,updating, and sifting through the data, as well as the pratially endless amount ofmemory to store all the data makes up the privay issue [Joh85℄. �

Surveillance. Surveillane is one of the building bloks for the reation of pro�les.Internet tehnology allows to put every single user under surveillane in ways thathad not been possible before. To distinguish surveillane aided by information teh-nology from lassi surveillane tehnology, e.g., ameras and mirophones, Clarkeoined the term dataveillane, meaning �the systemati use of personal data systemsin the investigation or monitoring of the ations or ommuniations of one or morepersons� [Cla88℄. However, with onepts like �ubiquitous/ pervasive omputing�and �ambient intelligene� the line between lassial and IT aided surveillane di-minishes more and more � see [DTG06℄ for a disussion on some more privayaspets in pervasive omputing environments. Indeed, suh onverging soures ofinformation may beome one of the major future problems with respet to privay,as most likely it will not be possible to draw a line between online and o�ine datapools, and everything observed in the real world immediately beomes an eletronifat available in the online world. �

Merging of Information. Users often annot foresee the onsequenes resulting fromthe dislosure of ertain information, sine they only have limited knowledge ofations taken by the reeiver of the information [AG05b℄, suh as passing on thedata to other parties. For instane, a user may authorise the olletion of di�erentinformation relating to her on various oasions, e.g., purhase information at dif-ferent stores. However, this in no way means that for the union of this information�suh as a pro�le omprised of the purhase information from all stores� a similarauthorisation an be assumed, sine the union of this information may olletivelyrelease more information than was originally desired [Got99, Sh03℄. Still, it anbe assumed that the predominant way of dealing with information obtained fromvarious soures �online or o�ine� is to simply merge them. This onsequeneis often overlooked by users when they give an 'informed' onsent permitting thetransfer of some of their data to third parties.In [Got99℄, Gotterbarn ites a real ase where two information soures had beenmerged, without the persons' knowledge or onsent, whih had serious onsequenesfor the persons involved. In the partiular ase, a banker in the U.S., who was onhis state's health ommission, pulled a list of aner patients and mathed themwith his bank's reords of outstanding loans. Then he alled in the loans of persons
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2.4. Privacy Concernson the list in expetation of their premature demise. This ase also illustrates aviolation of ontextual integrity [Nis04℄ beause the health and �nanial informationwere extrated from their initial ontexts and ombined in a new ontext. �

Trading of Personal Data. It is lear that pro�ling will bene�t some groups whileothers will be disriminated. People belonging to the advantageous group an beexpeted to willingly release ertain information in order to reeive some sort ofbene�t [AG05b℄. In priniple, there is nothing wrong with this, provided thatpeople gave their onsent for the proessing of their data and aept the potentialonsequenes of the dislosure, i.e., that they forfeit any ontrol over the seondaryuse of their data (.f. the paragraph �Data Mining� in this setion). As alreadyoutlined in an earlier paragraph, dislosing information may have unforeseeableonsequenes for the future and thus, even the advantageous group may realise thatinformation provided in the past an turn against them, e.g., if the informationprovided, later assoiates them with some risk group. So the dilemma is, if onetrades in personal data to ahieve some bene�t today, one may be denied bene�tsin the future beause of information provided in the past. However, withholdinginformation may also not be ideal, e.g., if one will be heavily penalised for notproviding ertain data, e.g., paying twie as muh interest for a loan. The latter isalso an ethial issue as, in suh a ase, voluntariness annot be assumed anymoreand then, pro�ling will give rise to an inreased erosion of privay.It is, however, not only the trade between business and onsumer but also thetrade from business to business whih raises onerns. Indeed, the market for on-sumer information is driven by ompanies that wish to o�er personalised serviesand to make use of dynami priing in order to maximise their pro�ts [AV05, Tay02℄.Sine a market exists, online vendors do not have to solely rely on their own pro�lesbut may also buy (sell) additional information from (to) professional data brokers,suh as DoubleClik4, I-Behavior5, or LoatePlus6. The said ompanies are par-tiularly ative in the U.S. market, however, this does not neessarily mean that,say, the privay of Europeans would be better proteted from information brokersbeause of European privay regulations. As many U.S. based ompanies, suh asAmazon or Google, proess their olleted data outside the European Union, theEU's privay regulation is hardly e�etive.Another onern �easily overlooked by ustomers� arises, if a ompany is takenover by another ompany and all of the olleted ustomer information is transferredto the new owner. The new owner may or may not have made a privay statementabout the treatment of ustomer information and may onsequently have a di�erent4http://www.doublelik.om5http://www.i-behavior.om6http://www.loateplus.om
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2.4. Privacy Concernsperspetive on the proessing of personal information than the ompany whih hadoriginally olleted the data. This ould have happened in the past to ustomers ofthe now bankrupt online retailer ToySmart.om, whih o�ered its ustomer databasefor sale when it went into bankrupty [EAASS06, TM01℄. This, however, wasprevented by an ation of the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC), but onlybeause the ompany's privay poliy stated that personal information would neverbe shared with a third party and the FTC's position was that ToySmart.om hadto abide to this promise, even in ase of the ompany's failure [EAASS06, Fed00℄.Meanwhile, ompanies have learned from this 'mistake', and nowadays even largeompanies, suh as Amazon.om, have made it expliitly lear in their privaypoliy that ustomer information is an asset that will also be transferred, shouldthe ompany be aquired by another �rm (see also [MD03℄). �

Price discrimination. Although not stritly a privay problem, prie disriminationis presumably one of the onsequenes of pro�ling that will be immediately felt byustomers. Prie disrimination means that a vendor harges ustomers di�erentpries for the same good. The posted prie seen by a ustomer will usually bebased on some extra information, suh as a pro�le. In ertain business branhes inthe real world, prie disrimination is very ommon, e.g., at ar dealers or at �eamarkets. However, there are at least two di�erenes to online prie disrimination.In the real world, it is done more openly, i.e., one usually knows that pries aresubjet to haggling and that the pries are a starting point for further negotiation.In the online world, posted pries are �xed and ustomers will assume that thepries are the same for all ustomers. If not, ustomers feel treated unfair and areoutraged, as experiened by the online bookstore Amazon.om when its experimentin prie disrimination was revealed [Ram05, Ros00℄. For this reason, Odlyzko[Odl03℄ expets that open prie disrimination is not going to happen in the nearfuture beause ustomers will be able to irumvent this. For instane, ustomerswho are harged with a low prie for a ertain good will re-sell the good to ustomerswho are harged with a higher prie. However, this does not neessarily suggest thatprie disrimination will not happen, it rather suggests that if it is done, it is likelyto be done in seret and hene its manipulative harater will not be obvious toustomers.Vendors may also be interested to learn an individual ustomer's valuation forertain goods in order to maximise their pro�ts. They ould do this, e.g., by peri-odially raising pries until the ustomer rejets the o�er and then post a prie theustomer is likely to aept, aording to her reorded behaviour [Ken01℄. This analso be regarded as a variant of the aforementioned hypothesis testing apability(see the paragraph on Pro�les).
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2.4. Privacy ConcernsHowever, Taylor's analysis [Tay02℄ suggests that, if ustomers antiipate a trans-fer of their personal data and at strategially, ustomers with a high valuation fora good will even redue their demand, i.e., rejet initial prie o�ers today, therebymisrepresenting themselves as low-valuation ustomers, in order to be o�ered aheaper prie in the future, i.e., the next period. Thus, if most ustomers wereforward-looking, buying onsumer pro�les would not be attrative for vendors be-ause, from the reorded behaviour, vendors would not be able to distinguish be-tween strategially ating ustomers, who would also buy at a high prie, andlow-valuation ustomers, who would only buy at a low prie. Thus, in some sense,ustomers an be said to be 'anonymous' as they are indistinguishable �from thevendor's point of view� with respet to their valuation for some good. However,if ustomers are myopi or do not at strategially, they hoose not to misrepre-sent themselves and vendors will want to employ prie disrimination, as they arebetter o� with this [AV05℄. In the myopi ase, ustomers disount the potentiallosses from losing ontrol of their personal information with the unertain proba-bility that suh an outome will take plae [Aq02℄. In the latter ase, ustomersmay value some servie whih saves them time and e�ort, e.g., longer hekouts dueto entering data anew or having to install an anonymising software. However, asthe authors admit, these results should be regarded with aution, as they dependon the fat that only two selling periods had been onsidered and by adding moreperiods several additional fators would have to be taken into aount. �

ID Theft. Identity theft means to assume someone else's name or some other trait,usually in order to run up bills or ommit rimes in someone else's name [Com04℄.ID theft is, on the one hand, a seurity problem, as it should not have been possibleto steal personal information in the �rst plae, but on the other hand, it is also aprivay problem, as personal information had been learned by unauthorised thirdparties � the thieves. By stealing pro�les, riminals gain a dossier of a personwhih makes it all the more easier for them to literally beome that person.A story on MSNBC [Sul03℄ shows to what extremes suh thefts an be atuallystrethed. The artile reports about Malolm Byrd, an innoent man, who had beenarrested several times for rimes ommitted by others in his name. He had been�led a riminal reord, had his driver's liense suspended for unpaid tra� �nes,was temporarily denied unemployment bene�ts beause of 'his' riminal reord, andeven ended up in jail beause someone else used his identity every time he got aughtby the polie. Byrd's ase also illustrates that one an event beomes an eletronifat (.f. the paragraph on Data Mining), e.g., Malolm Byrd's riminal reord isadded to his pro�le, the data is believed to be true and automated deisions aremade based on this grounds, suh as the denial of unemployment bene�ts. If thethief of Byrd's identity had been more areful with using it, Malolm Byrd may
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2.4. Privacy Concernshave lived years without notiing that someone is damaging his reputation. HadByrd applied for a loan, he might have been turned down beause of 'his' riminalreord and the bank may not even have told him.ID theft is not a singular inident. For instane, the FTC reported 247, 000omplaints in 2004, whih is a rise in online ID theft by 15% ompared to the pre-vious year [Com04℄. Additionally, ID theft may not only happen beause someonebroke into a seured database but may also happen beause ompanies at sloppyand willingly publish information that an be related to individuals. As a witnessto that, the ISP AOL unsuspetingly published on its researh web site about 19million searh requests of more than half a million of its ustomers [Hei06℄. Theserequests had not been anonymised and ontained, among other information, theusers' sreen names, i.e., the online IDs of AOL ustomers. Apart from learning theAOL users' sreen names, it was possible to learn some of their interests, names offriends, et., whih an be helpful not only in assuming the person's identity butalso in identifying the person. And indeed, it took only a few days until the NewYork Times ould report that the �rst person behind one of the sreen names hadbeen identi�ed [Tim06℄.So, one ould also say make the argument that the more information is knownabout a partiular person, the easier it beomes to assume this person's identity,and this in turn means lower seurity. �We have made the point above that one of the privay problems in the Internet isthat everything said and done will likely be reorded in some �le, e.g., pro�le, auditlog, server log �le, and so forth. Even though this is already a greater problem thanin the real world, where the default is not to reord everything, the real problem isthat all this reorded information, and onlusions drawn from it, will be linked toa spei� person, possibly without the person being aware of that, and potentiallybeing stored for over a lifetime. This also raises onerns that even minor inidentsin one's life or errors in reords will follow one through life [Joh85℄ and may even bepassed on to one's hildren, e.g., if some kind of gene defet had been diagnosed andstored in the pro�le of one of the hild's parents. In addition, the olletion of thedata at large entral / inter-linked databases, the sale, speed, and ease of aess tothe olleted information, inluding sophistiated searhes and queries, the speedof sorting, updating, and sifting through the data, as well as the pratially endlessamount of memory to store all this information raise major onerns for the privayof individuals.The problems outlined in this setion mainly arise beause the a�eted personsare personally identi�ed. By using the same identity in all or many ontexts, it iseasy to link, extrat, and proess information from these ontexts, ompile theminto a pro�le, and eventually learn information that the data subjet believed to
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2.5. Privacy Enhancing Technologiesbe private. Without persistent identities, however, these problems would be non-existent, or at least greatly alleviated, as the information dislosed by a person inone ontext ould not be related to information from other ontexts, if the persondid not intend this, e.g., by deliberately using the same pseudonym in more thanone ontext. Thus, by ating anonymously or pseudonymously people will reduethe odds for beoming subjet to privay infringements. Therefore, the solutionsdeveloped in this work fous on anonymity as this protets online ustomers in the�rst plae and allows them to avoid privay problems suh as the ones outlinedbefore.
2.5 Privacy Enhancing TechnologiesThe term �privay enhaning tehnology�, or PET for short, is olletively usedto refer to shemes whih aim to give users more ontrol over the information,espeially personally identi�able information (PII), that is dislosed by interatingwith others in the Internet. Some of this information annot be ompletely withheld,as it is inherent to the protools used to ommuniate over the Internet, suh asa omputer's IP address. In the following, we provide a quik overview of PETsaimed at anonymising network tra� or ontent reeived by individual users andthus, an be said to be universally appliable. These PETs are omplementary tothe ideas developed in this work and will sometimes need to be employed in orderto provide the level of privay protetion we aim for. The seletion of PETs isnot meant to be omprehensive and just inludes those PETs whih the authordeemed relevant for this work and universally appliable, and whih allow a kind oftehnial enforement by the data subjets, e.g., the users. A more omprehensivelist of PETs, inluding some of their histories, an be found in [GWB97, Gol02℄.

Proxies. The Anonymizer7 is an HTTP proxy server that sits between a user'sbrowser and every web server the browser onnets to. This means that the user'somplete HTTP tra� is routed through the Anonymizer and the addressed serverwill see the Anonymizer's IP address instead of the user's. Therefore, a site operatoronly learns that someone browses via the Anonymizer but not the user's IP address.Another example of a proxy solution is the Luent Personalized Web Assistant(LPWA) [KGG+98, GGK+99℄. It is similar to the Anonymizer in the sense thatit also ats as a proxy between the user's browser and a web server. However, ito�ers some additional funtionality that allows users to establish a pseudonymousrelationship with web sites. �7http://www.anonymizer.om
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2.5. Privacy Enhancing TechnologiesProxy approahes, however, su�er from at least two major problems. First, theproxy must be ultimately trusted by its users sine it sees all of its users' traf-�, whih may inlude sensitive information. Seond, it is a single point of fail-ure/attak. That is, attakers do not have to target a large number of servers inorder to learn private information, they an get all the information by monitoringor hijaking the proxy.
Anonymity Networks. The problem of single proxies an be alleviated by introduinga network of independent proxies where a user's message travels along a path thatonsists of a subset of these proxies. This way, if one proxy beomes orrupted, theuser's privay will not neessarily be ompromised, as the orrupted proxy may notknow who sent the information and who is to reeive it. Two popular shemes existfor anonymity networks, Crowds [RR98℄ and Mix-based systems [Cha81℄, suh asOnion Routing [GRS99℄ (and its suessor Tor [DMS04℄), Freedom [BSG00℄, andWeb Mixes [BFK00℄.Mix-based systems an be used to hide the ommuniation relationship betweenany two parties. In a nutshell, a Mix-based anonymity network is omprised ofservers �the Mixes� and lients, i.e., senders and reeivers of messages. EahMix ollets enrypted messages from a number of soures �senders of messagesor other Mixes� and forwards them in random order to other Mixes or to themessages' �nal reeivers. Thereby, Mixes make use of a tehnique alled layeredenryption. As the name suggests, a message is enrypted in layers and eah Mixen route peels o� a layer of enryption and sends the resulting message either to thenext Mix able do derypt the next layer or to the �nal reeiver, if the removed layerwas the last one. An observer of the Mix network may only notie that some userssend messages while others reeive them but not who ommuniates with whom� this is sometimes referred to as unobservability. A variant of lassi Mixes arePeer-to-Peer based Mix systems (P2P mixes) [RP02, RP04, FM02℄, where eah peerpartiipating in the Mix network is a Mix by itself. �

Content Filters. Filters an prevent Web sites from stealing information from theuser, e.g., her browsing history, or onveying (identifying) information to thirdparty sites. Filter mehanisms usually inlude, but are not limited to, the blokingof ookies in various forms (totally, per site, third party only), �ltering of ads,bloking of ertain images, and disabling the exeution of ode, e.g., JavaSript,Flash. In this respet, today's browsers o�er a lot of �ltering apabilities, eithero� the shelf or through extension mehanisms. Alternatively, entralised proxiesan provide similar �ltering apabilities for user groups. Filtering out ontent,however, may ome at the prie of �page quality� [KMW07℄, i.e., the page looks'ugly' beause some elements had been �ltered out, resulting in the displaement
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2.5. Privacy Enhancing Technologiesof other elements. Krishnamurthy et al. [KMW07℄ provide a survey on the impatof �ltering mehanisms on page quality and the e�etiveness of these mehanismswith respet to privay.Apart from the PETs above, other mehanisms, suh as privay poliy languages,are sometimes mentioned in the ontext of PETs. These mehanisms, however, arejust an alternative means to ommuniate a ertain privay poliy to users. Thus,in general, they provide notie but no enforement. However, even the aspet ofnotifying users might fail, as human-readable privay poliies in the Web tend tobe inomplete [Pol07℄, e.g., are silent on issues like data sharing, third-party dataolletion, et. Thus, there is little reason to believe that mahine-readable poliieswill give users more omplete information than their human-readable ounterparts.However, if the mahine-readable poliy mandates answers to ertain questions thenhonest vendors who thought that, say, not sharing data is not worth mentioningmay indeed provide more information. Still, we do not onsider poliies or any ofthe following items as PETs or even adequate means to protet the privay of usersbeause their enforement is ompletely up to the vendor and merely telling userswhat is being done with their data does not improve their privay. Nevertheless, weprovide a brief disussion in this setion in order to point out some of their othershortomings.
Privacy Seals. Privay seals are not so muh driven by tehnology but more byorganisational means. Its providers, e.g., TRUSTe8 [Ben99℄ or BBBonline9, arepaid by vendors to audit their sites with respet to privay rules established by theseal's provider. If the site in question passes the audit, the vendor is granted the sealand may subsequently display it on his Web pages. This suggests to ustomers thatthe shop is privay ompliant, sine it got a erti�ation from the seal's provider.However, seal providers usually perform a relatively super�ial review of a website, looking for, e.g., privay noties, opt-out funtions, proedures for omplaintresolution, et., but o�er no privay [FKH00℄ � insofar the term �privay seal� isalso misleading, as it usually does not attest any privay safeguards in plae butrather the mere existene of ertain operational proedures. In addition, even ifa vendor ollets all data he an get from his ustomers, some providers may stillgrant a seal, provided that the vendor delares in his privay poliy all the data heollets. Friedman et al. one ompared this to �a hotel garnering a �ve-star ratingsimply by promising not to guarantee its ustomers good servie and then faithfullykeeping its promise� [FKH00℄.8http://www.truste.om9http://www.bbbonline.om
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2.6. Competitive AdvantageIn a study, Moores [Moo05℄ found that on the one hand users assoiate seals withprivay but on the other hand generally do not know what the seal guarantees orhow even a genuine seal looks like. Consequently, about 14.7% of the respondentsin this study also 'reognised' a privay seal that was ompletely made up. Inaddition, even genuine seals an be easily opied and inorporated into Web sitesthat have not undergone an audit [MD03℄. Suh sites an, of ourse, be sued by theseal provider but this requires that the provider reeives notie of suh an at in the�rst plae. Thus, sites that pop-up out of nowhere (and whih may disappear justas quikly as they showed up) have a good hane of triking ustomers by illegallydisplaying a privay seal and getting away with it. �

Privacy Policy Languages. Privay poliy languages are a means to enode a human-readable privay poliy in a mahine-readable format that is ready for proessing,e.g., P3P [CLM+02℄, EPAL [AHG03℄, and CPExhange [BH00℄ � see [KCLC07℄ formore examples. Suh poliies usually inlude statements of data proessors sayingwhat they intend to do with the data obtained from some entity, e.g., a user or aompany, or what ations the entity onsented to.However, even if data proessors internally use some kind of enforement systemto adhere to some poliy, e.g. the E-P3P system introdued in [KSW02℄ or the sys-tem developed by Casassa Mont et al. [MPT06℄, users have no way of knowing thatthe system is atually in plae, works and is operated as promised. Furthermore,if users revoke their onsents, they annot verify that all proessing of the dataovered by the onsent is stopped and that previously inferred data will not be usedby the data proessor heneforth.
2.6 Competitive AdvantagePrivay protetion is not for free and there are osts assoiated with it. Swithingto privay enhaning tehnologies (PETs) will inur osts for adopting vendors andalso to their ustomers. However, the ustomers' willingness to pay for privay isnot always onsistent with the degree of their onern (.f. the survey results ofSetion 2.1). There are many subjetive fators that may lead ustomers to delineextra osts for PETs [AG04℄, inluding ideologial beliefs, e.g., that privay is ahuman right that nobody should pay for. But one adopted, the atual usage ostsfor PETs will be low [Aq02℄.However, if, on the one hand, the initial swithing osts for PETs are greater thanthe expeted net present value then vendors are unlikely to invest in PETs [FFSS04℄.On the other hand, if suh investments are not made, the expeted loss in onlinesales in the U.S. due to onsumers' seurity and privay onerns are expeted tobe $2.4 billions, aording to a 2002 study by Jupiter Researh [Lea02, Jup02℄. And
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2.6. Competitive Advantagethis just takes into aount lost opportunities, i.e., ustomers hoosing to buy lessor not at all online. The surveys [CM01, Int99℄ already disussed in Setion 2.1allow similar onlusions, as some of their results indiate that vendors are alreadylosing money from ustomers hoosing not to purhase online beause of privayonerns. Another point is that the numbers from Jupiter Researh do not inludediret osts assoiated with damages aused, e.g., by ID theft, whih additionallymay inur indiret osts, suh as damage to a ompany's reputation due to theinability of the ompany to protet its ustomers' information. Therefore, Internetvendors may want to protet themselves from suh damages by adopting PETs and,by doing so, may additionally gain a ompetitive advantage over ompetitors whihdo not o�er a similar protetion.Privay issues may also hinder ompetition. In the Culnan-Milne survey [CM01℄,most respondents said that they are bothered when vendors ask for personal data.This implies that they are, in general, relutant to provide suh data. However,if they one did, they may not want to have other vendors to have their dataand onsequently, may stik with the �rst vendor they got in touh with. Suh abehaviour would e�etively reate a kind of privay lok-in, that would be governedby mere oinidene rather than by an attrative selling proposition.However, even if vendors start ompeting in terms of privay, Feigenbaum et al.warn that if the �amount of privay� advertised by vendors annot be auratelymeasured (by ustomers), vendors may be tempted to get sloppy with the entrustedinformation [FFSS04℄. Measuring may indeed prove to be di�ult, if not impossible,if privay is to be enfored by vendors alone. This is more or less the situation todaywhere vendors 'promise' their ustomers a ertain amount of privay. No matterif vendors atually live up to their 'promises', ustomers will usually be unable toverify suh laims and again have to trust that the laims are indeed true. This iswhere the results of this work ome into play.In the approahes put forth in this work, a onsiderable amount of personaltrust in the vendor is shifted to 'impartial' privay enhaning omponents instead.These software omponents are ran by both ustomers and vendors. This way,a ustomer's agent ommuniating with some vendor's agent may better ontrolthe amount of personal data that is released and may also verify privay-relatedoutomes of transations, i.e., vendors' privay guarantees an atually be veri-�ed and thus, a ompetition in terms of privay is oneivable. This approahis di�erent than those of general PETs (.f. Setion 2.5), sine it also requires tohange/augment the server side, i.e., the vendor's software. From the point of en-forement, this is learly a disadvantage, sine we need the vendors' ooperation.On the other hand, probably all lient-side-only PETs are not enough to protetustomers' privay in an e-ommere transation. This is beause they only protetthe 'lower' ommuniation layer whereas transations are normally taking plae at
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2.7. Conclusiona 'higher' appliation layer. Consequently, our approah an be more e�etive, as ittakes into aount information exhanged at the appliation layer. The approah isalso attrative to privay-ommitted vendors, as it allows them to bak their privaypromises by atual proof. However, we may still fail in our attempt to improve us-tomers' privay, if identifying information is onveyed at the ommuniation layer,e.g., if a ustomer's omputer has a stati IP address. Thus, our approah annot,and was never meant, to replae general PETs under all irumstanes. Instead, wepursue a omplementary approah that allows to put in plae additional safeguardsin order to minimise privay invasions, in ase one of the employed shemes is beingirumvented or even broken. Therefore, our results an be used as stand-alonesolutions as well as in ombination with one another, and also with other PETs,making the resulting framework even more resistant to privay infringements.
2.7 ConclusionIn this hapter, we addressed several issues surrounding privay. First, we ap-proahed privay from an ethial side and pointed out that the meaning of privayhas many faets and that its meaning is neither lear per se nor universally agreedupon.This work's goal of enhaning privay in e-ommere is best desribed in termsof the ontrol/restrited aess theory, as its goals seem to ome losest to the onespursued in this work. That is to say, ustomers should be able to ontrol if theywant to dislose ertain information �inluding their own identity� and if theydo, they should know what information they dislose and made aware of potentialonsequenes of their hoie. However, refusing to provide ertain information mayas well result in denial of servie, as vendors seem to have embraed the idea thatseurity is inreased, if privay is dereased, whih learly is just a presumption[Syv03℄. For ustomers, the situation beomes inreasingly unintelligible, as themore information is dislosed to di�erent parties, the more di�ult it is to under-stand who knows �or thinks to know� what about oneself. This raises privayonerns as more and more data is being olleted and proessed in large databasesin order to reate detailed pro�les of persons, whih in turn form the basis forautomated deisions made about them.Persons subjet to suh proessing are often unaware of it and as the results ofthe employed KDD proess are unpreditable, they annot exerise any rights withrespet to their personal data, i.e., they an neither objet to the proessing norrestrit the use of the disovered data for a spei� purpose. But even if the latterwould be possible, the question would still be how ustomers should be able toverify that personal data is only used in a way permitted by the ustomer. Today,this omes down to sole trust in a vendor, who does not neessarily at in favour of
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2.7. Conclusionthe ustomer or may not have implemented appropriate proedures to protet thepersonal data of his ustomers, e.g., from ID theft.To limit the impat of privay infringements or to prevent them right from thestart, it is possible to modify proedures on the vendor's side suh that less orno personal information is being olleted. Privay enhaning tehnologies (PETs)are means designed to do just that, prevent or limit the olletion of personaldata. Several approahes have been put forth in this regard, mainly fousing onanonymising the ommuniation layer. Although this had been an important stepforward, it is often not enough to protet users' privay, as users are asked muh oftheir private data at an appliation level that annot be proteted by PETs fousingonly on the ommuniation layer. So, in addition to suh PETs, we need others thatdeal with the appliation layer. Clearly, ustomers would be better proteted fromprivay invasions, if by using PETs at an appliation layer less personal informationwould be released, as even vendors who sensibly handle personal information �without employing PETs� may be subjet to data theft or may be aquired byanother ompany whih has a more liberal approah to privay, as seen in theToySmart.om example (see the paragraph on �Trading of Personal Data� in Setion2.4).PETs for the appliation layer will not be as generally appliable as PETs forthe ommuniation layer beause the latter an be easier and transparently inor-porated into existing appliations, as they an rely on ertain standards, suh asthe Internet Protool (IP) or the HyperText Transport Protool (HTTP), and theformer will mostly be faed with proprietary software and proesses that build onit. However, even among proesses realised with proprietary means, one an �ndommon grounds. For instane, from an abstrat point of view, buying at the onlinebookstore Amazon is not muh di�erent from buying at Barnes & Noble, anotheronline bookshop. Both allow their ustomers to browse and searh their shop, pre-view ertain book ontent, order books, and of ourse, arrange payment for thebooks ordered. Hene, from an abstrat point of view, proesses are omprised ofsimilar building bloks.This work is driven by the idea that eah building blok an be redesigned toallow for more privay protetion of ustomers. Takling every blok separatelyis also advantageous as it allows to do a kind of loal optimisation with respetto privay and blend out issues of other building bloks. However, as the blokstogether eventually form a proess, we still need to pay attention to privay issueswhen it omes to the proess as a whole. For instane, an online ustomer does notgain muh from using an anonymous payment system when she gave her addressbefore to have the order delivered to her door. The ase would be di�erent, however,if no physial delivery is needed to omplete the proess, e.g., in ase of online
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2.7. Conclusionservies, software, musi or video downloads. In this ase, the whole proess an bearried out anonymously.Anonymity of ustomers may pose a risk to vendors, if the employed shemedeprives them of information that is needed, e.g., to guarantee payment. However,no one expets vendors to adopt suh eonomially inviable shemes. Most privayenhaning tools are therefore designed to only suppress/�lter information that �in a strit sense� is unneessary, say, to omplete an order. Other tools mayemploy ryptography to balane the interests of both ustomers and vendors, andin partiular do not sari�e vendors' seurity for ustomers' privay, or vie versa.In the next hapter, we are going to formalise the idea of fatoring out theabstrat building bloks of proesses. We will argue, how ontrol over the linkageof information, treated only informally in this hapter here, an be used to improvethe privay of individuals. For instane, by preventing linkage in the �rst plae,information an be withheld and by making links temporary, information annotbe permanently attahed to a person's pro�le.
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Chapter 3

Abstract Model

In our model, we usually onsider two ommuniating parties, a ustomer and avendor. As a onvention throughout this work, we will speak of the former in thefemale and of the latter in the male form.We assume that the ustomer is always trying to dislose as little informationas possible or if ertain information is required, she will at least try to distributeher data among non-ooperating parties, suh that it beomes harder for any singleentity to relate all of her data. Thus, it is her goal to prevent that someone is ableto link data that belongs to her.For the vendor, we assume that he is always eager to learn as muh from hisustomers as possible. He ould do this by making the ustomer provide the infor-mation diretly (with or without her knowledge) or by aessing data provided bythird parties, suh as information brokers. In other words, the vendor is assumedto be always urious and he will try to learn whih piees of information relate tohis ustomers or, more spei�ally, to any single ustomer. Hene, it is the vendor'sinterest to link as muh data as possible to a spei� ustomer, e.g., to allow formore aurate targeted promotions.In the following, we are going to formally de�ne what is meant by linking dataand what is needed to do so. Sine our main interest lies in tehnially preventingunsoliited pro�les of ustomers, we �rst need to de�ne what is tehnially meant bya pro�le and what its preursors are. Only then will we be able to develop methodswhih eliminate or minimise these preursors, suh that pro�les an be prevented inthe �rst plae or at least ontain less information. However, for a formal de�nitionof a pro�le, we need some more terminology and de�nitions whih are introduedin the next setions.
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3.1. Links

d0 := (ℓA, GET /somepath/302-6125076-8274400 HTTP/1.1 )
d1 := (ℓB, Host: www.somesite.om )
d2 := (ℓC, User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 )
d3 := (ℓD, Aept: text/xml,appliation/xhtml+xml,text/html;q=0.9 )
d4 := (ℓE, Aept-Language: en-us,en;q=0.5 )
d5 := (ℓF, Aept-Enoding: gzip,deflate )
d6 := (ℓG, Aept-Charset: ISO-8859-1,utf-8;q=0.7,*;q=0.7 )
d7 := (ℓH, Keep-Alive: 300 )
d8 := (ℓI, Connetion: keep-alive )
d9 := (ℓJ, Cookie: ubid-abde=028-1156239-9525019 )

d0, d1, . . . , d9 ∈ DHTTP
D := {d0, d1, . . . , d9} ∈ DHTTP

Figure 3.1: Example for a set of data elements DHTTP and a data space DHTTP
3.1 LinksLet D denote a set of data elements and let data elements d ∈ D be pairs of theform (ℓ, x), where ℓ is a label and x is some ontent data, usually from {0, 1}∗.Furthermore, let D := 2D denote the powerset of D, i.e., the set of all subsets of

D. We will all D the data spae (of D). A partiular subset of D known by anentity V , e.g., a vendor, will be denoted by DV � we will sometimes refer to thisset as V 's view. Although D onsists of all subsets of D, usually only a partiularsubset of D will be onsidered. In the following, when we speak of a data set X itis understood that X is �nite.
Example. As an example for D and D, onsider the ontext of a ommuniationprotool, suh as HTTP. We an think of D as a set ontaining all possible messagesfrom the protool and of D as the set of all possible reords of a message (with anattahed label). In Figure 3.1, it is shown how an HTTP message is represented inour model. The boxed elements of rows d0 � d9 are reords of an HTTP message,i.e., ontent data, and together they make up a valid HTTP request. As mentionedbefore, ontent data is labelled in our model. In the example, the data element d1,say, is labelled with ℓB and also every other �Host: . . . � data element from DHTTPwill be labelled ℓB . Every �User-Agent: . . . � element will be labelled ℓC , and soforth.
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3.1. LinksThe data spae DHTTP itself ontains all possible instanes of valid HTTPreords. Consequently, the shown HTTP message D := {d0, d1, . . . , d9} is an el-ement of the data spae DHTTP that is assoiated with DHTTP. Clearly, all validHTTP messages are inluded in DHTTP. From the de�nition of D above, it is learthat in this partiular ontext we an also �nd invalid HTTP messages in DHTTP.For instane, the set D′ := {d1, d2, . . . , d9} surely is an element of DHTTP but not avalid HTTP message as it is missing an HTTP request/status line. However, this isof no onern here. Usually, we will not deal with the whole data spae anyhow andonsider only a ertain subset, e.g., DV ⊂ DHTTP ontaining the HTTP messagesexhanged between some vendor V and its ustomers (whih we an expet to bevalid beause otherwise they would have been rejeted by either the vendor's Webserver or the ustomers' browsers). Therefore, when we speak of onrete instanesof D and D, we silently ignore elements of D whih are not in aordane with theonsidered ontext, if suh elements exist at all.
Remark 1. Stritly speaking, for HTTP we would not need labels as the ontentdata itself is already labelled (�GET . . . �, �Host: . . . �, �User-Agent: . . . �, . . . ),due to the protool spei�ation. However, if this would not be the ase, e.g., ifthe position of some ontent data in a message determines its meaning, then theelements may need to be labelled, e.g., with their position. Without labels, ontentdata of the same type that appears at di�erent positions in a message, signifyingdi�erent meanings, annot be distinguished. For instane, if a message ontains twotimestamps, one for the message's reation time at position i and another one forits sent time at position j, then it would not be lear whih one is whih if we justonsider the ontent data, i.e., the timestamp, and ignore its label, i.e., the positioninformation. In other words, labels help to disambiguate ontent data, if neessary.In later hapters, we will largely omit the labels and just give the ontent data,as ambiguity is usually not an issue when we deal with abstrat data, i.e., it will belear from the ontext / notation what kind of ontent data we are dealing with. �

Remark 2. Note that it is not our intention to apture the meaning or propertyof any data element, i.e., we do not are about semantis in our de�nitions. Forinstane, neither are we onerned with the semantis of element d2 from Figure3.1, e.g., that the HTTP request might have been sent by a browser of the Mozillafamily, nor is d2's label ℓC meant to imply suh an interpretation. Here, we areonly interested in the fat that some data is olleted by some entity. In our view,making sense of all the olleted data is subjet to a later proessing step that isnot part of our model. �
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3.1. LinksNext, we let I denote an ID spae that ontains ertain elements whih we allidenti�ers. Identi�ers allow us to distinguish or relate di�erent data sets, i.e., el-ements from D. Examples for identi�ers are nones in a ommuniation proto-ol, SSNs, redit ard numbers, ookies in HTTP, and so forth. The set I willbe indued by an extrator funtion ξ : D → I that extrats identi�ers fromordinary data elements. For instane, the ookie element d9 from Figure 3.1 isomprised of tag information �Cookie: ubid-abde=� and identifying information�028-1156239-9525019�. The funtion ξ extrats the latter, e.g.,
ξ((ℓJ , �Cookie: ubid-abde=028-1156239-9525019�)) = �028-1156239-9525019�.If an element x ∈ D does not inlude an identi�er then ξ returns the empty identi�er
ε, e.g., taking data element d8 from the HTTP example, ξ(d8) = ε . Furthermore,for some data set X ∈ D, we let ID(X) := {ξ(x) | x ∈ X} ⊆ I refer to the setof identi�ers ontained in X. Note that di�erent ontexts give rise to di�erentextrator funtions and hene, di�erent ID spaes. In the following, we will notexpliitly mention ξ again and instead speak of the ID spae I indued by it.Identi�ers are basially shortuts for referring to ertain sets of data, e.g., aspei� transation or a person's pro�le. A person's name, for instane, an beregarded as a shortut for referring to the information known about her and at thesame time it an be regarded as a data element. An identi�er may not neessarilybe globally unique, though it will often be unique in a ertain ontext. For instane,the bar ode of a produt is unique in the ontext of other produts. Conversely,the bar ode is no more unique in the ontext of reeipts, as the same bar ode mayappear on many reeipts. Hene, when we refer to elements of an ID spae I, itselements may possibly instantiate the uniqueness property only within the ontextat hand. Note that this means that only the ontext (or rather the extrator ξthat is determined by the ontext), and not the element itself, implies some formof semantis for identi�ers.Using the terminology introdued above, we are now ready to formally de�newhat it means that data an be linked.
Definition 1 (Linkable) We say that two data sets, X and Y , are linkable (an belinked) if a set of identi�ers L is known that relates the two. More formally, for adata spae D and an ID spae I, we have a relation L : D×D whih we de�ne as

∀ (X,Y ) ∈ L : ∃L ⊆ I . (L ∩ ID(X ) 6= ∅ ∧ L ∩ ID(Y ) 6= ∅) .We will write L(X,Y ) as a shorthand for (X,Y ) ∈ L and we all L the link datafor X and Y .At �rst sight, the de�nition above seems to be unneessarily ompliated. How-ever, in the following we will give some examples whih illustrate that somewhat
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3.1. Links'easier' de�nitions an easily lead to false inferenes. After these non-examples, wewill give an example using the orret De�nition 1. So, for the sake of illustration,we now expose two unsatisfatory 'de�nitions' whih may ome to mind.(a) Disounting Identi�ers. If X and Y are data sets, then we say that they arelinkable if X ∩ Y 6= ∅ is true.(b) Ignoring auxiliary information. If X and Y are data sets, then we say thatthey are linkable if ID(X ) ∩ ID(Y ) 6= ∅ holds, i.e., X and Y have ommonidenti�ers.The �rst non-example serves to illustrate why (a) is unsatisfatory and why weintrodued identi�ers. Without identi�ers, we would most of the time relate thingswhih are really unrelated and this would most likely produe meaningless or wrongdata. For instane, to learn how many di�erent persons rossed a ertain streetbetween 2:00pm and 3:00pm, we let D be lothing, e.g. red shirt, blue soks, blakboots, et., and hene, D would be any ombination of piees of lothing. In thisase, the link relation ould indiate that a person wearing ombination X androssing the street at 2:05pm, is the same person as the one who wears ombination
Y and rosses the street at 2:30pm, if they both wear, say, brown sneakers. Usuallythis alone hardly su�es to tell whether the two are the same and hene, the resultswe are interested in would only be orret by hane. �Regarding (b), we will show that this de�nition is atually subsumed by De�nition1 and also that it is not universal enough, as we will explain in a moment. But�rst, let us see why (b) is indeed a speial ase of De�nition 1. Suppose we havelink data L := ID(X ) ∩ ID(Y ) and L 6= ∅. Using this and applying De�nition 1,we get

L ∩ ID(X ) = [ID(X ) ∩ ID(Y )] ∩ ID(X ) = ID(X ) ∩ ID(Y ) (3.1)
L ∩ ID(Y ) = [ID(X ) ∩ ID(Y )] ∩ ID(Y ) = ID(X ) ∩ ID(Y ) (3.2)Plugging Equations (3.1) and (3.2) into De�nition 1, we get ID(X ) ∩ ID(Y ) 6=

∅ ∧ ID(X )∩ ID(Y ) 6= ∅, whih simpli�es to ID(X )∩ ID(Y ) 6= ∅, as in (b). Hene,(b) is a speial ase of the more universal De�nition 1.An example for suh a ase would be a vendor's harging data. If, say, X,Y ∈ Dare reeipts of some vendor's ustomers and the reeipts inlude information aboutpurhased goods as well as payment information then L(X,Y ) holds, e.g., if someustomer used her redit ard twie to pay for the goods found in X and Y . In thisase linking is easy beause the redit ard number appears in both reeipts. Notethat, in ontrast to the former example, we have an identi�er, the ustomer's redit
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3.1. Linksard number, whih is uniquely assoiated with a spei� ustomer. However, wewill not always have suh a nie ase where the link is apparent. �We may enounter situations where two sets of data an be related, even if theydo not have an identi�er in ommon. This is the most general ase whih is alsothe motivation for De�nition 1. As an example for the general ase, where thelink is not apparent, onsider two data sets, X and Y , whih belong to the sameperson. Assume that X ontains the person's phone number (an identi�er) and
Y the person's name and address (another identi�er). In absene of any otheridentifying data, the two sets annot be linked. However, looking into an ordinaryphone book (auxiliary information), one may �nd an entry E whih is omprisedof the person's phone number, her name and address, and possibly other data. Bymathing elements from L := ID(E ) with X's and Y 's identi�ers, a link from X to
Y (and vie versa) an be found. Although, more than one link might be found fortwo data sets, for our purpose it is usually enough that at least one link is known.For the last example, we will illustrate that not only the de�nition of �linkable�itself is important but also how it is applied. In partiular, we stress that theID spae I also needs to be arefully hosen for the de�nition to be of use. Oneneessary requirement for I, though not the only one as we shall see, is that itselements an be used to uniquely relate elements X ∈ D. However, uniquenessdoes not neessarily guarantee that links are always meaningful. For instane, let
D's elements be any data sets of purhase information, e.g., a reeipt R := { �1yogurt�, �2 bananas�, �1 pkg. of toast�, . . . , �grand total 9, 59 ��, �hekout 17�,�2006/05/16/17:23:47�}1 . Today, eah good is usually assigned a bar ode, whihis a globally unique identi�er for a ertain good. However, hoosing bar odes for Iwould be a bad hoie, if the goal is to distinguish purhases of di�erent ustomers.The reason for this is that two unrelated ustomers, say, Alie and Bob, may buythe same produt and hene, the produt's bar ode will be printed on eah of theirreeipts, RA and RB ∈ D, respetively. This, however, would indiate a link fromAlie's purhase RA to Bob's purhase RB , whih is learly not what was intended.Hene, the ID spae must also be hosen suh that the same identi�er will only beused if the entity assigned to the identi�er is the same (with a high probability). �The link relation L, apart from its broad appliability, has some other nie prop-erties whih make L an equivalene relation. To show this, we hek the requiredproperties of an equivalene relation, i.e., re�exivity, symmetry, and transitivity,with respet to L.1Labels have been omitted.
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3.2. Transactions and Profiles

Reflexivity. Given X ∈ D, it an easily be seen from the right-hand side of thede�nition, that, for Y := X and L := ID(X ), L(X,X) holds.
Symmetry. Given L(X,Y ), we have L ∩ ID(X ) 6= ∅ ∧ L ∩ ID(Y ) 6= ∅, for some L,whih is equal to L ∩ ID(Y ) 6= ∅ ∧ L ∩ ID(X ) 6= ∅, whih in turn is the de�nitionof L(Y,X).
Transitivity. Let L(X,Y ) and L(Y,Z) be given and let Lxy and Lyz be one of theirsets of link data, respetively. Setting Y := Z, L := Lxy ∪ Lyz and plugging thisinto the right-hand side of De�nition 1, we immediately get L(X,Z). �

3.2 Transactions and ProfilesIn this work, the ore problem we are dealing with is the reation of pro�les againstthe users' will, and possibly even without their knowledge. In the following, we willuse the introdued notion of links to give a formal de�nition of a pro�le and modelhow pro�les are reated.In pratie, we usually do not enounter isolated data sets, as introdued in theprevious setion. Instead, we often have groups of data sets whih, in a ertainontext, logially or semantially belong together. For instane, the proess of �nd-ing an information via the Internet typially involves aessing an Internet searhengine, entering ertain searh terms, and sifting through the returned hits, whihmay result in aess to the hyperlinked pages. Every previously mentioned ationprodues data, e.g., aess to the engine typially reveals the user's urrent IP ad-dress, possibly her operating system, and browser type, and the searh engine'sresponse to a query ontains the searh terms and hyperlinks to pages whih maybe related to the searh terms. So we an say that the data set Q ontaining theuser's query is related to the searh engine's response data set R, i.e., L(Q,R). Andalso, the data set Ai produed by the user's aess to any one web site hyperlinkedin the response an be said to be related to R, i.e., L(R,Ai), and naturally also tothe query Q, whih already follows from the transitivity of L. Note that the samequery sent at a di�erent time will usually be regarded as a di�erent query and soare their assoiated data sets. In order to separate related sets of data from othersets of related data we introdue the following de�nition for a distinguisher.
Definition 2 (EID) An ephemeral identi�er (EID) is an element from the powerset
2I whih relates a given number of data sets in a given period of time τ . Thatis, if for data sets X1,X2, . . . ,Xm produed from time t until time t + τ it holdsthat L(Xi,Xj) for i, j ∈ I := {1, 2, . . . ,m} then we will all the set of link data
ǫ :=

⋃

i,j∈I Lij an ephemeral identi�er.
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3.2. Transactions and ProfilesIn pratie, however, we often enounter EIDs whih only ontain a single iden-ti�er, suh as a session ookie or a dynami URL. For instane, the element d0 ofFigure 3.1 is an example for an EID, as the dynami URL of the shown request isa means to identify a ertain session in the ontext of HTTP. In other words, itserves to relate all data that is exhanged between a lient and a server as long asthe session is ative. Note, however, that we do not have a formal understandingof a �session�, yet. �We also want to be able to talk about the set of related data sets beause theyusually do not appear randomly but are means to serve some 'higher level purpose',e.g., ��nding a paper� or �buying a book in an Internet shop�. Although we do notintend to formalise the semantis of related data sets, we still want to look at themas a kind of high level objet that is omprised of ertain data. We all suh a highlevel objet a transation and de�ne it as follows.
Definition 3 (Transaction) Let DV ⊆ D be the data spae observed by V throughommuniating with others. Let E ⊆ 2I be a set of EIDs �possibly hosen by V�and let the data sets X1,X2, . . . ∈ DV be given. We all a set Ti of data sets atransation if they are related by the same EID ǫi ∈ E. More formally we have

Ti := {Xj | L(Xj ,Xl); Ljl ∩ ǫi 6= ∅; Xj ,Xl ∈ DV },where Ljl denotes the link data for the relation L(Xj ,Xl). If we do not are abouta partiular EID, we simply drop the index i from the notation.Informally, the de�nition says that a transation is the sum of all related datasets, i.e., those whih an be linked by the same EID. Using this de�nition, wean view a �session� as an instane of a transation. In our example from Figure3.1, all message exhanges between a ertain lient and a server, i.e., requests andresponses, will use the same session identi�er found in d0.Note that, by the de�nition above, DV is partitioned into transations. Aloser look reveals that these partitions are a onsequene of L being an equivalenerelation. Hene, in our model, �transation� is just another name for �equivalenelass under L�. Also note that an EID an be regarded as a transation pseudonymand hene, it is the best we an hope for with respet to privay (.f. Setion 2.3).
� In pratie, vendors often use identi�ers whose sope goes beyond a single trans-ation. We have brie�y mentioned relationship and person pseudonyms in Setion2.3, whih are identi�ers that last for the duration of a business relationship oreven for a lifetime, respetively. Sine suh identi�ers outlive EIDs, we all them
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3.2. Transactions and Profilespersistent identi�ers (PIDs). In ontrast to an EID, a PID will typially be usedmore than one, e.g., to identify an already registered ustomer who proeeds tothe hekout. As a onsequene, PIDs an be used to link di�erent transations ofthe same ustomer and therefore, they are relevant with respet to the ustomer'sprivay. With the next de�nition, we inorporate PIDs in our model.
Definition 4 (PID) A persistent identi�er π (PID) is an element from the powerset
2I whih relates distint transations. More formally, let T := {T1, T2, . . . , Tm} bea set of transations. If it holds that for any two distint transations Ti, Tj ∈ T,where i, j ∈ I := {1, 2, . . . ,m}, we have L(Xi, Yj) for some data set Xi ∈ Ti andsome data set Yj ∈ Tj then we all the unison π of eah related transation Tk's EID
ǫk a persistent identi�er. Thus, we have π :=

⋃

k∈Î ǫk for a persistent identi�er,where Î ⊆ I is the index subset of the related transations Tk. If two transations
T and T ′ are related by a PID we write L(T, T ′).2Note that a PID, similar to an EID, may also be omprised of only a singleelement, e.g., if the identi�er is issued only one and always inluded in the trans-ations belonging to the same ustomer. The di�erene between a PID and an EIDis that the latter might be reused (after some time) for another person while theformer, in general, will not.Examples for PIDs are stati IP addresses, login information, name and address,redit ard numbers, et. PIDs may also allow to link transations to data obtainedfrom other soures, i.e., data obtained by other means than diret ommuniationwith the data subjet. Although we will usually not all suh data a transation, itis tehnially not di�erent from a transation and hene, also �ts into the model.Finally, we have arrived at the point where we an give the term �pro�le� a formalmeaning. Similar to transations, we de�ne a pro�le by using the onept of a PID.
Definition 5 (Profile) Let a set of PIDs P ⊆ 2I �possibly hosen by V� and a setof transations TV := {T1, T2, . . . } aessible by V be given. We all a set Prof i oftransations a pro�le if they are related by the same PID πi ∈ P. More formallywe have

Prof i := {Tj | L(Tj , Tl); Ejl ∩ πi 6= ∅; Tj, Tl ∈ TV },where Ejl denotes the link data for the relation L(Tj , Tl). If we do not are about apartiular PID, we simply drop the index i from the notation.2This notation somewhat abuses the relation L beause L is de�ned over pairs of data setsand not over pairs of sets of data sets. It is, however, straightforward to de�ne the link relationfor transations too, as the de�nition does not hange muh, exept for some 'adjustments' withrespet to the underlying mathematial struture of the paired elements.
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3.3. Applications of the ModelInformally, the de�nition above says that as soon as a user is assigned one ormore persistent identi�ers, a pro�le of the user an be build by linking all trans-ations that inlude these identi�ers. For instane in Figure 3.1, a PID is shownin the form of a persistent HTTP ookie that is found in element d9 of the HTTPrequest. In the ontext of HTTP, a user's browser will always inlude this elementin messages exhanged with, e.g., a vendor's web server. Consequently, every timethe user ontats the vendor, the vendor will reognise her and this allows him torelate information obtained from past sessions �in other words transations� withher urrent session. The knowledge obtained from previous transations of the user,i.e., the pro�le, may then be used by the vendor, e.g., to reommend goods to theuser whih she might be interested in aording to her pro�le.Note that a pro�le omes down to a transation, if V an neither link distinttransations nor relate transations with other data � having said this, a trans-ation an be seen as a speial ase of a pro�le. Hene, if a ustomer's goal is toprevent some vendor V from learning anything beyond what is onveyed in a singletransation, the most favourable situation is the ase where we only have trivialpro�les, i.e., Prof i = Ti, for all of V 's pro�les Prof i and transations Ti.
3.3 Applications of the ModelWe have modelled a transation T ⊆ D as a set ontaining abstrat data sets(messages), whih are normally exhanged by a ustomer C and a vendor V at someoasion. However, in eonomis, for instane, more �ne-grained models are oftenused to haraterise a transation. An example for suh a model is the three-phases-model onsisting of an information phase, an agreement phase, and a settlementphase [SL98, PRW03, Reb00℄. Hene, phases an be seen as a means to further groupertain data within a transation and give them additional semantis. Conretemodels, suh as the three-phases-model, an be generalised to a model where atransation T is viewed as a �nite sequene of phases Pi, i.e., T := (P1, P2, . . . , Pn).From the point of analysis with respet to privay, however, phases Pi still onstitutedata sets, i.e., Pi ∈ D, and hene, also �t in our abstrat model.In Figure 3.2, the relations between EIDs, PIDs, transations, pro�les, andphases are illustrated. Eah row in the �gure represents a transation T . Thetransations onsist of several phases Pi,j . For eah phase, the data seen by thevendor is given in urly braes {·} below the phase ID Pi,j . This data is used tolink the phases of a transation with eah other. The link data is an instane ofan EID and an be viewed as auxiliary information available to the vendor. It isgiven in angled braes 〈·〉. Sine the links between the phases represent an equiva-lene relation, and hene inlude transitive links, we ould have drawn links/edgesbetween any two phases of the same transation. However, for the sake of read-
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3.3. Applications of the Model
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Figure 3.2: Links within and between Transactionsability, we have left them out. Note that link data need not be minimal, i.e., linkdata may ontain more information than neessary to establish a link between twophases. For instane, the link between Pi,1 and Pi,2 onsists of 〈A,D,X, . . . 〉 wherethe minimal link data would be 〈A,D〉, as these are the elements inluded in Pi,1and Pi,2, respetively. Also note that for a link it is not neessary that some om-mon data element exists in the linked phases: For the link L(Pi,2, Pi,3) a ommonelement exists while there is none for the link L(Pi,1, Pi,2). The same is true forlinks between phases of di�erent transations, i.e., PIDs. Links between phases ofdi�erent transations are given in square brakets J·K. As we have links betweentwo transations in Figure 3.2, they together make up a non-trivial pro�le.So far, we only talked about phases as abstrat sets of data. In pratie, ofourse, more onrete instanes of phases are given for any business proess. Onesuh instane is the phase model frequently used in eonomis. This model, aspossibly other phase-based models as well, an be used to give phases a meaningand therefore, add semantis to our abstrat model. As an example of a modelthat uses four phases to speify a business transation, we onsider the followingsubdivision of a transation into:
• Searh
• Order
• Payment
• DeliveryThe subdivision of an e-ommere transation into these four phases is om-monplae in eonomis [SL98, PRW03℄, though they are not always made expliit.
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3.4. Privacy Protection by DecouplingIn ases where fewer phases are used, the left out phases are usually inluded asations in the remaining phases [Reb00℄. Sometimes even an additional �fth phase,after sales, is inluded [PRW03, Reb00℄ whih refers to servies suh as ustomersupport or marketing e�orts for ustomer retention, whih may take plae after orwithin the transation.The abstrat model introdued before, allows us to reason about the privay ofinstanes of suh a phase-based model. Spei�ally, by using this formalism, we andetermine the type and extend of data gathered in a given phase and whether thedata from one phase is propagated to any subsequent phase or even to a subsequenttransation, the latter ultimately leading to a pro�le.
3.4 Privacy Protection by DecouplingThe model presented in the previous setions is an e�ort to systematially andformally approah the anatomy of Internet users' data trails, in order to betterunderstand what an be done to improve the privay of online users. Data trailsare often generated by the users themselves �or with their assistane� while theyinterat with other online entities. If data trails an be linked to a personallyidenti�ed user, the user's privay may be at risk, as it is often unlear how thisinformation will be used, i.e., if it is being used in the user's favour or to herdisadvantage.Our model, however, is ompletely oblivious to the intentions of the partiesinvolved in the generation and potential exploitation of data trails. It does notallow to assoiate or alulate a spei� risk whenever ertain data is dislosedto a ertain party. Instead, our approah is more qualitative than quantitative innature. That is, we take on the onservative position of most privay advoatesthat the more data is olleted about an identi�ed person, the higher the potentialfor privay invasion.Data trails are not all alike and thus, we intend to apture their anatomy/har-ateristis within an abstrat model. Trails an be relatively short-lived, makingthem less of a threat, or long-lived ausing them to potentially follow one throughlife (.f. Setion 2.4). In order to aommodate both, we introdued the notion ofephemeral identi�ers (EIDs) and persistent identi�ers (PIDs), giving rise to eithershort-lived transations or possibly longer lived pro�les, respetively.The relation of transations and pro�les, i.e., the former being olleted in thelatter, brings up the natural idea of simply preventing suh relations, i.e., preventingthat transations an be linked with eah other and subsequently being stored ina pro�le. In the following, we will refer to the design onept of eliminating linksas deoupling. Deoupling is not quite a methodology, as it does not govern themethods to ahieve deoupling, other than to prevent links in the �rst plae. No
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3.4. Privacy Protection by Decouplingmatter how deoupling is eventually realised, the abstrat model an always serveas a starting point to analyse the generation proess of the data trail at hand andpossibly provide guidane to design a more privay-friendly proess, yielding less orno personal data.The idea of deoupling transations had already been impliitly employed in thepast when eletroni payment systems emerged in the 80's and 90's. Many of thesesystems o�ered anonymity in the payment proess with respet to the vendor andto the bank who were to aept and to lear the eletroni money, respetively. Inother words, the systems prevented links between the ustomer's withdrawal andher payment transation. However, from our point of view, the latter was merelyone phase in a larger transation that usually inludes more than just payment.Still, muh work with respet to privay went into the payment phase, mostlyfrom aademia (see for example [BGH+95, BGK95, CFT98, Cha89, CFN90, Fer93,JY96, OO90℄) but also industry made an e�ort to adopt some of the proposedshemes, e.g., [BGH+95, Cha89, MV97a, MV97b, MV97℄ � a omprehensive listof payment systems and their respetive properties an also be found in [SS03℄.However, little e�orts have been made for the other phases. Noteworthy exeptionsare the European projet SEMPER [LPSW00℄ and the German projet DASIT[EE02, ER02, Roÿ02℄ whih both pursued holisti approahes, i.e., all phases of abusiness transation were taken into aount for seurity and privay. However,only in DASIT omplete pseudonymity with respet to the vendor was possiblewhen tangible goods needed to be shipped.A problem with holisti approahes is, however, that they tend to produe frame-works whih are omplex, di�ult to integrate in existing environments and there-fore, hard to deploy. Another problem is that they often lak �exibility as oneannot easily replae some phase's omponent by another one without e�etingomponents of other phases beause of existing dependenies.Our approah is more �ne-grained and more general, as it also allows to dealwith information at the phase level. Furthermore, it an be employed in any kindof transation, as we are only dealing with data itself and not with its semantis� exept for identi�ers, of ourse. Spei�ally, our goal is to prevent unneessaryinformation of some phase to propagate to subsequent phases �from the sameor from a di�erent transation� if that information is not required to progress thetransation as a whole. As an example for what this means, onsider the informationreated during a ustomer's information phase. In this phase, ustomers often searhthrough the vendor's atalogue, lik at this promotion and that promotion, viewthis item and that item, before they eventually selet some of them and proeedto the hekout, or simply leave the site. Now, assuming the ustomer proeeds tothe hekout, i.e., moves on from the information phase to the agreement phase, allinformation required from the previous phase is whih items she wants to buy and
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3.4. Privacy Protection by Decouplinghow many of them. Everything else is not required, though it is normally availableto the vendor and may be used for pro�ling the ustomer, e.g., to ross-sell produtsor to promote viewed items in future visits (.f. Setion 2.4).Following this idea, we have employed our model to systematially go throughthe phases of typial online transations and found that, by eliminating ertainunneessary links, data relating to a spei� person an be redued at several o-asions whih had not been onsidered before. However, these oasions, or ratherphases, an provide great insights into a ustomer's behaviour, as well as her likesand dislikes, even if she is not aware of that. On this aount, we developed privay-enhaned omponents for phases whih have reeived little or no attention so far.To be spei�, we have developed omponents improving privay in the ustomer'ssearh phase and omponents dealing with privay in the after sales phase.The omponent-based approah whih we pursue is also �exible as it allowsus to replae a omponent of one phase while leaving in plae others, e.g., pay-ment omponents. By enapsulating omponents, we also support re-usability andextensibility. For instane, if an additional phase is to be introdued, previouslydeveloped omponents an be used for the old phases and only for the new phasewill it be neessary to develop a new solution. This requires that omponents forthe di�erent phases do not funtionally depend on eah other, i.e., no omponentshould require that any other omponent is present in order to ahieve its privaygoals (with respet to a given phase). This isolation of omponents should, however,not prelude using the omponents in ombination. Moreover it is even desirableto have several omponents in plae to allow for more privay safeguards.Indeed, one omponent will generally not be enough to defend the whole transa-tion against privay infringements, sine the protetion of one's privay throughouta whole transation will normally depend on all phases of the transation �thoughsome phases will potentially be more privay intrusive than others� and possiblyeven on subsequent transations. However, starting to improve privay from thephase level allows us to employ a kind of divide and onquer strategy beause bystarting to solve small problems at �rst, i.e., improving privay within phases, wewill eventually have a solution for the big problem, i.e., enhaned privay for thewhole transation. Therefore, even if we do not have solutions for every phase ofa given type of transation right now, this should not stop us from employing theavailable privay-enhaning omponents as these may still improve privay om-pared to the situation today.
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Chapter 4

Enhancing Privacy by
Decoupling Searches and OrdersIn this hapter, we are going to formally model what it means, with respet toprivay, that searh and order phases an be linked. For this, we will use the abstratmodel from Chapter 3 to derive a model for reasoning about the relationship ofsearh and order phases. Furthermore, we will introdue a oneptual solutionthat an be employed to 'unlink', or deouple, phases from eah other. We willsee that this general onept an be implemented in a number of ways, eah withdi�erent strengths and weaknesses, as well as di�erent requirements for the tehnialenvironment.Major portions of the following text have been presented before in [EKS02d,EKS02b, EKS02a, EKS02, EKS03℄. These works, however, did not inlude themodel part and the oneptual solution introdued here.

4.1 IntroductionIn today's Web pratie, we an identify a lak of privay enhaning tehnolo-gies [Cla99℄. It an be assumed that this lak of adequate privay enhaningtehnologies is an additional barrier for the di�usion of e-ommere appliations[HNP99, WLW98℄. Thus, there is a need to hange the present situation by theintrodution of new tehnial solutions that allow to avoid or to redue the invasionof privay.In aademi work done so far, solutions for proteting the privay of ustomerswere mostly proposed for ases where the trade objets are restrited to intangi-ble goods, e.g., see [BD01, BDF01, SSG99℄. Intangible goods, suh as eletronidouments, images, musi, or video �les, an be delivered via ommuniation net-
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4.1. Introductionworks, in ontrast to tangible goods whih require shipping. This means withintangible goods, all phases of a typial business transation onsisting of searh,order, payment, and delivery an be handled eletronially and the shemes de-veloped for ommuniation networks an be used to protet a ustomer's privay,e.g., anonymity networks [RSG96, RR98, SRG97℄ and anonymous payment systems[Cha83, Cha89℄.When dealing with tangible goods, e.g., books or CDs, these tehniques analso be used. In the searh phase, when the ustomer browses through a produtatalogue, anonymity networks an be used to prevent re-identi�ation, whih alsohelps to protet against some other threats, suh as prie disrimination. Suhtehniques may help to prevent linking of transations, however, they annot beused to prevent linkability between phases, as phases are a onept of the appliationlayer and general anonymisation tehniques apply only to the lower ommuniationlayers.In pratie, in order to reeive a tangible good, a ustomer has to reveal heridentity and address to the vendor to allow for delivery. Alternatively, she ould usea shipping address that does not reveal her real identity to the vendor, suh as aP.O. box, or in a more advaned senario, an additional third party may reeive thepakage on behalf of the ustomer and re-sends it to the ustomer's real address. Inpratie, only a few people have a P.O. box and we are laking an infrastruture likethe one mentioned before. Thus, the vendor normally learns at least who is buyingwhat. However, the vendor an learn muh more today. He an link the data from austomer's order phase to her ativities from the searh phase and thus get a muhdeeper insight into the ustomer's interests than neessary for subsequent phases ofthe business transation. This situation an be ompared to real-world senarios,where one is being ompletely observed while �ipping through a atalogue before�lling out a mail order form, or if one is being traed while walking through a brikand mortar shop before proeeding to the hekout.The vendor is able to link these two phases, e.g., by using IP addresses, ookies,and dynami URLs whih allow to introdue the onept of sessions in HTTPommuniation. In general, ountermeasures are available to ustomers whih allowthem to avoid linking by themselves. Unfortunately, suh ountermeasures are notvery onvenient beause they require several additional steps.In the following, we will introdue a oneptual solution whih re�ets the mainidea of deoupling phases of a transation started by a partiular ustomer. Deou-pling prevents the vendor from obtaining unneessary information that only servesto reate ustomer pro�les. As we will see, deoupling phases an be di�ult, giventoday's Web tehnology. An abstrat solution, as in our onept of a �deouplingomponent� (DC), will onvey the general idea of deoupling phases, however, it willnot help in a onrete senario. Therefore, we will explore two pratial instanes
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4.2. Tracking Usersof DCs whih, among other things, will have di�erent impats on a ustomer'susual buying behaviour, on the neessary tehnial prerequisites for ustomers andvendors, and on the tehnial environment in general.One of these instanes is based on the onept of mobile agents. In this approah,a entral mobile agent base station is required, whih is assumed to be permanentlyonline. At the base station, users an initiate their agents' shopping trips and theyan also pik them up at this base station after the agent has �nished all its tasksand returned to its station.
4.2 Tracking UsersThe vendor's ability for linking ustomer ativities an be based on several tehnialpossibilities whih allow user traking in HTTP ommuniation. Here, �traking�means the re-identi�ation of a user subsequently sending requests to a server. Wean distinguish between the re-identi�ation of users in distint sessions and there-identi�ation of users within one session, possibly in di�erent phases. In HTTPommuniation, the term �session� has the same meaning as transation in theformal model introdued in Setion 3.2. Hene, a session an be understood as aonrete instane of an abstrat transation. Likewise, the elements disussed insetions 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 are onrete instanes of identi�ers, EIDs or PIDs, whihallow linking in the �rst plae (see Setions 3.1 and 3.2).

4.2.1 Means to Collect ProfilesAs long as ustomers do not prevent the vendor from traking them, the vendor isable to reord pro�les. Suh pro�les an be understood as a sequene of requestsfor resoures �like Web pages� that an be assoiated with a spei� session, andhene with a spei� ustomer, using the methods presented below.When a ustomer C liks on produts p1, . . . , pν while browsing through anonline atalogue, the vendor will be able to ollet these events in a orrespondingsearh phase. In the following, we will disuss several possibilities for user trak-ing whih are suitable for reating pro�les and assoiating pro�les with ustomeridentities. In general, user traking an be ahieved by exploiting harateristis ofthe underlying transport protool(s) or by speially rafted ontent. In both ases,ertain protool and/or ontent elements an be used to introdue a link, whihin the following is sometimes alled a hidden hannel beause users are often notaware of suh a link.
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4.2. Tracking Users

4.2.2 Tracking by Protocol

IP Addresses. The �rst means to link a transation's phases is given by IP ad-dresses. From the ustomer's perspetive, one possibility to ope with this problemis to dis- an re-onnet in order to ondut the order phase with a new IP ad-dress obtained from her ISP after re-onneting � a solution whih is not veryonvenient. Another option to solve the problem ould be the use of an anonymitynetwork based on mixes [RSG96, SRG97℄ whih hide her omputer's IP addressfrom the vendor.1But if all requests are routed via the same sequene of mixes the probability fororretly linking information on the vendor's side an be very high, sine they an beorrelated with the IP address of the last mix in the hain. Another possibility forthe ustomer to hide her own IP address ould be the use of the rowds approahwhere routes of subsequent messages are di�erent with high probability [RR98℄.But all these anonymisation ountermeasures an be irumvented if a vendor usesookies or dynamially generates user-spei� URLs, whih are unique within aertain time frame (.f. Figure 3.1, element d0 and Setion 3.2). �

Cookies. Another means to trak the ustomer and to link the phases is given byookies [KM97℄. Cookies allow the vendor to reate a stateful ontext, the session,whih normally would not be possible beause the HTTP protool is stateless. Toprevent a ookie-based session, a ustomer may refuse ookies. However, for shop-ping appliations, they are often required. In a more laborious way, the ustomerould �rst browse through the produt atalogue, then delete her ookies, and af-terwards ome bak to the desired produts and �ll them in the virtual shoppingart without any further detours. Beside the inonveniene of this, the vendor anstill trak the ustomer with the method presented next. �

Dynamic URLs. The onept of a session has also been introdued to HTTP by wayof so alled dynami URLs. In a dynami URL, a dynami part of the URL whihis returned to a ustomer is unique in the sense that distint requestors of the sameWeb resoure an be distinguished via this part. This allows a Web server to traka ustomer. A ountermeasure for this would be to shut down the browser after thesearh phase and restart it in order to go diretly to the order phase, similar to theookie ase's solution. �1Mixes sometimes also serve the purpose of preventing third parties from observing ommuni-ation between any two ommuniating parties. However, this property, alled unobservability, isof less onern here. We are just interested in sender anonymity, whih is another property thatan be realised with Mixes (.f. Setions 2.3 and 2.5).
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4.2. Tracking UsersThe previous onsiderations show, that presently, there are only inonvenientsolutions for the ustomer to prevent a vendor from undesired linking.
4.2.3 Tracking by ContentA less obvious and more subtle method for traking users is using the ontent in-formation that a user requests. Using ontent traking, a vendor serves all of hisustomers slightly di�erent ontent in one phase in order to use this ontent in asubsequent phase for re-identi�ation of the same ustomer. This is possible if theontent, or a part of it, is re-sent to the vendor in a later stage. For instane, itis possible to assoiate a pro�le reated in the searh phase with a spei� us-tomer from the order phase, if suh tagged ontent is presented in the order, nomatter how arefully the ustomer avoided all protool traking. Next, we presentsome possibilities to realise ontent traking whih, of ourse, an also be used inombination.

Product identifiers. One way of identifying a ustomer's searh phase a posterioriis using speially enoded produt identi�ers (ProdIDs). Suh an identi�er ouldontain a stati part that refers to the produt and a dynami part that identi�esa ertain searh phase. Sine ustomers are used to numeri ProdIDs, they will notnotie that they are given information leaking ProdIDs. In a way ProdIDs use thesame onept as dynami URLs, but on a ontent level. �

Prices. By giving di�erent ustomers di�erent pries, pries an also be used forthe purpose of linking phases when ontained in an order. In ontrast to ProdIDs,pries only allow unique re-identi�ation in theory. In pratie, a vendor only hasa �nite range of pries whih ustomers are willing to pay for a given produt.Thus, if this range is depleted, it is neessary to re-use some of the pries andhene, uniqueness is forfeited. However, if the ustomer eventually purhases morethan one produt than the ombination of two or more tagged pries may establishuniqueness, again. �

Product ordering. Another method for ontent traking is orrelating the sequenein whih produts were liked in the searh phase with the produt sequene sub-mitted in a ustomer's order. This is possible, sine the goods in the order normallyappear in exatly the same sequene as in the ustomer's searh phase. Althoughin the searh phase, they may be interleaved with other produts that had beenviewed but not ordered by the ustomer. As with pries, using produt orderingfor mapping pro�les to ustomers is probabilisti, sine several ustomers may haveprodued the same lik order of produts.
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4.3. Model for the Relationship of Phases

4.3 Model for the Relationship of PhasesIn this setion, we put aside the pratial onsiderations from above for the mo-ment. We do this for the bene�t of a more general and more abstrat view onthe subjet. We will return to pratial onsiderations after the introdution ofthe abstrat model. In the following, we will stik with Internet shopping as a usease to illustrate the general options for the prevention of links between searh andorder phases. This serves to illustrate the general ideas developed for limiting thedislosure of data whih is unneessary for the purpose at hand.We already outlined that rih information is provided by ustomers searhing fortheir items of interest, suh as, ustomers looking for books in an online store willoften searh for more than one book, potentially revealing many interests. Althoughwe use the term �searh� to denote a partiular phase, we do not presuppose thatsearh engines or the likes are atually used in this phase. Our perspetive on searhis fairly broad, i.e., we also view things like asual browsing of a Web site, likingbanner ads, et. as potential ations for a searh phase. For us, the important pointis that the data from the searh phase beomes personalised data in a later stage.The data of a searh phase an be roughly subdivided into two sets of data:(a) required data whih is information needed for the ompletion of any subsequentphase, e.g., the name of the book whih a ustomer �nally deided to buy, and(b) extra data whih is whatever other information the vendor may learn from thesearh phase, e.g., additional items of interest whih the ustomer searhed for.In order to proeed with a transation, it is learly irrelevant to proess theextra data. However, the extra data may ontain information whih is useful forexpanding the ustomer's pro�le. Building or expanding a pro�le with this extradata is easily possible as soon as any phase exists in the same transation thatidenti�es the searhing user. For instane, in the 4-phase model (see Chapter 3) thesearh phase is followed by an order phase where ustomers usually have to providetheir names and addresses to get their purhases shipped.Sine our goal is to minimise personal data in general, in the following, wewill introdue an approah whih prevents that the extra information from a user'ssearh phase an be exploited in a privay-intrusive manner, e.g., being added to apro�le in order to get a more detailed piture of the ustomer's personality.Using our model from Chapter 3, we will next abstratly model the relationshipbetween searh and order phases in order to devise two general ideas that preventthis relationship, and whih in turn help to eliminate extra data. For this, let Pdenote an instane of a set of phases seen by a partiular vendor V , i.e., P is what
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4.3. Model for the Relationship of Phaseswe denoted DV ⊆ D in earlier hapters. Note that the link data for relating thephases an be easily obtained by the methods presented in Setions 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.Now, onsider a transation T ⊆ P onsisting of phases P1, P2, . . . , Pν . Let
S := Pi and O := Pj , i < j, be searh and order phases, respetively. Althoughwe use the term �order phase� in the following to refer to a phase where the user isidenti�ed and some of her information from the searh phase is required, we do notmean to imply that this is the only type of phase where our sheme an be employed.It is just more onvenient to have a name for 'the phase where the user is identi�edand some of her information from the searh phase is required'.2 Hene, �order�ould be substituted with, say, �bid� if the senario at hand is an online aution.Also, we will simply all the ustomer's items of interest goods.We let G denote the set of goods o�ered by the vendor and we de�ne goods :
P→ G as

goods(P ) := {g | g ∈ (P ∩G)} .In partiular, any searh phase S will ontain a number of goods gi ∈ G. Asmentioned before, some of the goods will be seleted for purhase by the ustomerand beome order data. Clearly, every gi ∈ goods(O) must also be in goods(S).Given two searh requests Si, Sj ⊆ S, we neessarily have L(Si, Sj)
3 � oth-erwise we would not be able to group them in S. Hene, the ustomer's searhrequests will be linkable by some sort of session identi�er, i.e., an EID or possiblyeven a PID.If we have L(Si, Sj), for Si, Sj ⊆ S, suh that goods(Si) ⊆ O and goods(Sj) 6⊆ O,i.e., the goods from searh request Si are purhased while Sj's are not, then puresearh data is mixed up with order data in the ustomer's searh phase S, resultingin unneessary extra data. Sine we assumed that S and O are part of the sametransation, i.e., L(S,O), the extra data beomes personalised data and furtherfeeds the ustomer's pro�le. However, if the two phases an be separated, it ispossible to minimise the information learned by the vendor by withholding theextra data. In other words, the vendor would only learn of goods gi for whih

gi ∈ goods(S ∩O) holds, i.e., goods searhed for in S whih beome ordered goods.4To ahieve this, the link data between the searh and order phase needs to beeliminated. Assume for the moment that this an be done (we will later present anapproah whih ahieves this). In this ase, while the vendor will still know thatfor a given order phase Oj there must be a mathing searh phase Si, he may notknow whih partiular searh phase relates to Oj .2Note that �identi�ed� does not neessarily mean personally identi�ed.3Sine the relation L is de�ned over phases, one should think of Si and Sj as phases onsistingof only a single request.4Note that this is the minimal information needed by the vendor to alulate the grand totalof the purhase, assuming di�erently pried non-digital goods.
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4.3. Model for the Relationship of PhasesLet S ⊆ P be the set of searh phases reorded by some vendor. Given an orderphase Oj , we de�ne Sj ⊆ S as
Sj := {S | S ∈ S . goods(S) ⊇ goods(Oj)} .In other words, the elements of Sj are the searh phases known by the vendorwhih at least ontain all ordered goods of the order phase Oj . In absene of anyother data that makes Si ∈ Sj more likely to be the orresponding searh phase of

Oj , the vendor's hane for hoosing the orret searh phase is 1/|Sj |, where | · |denotes set ardinality. Hene, if the number of andidates for the searh phase issmall then it beomes more likely that the vendor �nds the orret link L(Sj ,Oj)allowing him to expand the user's pro�le. Sj may be small, e.g., if the order Ojontains some good gr whih is rarely bought or if it ontains many goods gi beausethe more goods are purhased in the same transation, the bigger the hane thata partiular set of goods is unique or at least rarely hosen. In ontrast, Sj maybe large if Oj only ontains a ommonly hosen single good gc or a ommon set ofgoods gc1 , gc2 , . . . , gcl
. Based on this observations, our goal must be(a) to have a large set of andidates Sj or(b) to have searh phases that do not ontain any extra data in the �rst plae.

4.3.1 Increasing the Size of the Anonymity SetThe size of Sj depends on a user's exat hoie of ordered goods and also on thenumber of other users searhing the vendor's atalogue of goods. So the question iswhether it is possible for a user to inrease |Sj |. For the user, one option would beto engage in a new fake transation in order to do additional, but related, searhesby herself. In suh a fake transation, she would searh the goods she really wants tobuy and some other random goods. This, however, would be umbersome and puta lot of burden on the user. Another, less burdensome option would be to simplywait until |Sj | has grown to a suitable size, i.e., the ustomer delays her order. Theproblem is, the ustomer will usually not be able to tell the atual size of Sj andhene, will not know when the ideal moment has arrived to send the order. It islear, however, that the longer she waits, the better the hanes that |Sj | is largeenough. In other words, the more time elapses the more di�ult it beomes to usetime as a means to orrelate a ustomer's order with her searh phase, assumingthat in between these two events other ustomers also searhed the goods from theustomer's order and all other link data between searh and order phase had beeneliminated. Before we return to the question of how long to delay an order in orderto allow Sj to beome large, we �rst disuss the fators that in�uene the size andgrowth of Sj .
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4.3. Model for the Relationship of PhasesFor this, let n := |G| be the number of di�erent goods the vendor has to o�erand let k be the number of ordered goods from a user U 's order phase Oj , i.e.,
k := |goods(Oj)|. The number of possible subsets of G is 2n. Note that we ansafely ignore that two or more instanes of the same good are �nally purhased,sine this is not dislosed during the searh.5 Some of the subsets of G ontain eahgood from Oj and hene, are andidates for Sj , whih is the atual searh phaseorresponding to the user's order Oj . We all these andidates favourable sets. Thenumber of andidates, c := |Sj |, an be alulated as follows. Obviously, there isonly one set G whih has k elements and ontains goods(Oj). Now let a set of goods
G ⊇ goods(Sj) have size k + 1. Then there is one 'free ell' in G for whih n − kgoods are possible. Hene, the number of these sets is n− k =

(n−k
1

). If |G| = k +2then we have two ells for whih there are (n−k
2

) potential hoies. If |G| = k + 3then we have (n−k
3

) hoies and so forth. The total number c of andidate sets fromthe power set 2G whih ontain goods(Oj) is therefore given by Equation (4.1).
c :=

n−k∑

i=0

(
n− k

i

) (4.1)Furthermore, sine c is the sum of the (n − k)-th row of Pasal's triangle, we ansimplify c's omputation by using the well-known fat from Equation (4.2).6
n−k∑

i=0

(
n− k

i

)

= 2n−k (4.2)As we have seen in previous hapters, the size of the anonymity group plays animportant role for an individual person's hane to stay anonymous. Now, assumethat a user U , who has searhed V 's shop, deems α to be the minimum size of theanonymity group with respet to her searh phase Sj . In other words, U expets
|Sj | ≥ α. This leads us bak to the initial question: When will |Sj | be largeenough? Unfortunately, there is no universal answer to this question, as the answerdepends on the hoies made by the ustomers of a spei� shop. This means, weneed the probability distribution of the goods purhased by the ustomers of someshop (or at least an estimate of it), in order to estimate how long it takes until αhas beome large enough.Sine we do not have suh a probability distribution readily available, in thefollowing, we will operate with an idealised model in order to illustrate the idea of5In fat, we silently negleted this possibility already by de�ning orders as sets instead ofmulti-sets.6This fat an be easily derived from the Binomial Theorem, whih says that (x + y)n =
Pn

i=0

`

n

i

´

xn−iyi, if we set x = 1 and y = 1.
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4.3. Model for the Relationship of Phasesdelaying an order to inrease the size of Sj. If we an assume that the ustomers'hoies of goods are uniformly distributed, i.e., eah subset of goodsG ∈ 2G is equallylikely to be piked by any ustomer, then we an make the following observations.The probability of some ustomer piking a favourable set with respet to U 's order
Oj is p := c

2n and the probability of the omplementary event is given by q := 1−p.An interesting observation from Equations (4.1) and (4.2) is that the fration pof favourable sets only depends on k and is independent of n under a uniformdistribution, as
p =

c

2n
=

2n−k

2n
= 2−k . (4.3)Now, given m users independently searhing V 's goods, the probability that theanonymity set reahes size α after m trials is given by

Prm(|Sj | = α) =

(
m

α

)

pαqm−αand for its Poisson approximation we have
Pr ′m(|Sj | = α) = e−λ λα

α!
,where λ = mp [Fel67℄. Using the Poisson approximation, the probability for |Sj | ≥

α in m trials is
Pr ′(|Sj | ≥ α) = e−λ

∞∑

v=α

λv

v!
= 1− e−λ

α−1∑

v=0

λv

v!
.7 (4.4)Equation 4.4 gives us the probability for the event that after m searh trans-ations with respet to the vendor's atalogue the number of favourable sets ofsearhes Sj , i.e., those whih inlude the goods ordered by the ustomer U , hasgrown at least to the size α whih is U 's desired size for the anonymity group thatwill hide the relation between her searh phase and her order phase.For the following examples, we use the model above to �nally answer a user U 'squestion how long to delay her order to guarantee that the number of favourablesets, |SU |, is large. In other words, we will estimate the time τ to wait until theanonymity group SU with respet to the ustomer's searh phase SU will havegrown to size α with a high probability, e.g., Pr ′(|SU | ≥ α) ≥ 0.99. In this ase,submitting an order OU after τ will leave the vendor a hane of 1/α to link OUwith SU .7 Equation 4.4 an be derived by using the series representation of the exponential funtion

e(x) = ex, i.e., ex =
P∞

v=0
xv

v!
, whih yields e−λ

P∞

v=α
λv

v!
= e−λ(eλ −

Pα−1
v=0

λv

v!
).
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4.3. Model for the Relationship of Phasesorderedproduts (k) α Pr ′(|SU | ≥ α) trials (m) waiting time
2 10 0.999 91 ≈ 3 hours
3 10 0.699 91 ≈ 3 hours
3 10 0.999 182 ≈ 6 hours
3 20 0.012 91 ≈ 3 hours
2 20 0.746 91 ≈ 3 hours
2 20 0.999 147 ≈ 5 hours
3 20 0.383 147 ≈ 5 hours
3 20 0.746 182 ≈ 6 hours
3 20 0.999 294 ≈ 10 hours

Table 4.1: Waiting times for uniformly distributed sets of goods G

Examples. Let V 's atalogue onsist of, say, n = 5 produts (a onrete n is merelygiven for illustration, sine aording to Equation (4.3) it is irrelevant) and let U 'sorder be omprised of k = 2 goods. Using Equation (4.1)/(4.2), we get c = 8favourable sets and thus, assuming uniform distribution over the sets of searhedproduts, the probability for a subsequent ustomer to pik one element from theset of favourable sets is p = c
2n = 8

32 = 1
4 = 1

2k . Now, if U wants to have probabilityat least 0.999 that her anonymity set onsists of, say, at least α = 10 users, i.e.,
Pr ′(|SU | ≥ 10) ≥ 0.999, she would have to wait until approximately 91 userssearhed V 's atalogue (see Table 4.1). Would she have bought k = 3 produts,the probability for |SU | ≥ 10 after 91 users would merely be 0.699 � to obtain
Pr ′(|SU | ≥ 10) ≥ 0.999 she would have to wait for twie as many ustomers asbefore, i.e., 182 users in total, whih is due to the halved rate of suess for k = 3 asompared to k = 2, i.e., p = 1

8 for k = 3. Further assuming that a searh phase isompleted every 2 minutes, the user U would have to wait for about 3 hours if sheseleted 2 produts and a bit more than 6 hours had she hosen 3 produts. Table4.1 gives some more examples. �It must be stressed, however, that the results above are obtained in an idealisedmodel and that, in general, ustomers will not be able to atually ompute waitingtimes for a lak of statistial input data.
4.3.2 Preventing Extra DataAlthough, several approahes are possible to prevent extra data, some of them willbe more pratial than others in a given senario. For instane, if the number ofgoods |G| o�ered by a vendor is small then it may be possible to retrieve G, privately
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4.3. Model for the Relationship of Phasesselet the goods, and send the result to the vendor, e.g., by doing a loal searhin a downloaded atalogue and emailing the order list to the vendor afterwards.In this ase, we have S = ∅ and hene no extra data. Consequently, the vendor'sprobability for obtaining extra data will be 0. However, if G ontains many elementsthen downloading it may be impratial. Fortunately, to prevent the olletion ofextra data, it is neither neessary to download G nor to have an empty set of searhphases.In pratie, it is su�ient that the vendor's set of olleted searh phases Sontains only searh phases whih are implied by the exeuted order phases. Thatis, given any order phase Oj , if its orresponding searh phase Sj would inludeonly elements from the power set 2goods(Oj) then the vendor would not be able toextrat any information from Sj that he ould not have omputed from Oj alone.In other words, if Sj ontains only ombinations of searh request for goods whihare ontained in Oj , the vendor gains no additional knowledge from the olletedsearh phase.However, often a user U 's searh phase SU will not be as straight as this. Instead,it is likely to ontain extra data, e.g., beause U is indi�erent what good to buy orbeause she might be tempted by the vendor to look for other goods she had notthought of before. Still, if we an make U 's searh phase look like she searhed onlyfor the goods she �nally ordered, things would be good enough.The problem here is that U 's searh requests S1, S2, . . . , Sm for the goods g1, g2,
. . . , gm, respetively, are grouped in SU by way of an ID. However, if we an elimi-nate the link data for any two searh requests Sj, Sk ⊆ SU then the searh phase SU ,omprised of many searh requests, will be broken up into smaller phases SU,i withless searh requests. And even more, these searh phases will be unrelated from thevendor's point of view. In the most favourable ase with respet to privay, the ven-dor will only see searh phases onsisting of no more than a single searh request. Inthis ase, he will only be able to �nd trivial links from searh phases to order phases.That is, although the user's real searh phase SU is omprised of m := |goods(SU )|searh requests, the vendor will �nd at most i = 1, . . . , |goods(OU )| links L(SU,i,OU )for a given order phase OU . Moreover, sine goods(SU,i) ∈ 2goods(OU ), these linkswill not provide the vendor with any extra data. Therefore, the vendor's hane oflearning additional information, whih would expand the user's pro�le, will againbe zero. �In the next setion, we will introdue a oneptual arhiteture whih unites thetwo approahes from above. We will also present two possible instanes of thisarhiteture, eah of whih is an instane of one of these approahes.
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4.4. Conceptual SolutionUser's BrowserVendor Site'sInformation -

� Deoupling Component -
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� �Vendor'sServer
Figure 4.1: Conceptual model of the Decoupling Component

4.4 Conceptual SolutionWe have seen that at least two levels of data exist whih allow traking of users� protool and ontent data (see Setion 4.2). The prinipal idea of removing thepossibility of protool traking is to interrupt subsequent ations of the ustomerwhih are reordable by a vendor and thereby to eliminate existing links. For this,we introdue a deoupling omponent (DC) whih is loated between the ustomerand the vendor (see Figure 4.1).In Setion 4.3, we have disussed two methods for deoupling searh and orderphases � inreasing the anonymity set with respet to a given order and preventingnon-trivial transation data in the �rst plae. In the following, we are going to skethtwo possible implementations for either method.
4.4.1 Preventing Extra DataUsing today's Web tehnology, it is possible to present eah user with a ustomisedview of Web sites. This, however, is often driven by the vendor, i.e., the user tellshim what she likes and the vendor presents her with information deemed interest-ing for her. In this ase, the user's view is more or less what the vendor wants theustomer to see. On the other hand, Web tehnology would also permit the user tohave her own view of the vendor's o�ered produts. Using Web tehnologies, suhas UDDI [BCvRE03℄ and WSDL [CCMW01℄, it would be possible to diretly aessinformation provided by the vendor and use a literally personalised representationof the information, instead of aessing a representation hosen by the vendor. Ifthe vendor provides its produts through Web servies, the ustomer an exeute,say, its searhes by alling a spei� servie �searh� and the results would be dis-played aording to the user's preferenes. Examples of suh servies are Google'ssearh API8 or Amazon's Web servies9 whih both are aessible via SOAP. In8http://ode.google.om/apis/soapsearh9http://www.amazon.om/webservies
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4.4. Conceptual SolutionUser's BrowserVendor Site'sInformation -� DC Proxy
??Con�guration / Data
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� �Vendor'sServer
UDDIRegistry WSDLSheets

Figure 4.2: Example of a DC instancesuh a ase, session management in HTTP an be dropped, beause it would beunneessary, and onsequently linking options given by the HTTP protool wouldbe eliminated. In addition, hanging the IP address of the ustomer's omputerfor eah servie all would eliminate traking by IP. This an be easily realised bysending eah servie request through an anonymity network.The funtionality desribed above ould be ombined in a deoupling omponent(DC). The DC would tehnially be a proxy whih sits between the user's browserand the vendor's server (see Figure 4.2). This arhiteture guarantees that the DCsees all tra� exhanged between the ustomer C and the vendor V . In addition,the DC would provide lient funtionality for onneting to an anonymity network,suh as TOR10 or JAP11, whih allow to send and reeive data anonymously.
Search. Now, if the user types the vendor's URL into her browser, the DC heksvia UDDI whether V o�ers Web servies, and if so, aesses their WSDL sheets,i.e., downloads the servie desriptions. If V does not provide Web servies tohis ustomers, the DC simply onnets to the vendor's Web server and the user is10http://tor.eff.org11http://anon.inf.tu-dresden.de
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4.4. Conceptual Solutionleft with the 'normal', potentially more privay-intrusive Web shop. Assuming thevendor provides Web servies to his ustomers, the DC shows the list of serviesand other information aording to the user's display preferenes. In this ase, theustomer would use the DC's interfae to aess the vendor's Web servie �searh�or some other Web servie to browse through the vendor's atalogue. This meansthat the ustomer ould potentially have the same (graphial) user interfae for allsuh vendors, whih, as a side e�et, may simplify the navigation. �

Order. The ordering proedure is likewise exeuted through Web servies. In thisase, the DC o�ers a virtual shopping art to allow the ustomer to selet goods forpurhase, beforehand. In addition, it is oneivable that the DC stores ommonlyasked for ustomer information, suh as name, address, and �nanial information, ina loal database to relief the ustomer from entering her data for every new vendor.Should any of these information be required by the vendor, the DC simply noti�esthe user whih information is asked for by the vendor and asks for her on�rmation,before it �nally sends the order data to the vendor's ordering servie. �

Privacy. By sending every servie request through an anonymity network, the user'sIP address an be made di�erent for eah request. Hene, given two searh requests,
Si and Sj, the vendor's only soure of information for deiding whether L(Si, Sj)holds is the ontent information provided in the requests. The requests, however,are just servie alls whih are omprised of information that potentially ould havebeen sent by any ustomer beause it only ontains parameters for the respetiveWeb servie. Even if, say, some vendor-supplied session token t would be a requiredparameter for aessing some servie, the DC ould simply ask the vendor's serverfor a new token t′ before aessing the servie again. Therefore, the vendor wouldbe prevented from relating requests of the same user by ontent information. Inthe end, the vendor would see aess to his ordering servie whih would providehim with the ustomer's seleted goods. Although the vendor might at best beable to �nd a single searh request for eah ordered good, he will not be able torelate it to the ustomer's other searh requests for goods whih did not beamepart of the order. This holds sine every request is self-ontained or in other words'isolated' from the vendor's point of view. In this ase 'isolated' means that adi�erent sender identi�ation, i.e., IP address in this ase, is used eah time andthe ontent information provided in eah servie request is independent of anyinformation provided in any other request. Therefore the vendor will be unableto orrelate a spei� user's ations with respet to information provided in allobserved requests, exept for trivial links from the set 2goods(Oj), where Oj is theuser's order (see Setion 4.3). �
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4.4. Conceptual SolutionBy using a DC instane, as the one desribed above, the way the searh phaseis pereived by a user is totally di�erent from the searh phase seen by a vendor.While the user still pereives its searhing ativities as a 'semanti phase', sinethe at of searhing is a sequene of related ations, the vendor has no lue ofthis semantis beause he is unable to reognise the user during her searh. Thevendor an only tehnially observe alls to his Web servies whih are �from hisperspetive� independent of eah other. Beause of this, ontent-related trakingmehanisms will be meaningless, sine they dislose almost nothing beyond what isonveyed in a single all to a Web servie, as the all is an isolated event from thevendor's perspetive. An information that may learly be assoiated with a spei�all will be the time when the user aessed the servie. However, this does notdislose extra data, in the sense that no additional personal information is dislosed,suh as, other interests.The prie to pay for this additional privay is that the user's 'browsing experi-ene' might be hanged signi�antly. Sine the DC pratially builds the Web pagesfor the user, the visual results of this pages will be highly dependent on the DC'slayout templates, its implemented logi, and, of ourse, on the Web servies o�eredby the vendor. In addition, providing the user with navigational hints may beomeomplex. On the other hand, users who are looking for spei� items may not bea�eted by this loss. Essentially, they will use a searh interfae onstruted by theDC, instead of one supplied by the vendor. The DC's interfae will, in essene dothe same as the vendor's, i.e., it will use the ustomer's searh requests as input tothe vendor's (searh) Web servie.
4.4.2 Increasing the Size of the Anonymity SetIn order to prevent linking of searh and order phases, we proposed another approahthat aims to inrease the number of andidates whih ould have instantiated agiven searh phase Si. The basi idea exposed in Setion 4.3 was to wait until asu�iently large number of andidates exists. The main problem of this approahis that it is hard to determine the time to wait. For this, one an rely on heuristisor statistial information, as we did before. However, in theory, it would be possibleto exatly time the release of an order, given that su�iently many ustomers worktogether and anonymously share their aess statistis for vendor sites. We willbrie�y give an idea of suh an approah in Setion 4.7.4. Before that, we introduea onrete framework based on mobile agents, whih an be seen as another possibleinstantiation of a deoupling omponent. This DC's aim is to establish a frameworkwhih makes it possible to send out arbitrarily delayed orders for the purpose ofintroduing unertainty to the vendor when it omes to relating order data to aspei� searh phase.
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4.5. Mobile AgentsThe following setions on mobile agents as a means for privay protetion havebeen presented and elaborated in various forms in [EKS02d, EKS02b, EKS02a,EKS02, EKS03℄.
4.5 Mobile AgentsIn the following setions, we will look into mobile agents to introdue anotherpossibility for implementing a deoupling omponent (DC). This partiular DCinstane will rely on large anonymity sets in order to allow ustomers to hide therelationship between their searh and order phases, as disussed in Setion 4.3.1.The mobile agent DC should be onsidered only as a possibility for implementinga DC that deouples searh and order phases. Although we have devoted a fairamount of spae to mobile agents, the reader should not ling too hard to the ideaof using mobile agents for implementing suh a DC, as the idea of using anonymitysets for deoupling is not bound to a partiular tehnology. Other implementationsare ertainly possible and may in fat be needed, if the tehnologial environmentis di�erent or hanges over time.As we do not expet all readers to be familiar with the onept of mobile agents,we will brie�y introdue some de�nitions needed in subsequent setions to developthe agent-based DC instane.A mobile agent is an autonomous program whih follows a given route by mi-grating through a network of hosts. At eah host, it arries out ertain tasks onbehalf of its owner. After the tasks have been aomplished, the agent returns toits base station and delivers the results olleted during its trip to its owner. Oneof the advantages of using mobile agents tehnology is that transation osts forthe agent owner are onsiderably redued beause after leaving its owner the agentmigrates from one host to the next autonomously. During this period, the owner isnot required to maintain his online onnetion to the network or in some other waystay in touh with the agent. In the past years, a lot of work has been done in thearea of mobile agent systems. A variety of mobile agent systems is available today,e.g., Aglets [KLO98, LO98℄, Agent TCL [GCKR97℄. However, we will not fous ona spei� mobile agent system. Instead, we will onsider mobile agents in a moreabstrat way. This means that we will only onsider omponents of mobile agentswhih are important for the solution presented here. In our level of abstration, amobile agent a onsists of the following omponents:

a = (bc, r, d, δ).The omponent bc denotes the binary ode of the agent to be exeuted and r de-sribes the mobile agent's route as an (n + 1)-tuple (with n ≥ 1) onsisting of the
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4.6. Adaption of Agent Components
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Figure 4.3: An agent a’s round triphost addresses ad(si) of shops si that have to be visited on the agent's trip:
r = (ad(s1), . . . , ad(sn), ad(bs)) .The route is given by the agent's owner. The agent starts its trip at a base station

bs where it returns to when it has visited the stations ontained in the route (seeFigure 4.3). Sine the �rst migration step is bs → s1 the �rst route entry is givenby ad(s1). The omponent d denotes the data given by the agent's owner. Thisdata will be used as input for the omputations at the hosts s1, . . . , sn. Thus, wean think of it as d = (d1, . . . , dn) where di refers to the input data of si, where
1 ≤ i ≤ n. The output data obtained from the omputations are ontained in δ.Similarly, we have δ = (δ1, . . . , δn).If we set bc = ∅, then the 'agent' would not be able to arry out omputationson its own. And still, the model, though less �exible, would make sense. In thisase, the 'agent' merely provides the visited stations with data and the stations willompute the results on their own. Suh a senario is oneivable, if we think of suhan agent as a kind of digital hain letter, whih is forwarded by eah station to thenext one en route.

4.6 Adaption of Agent ComponentsIn the following, we will adapt the previously introdued omponents of a mobileagent aording to the requirements of our solution. Therefore, the main goalof protetion we have in mind is privay. However, we also onsider data originauthentiation (inluding data integrity of the mobile agent) and non-repudiation.For this, we introdue some de�nitions. Let Eei
(di) denote a iphertext obtainedby using si's publi key ei of an asymmetri enryption algorithm E, e.g., RSA
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4.6. Adaption of Agent Components[RSA78℄, on the data di. Furthermore, let Sigx(y1, . . . yν) denote a digital signatureof party x on some ontents y1, . . . yν . This allows us to introdue an element
d̃ = (Ee1(d1), .., Een(dn), SigC(Ee1(d1), .., Een(dn), bc))onsisting of enrypted input data for s1, . . . , sn and a signature of the agent'sowner, i.e., the ustomer C. Furthermore, we protet the agent's route by usinglayered enryption, similar to Westho� et al. [WSUK00℄. In eah layer of the onionstruture below, we have a host address ad(si) and a signature of the agent's owner

C on ad(si) ombined with other agent omponents.
r̃ = ((ad(s1), SigC (ad(s1), bc, d̃),

Ee1(ad(s2), SigC(ad(s2), bc, d̃),

Ee2(ad(s3), SigC (ad(s3), bc, d̃),. . . (4.5)
Een−1(ad(sn), SigC(ad(sn), bc, d̃)) . . .)),

ad(bs))The enrypted route is proessed as follows. The base station learns from the �rstentry of r̃ where to dispath the agent. Before the agent is sent to s1, bs deletesits own entry from r̃. When s1 reeives the agent with the new r̃, it derypts theiphertext from r̃ whih is destined for it and obtains its suessor's address ad(s2),a signature, and a 'new' iphertext. Before sending the agent to s2, s1 deletes itsown address and the signature from r̃. This proedure will be repeated until theagent arrives at sn−1. Here the last deryption is neessary, i.e., sn−1 gets thelast address ad(sn) and signature ontained in the onion struture. After theseparameters have been removed from r̃, the agent is sent to bs as spei�ed by thelast entry ad(bs). The idea of the route protetion is that a visited host does notlearn whih hosts the agent had visited before and whih it is still going to visit,exept for the host's respetive predeessor and suessor. If the latter is still tomuh information for the ustomer's taste, she may introdue dummy hosts in theroute that just forward the agent, e.g., the base station.The signatures ontained in r̃ and d̃ are inluded to ensure data integrity and toallow easy detetion of unwanted modi�ations. The signature also guarantees thatomponents from r̃ annot be replaed by omponents from earlier data r̃′ withoutdetetion.After having produed the omputation results δi at host si, they will be signedby si. Thus, we de�ne δ̃i = EC(δi, Sigsi
(δi, bc, d̃)). At the end of the trip, theagent ontains all omputation results, i.e., δ̃ = (δ̃1, . . . , δ̃n). Initially, portions δ̃iare empty. For the upoming setions, we assume that an agent ã onsists of the
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4.7. Achieving Privacy via Agentsfollowing omponents:
ã = (bc, r̃, d̃, δ̃).Now that we are done with the building bloks, we are going to present howagents an be used to redue pro�le data.

4.7 Achieving Privacy via AgentsIn the following, we show how to prevent a vendor from linking information gatheredin a ustomer's searh phase to her real identity, whih we assume is dislosed inthe order phase. Furthermore, we give some more requirements that have to beful�lled in order to avoid linking via produt IDs.In the following, we assume that the base station is maintained by a speialisedmobile agent base provider. However, this provider does not play the role of atrusted third party in the usual sense. In fat, the ustomer's trust in the provideris quite minimal with respet to privay, as the provider does not get any informationabout the searh phase and therefore, he annot exploit this information for himselfnor pass it to others. The provider is trusted, however, not to give the ustomer'sIP address to the vendor, not to delete agents after having reeived them, and notto release the agents before they are sheduled for departure. More details on thebase station will be given in Setion 4.8.2.In Subsetion 4.7.1, we show how to deliver an order with an agent, where theshopping tour ontains only one vendor to be visited. In Subsetions 4.7.2 and4.7.3, we disuss how the traking mehanisms desribed in Subsetions 4.2.2 and4.2.3, respetively, an be ruled out using the mobile agent approah. Afterwards,we point out how the linking probability for the vendor an be dereased. Routesontaining several vendor addresses are �nally disussed in 4.7.5.
4.7.1 Order Delivery via AgentsFor simpliity, we assume that a ustomer C deides to buy at just one vendor, say

s1. While searhing through s1's atalogue, C has a look at various produts, and�nally deides to buy a subset p1, . . . , pk of these produts. During this time, s1 antrak C's ativities in a transation log Ti. However, s1 is unable to map them to
C's identity per se. C forms the data d1 by putting together the order information,inluding the identi�ers of the produts and her name and address. Furthermore,
C should have the possibility to arrange the produt identi�ers in an arbitrarysequene, possibly one that does not math the order in whih she seleted theproduts herself. This is neessary sine the sequene of produt identi�ers in theorder d1 must be proteted against a potential orrelation with the lik sequene
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4.7. Achieving Privacy via Agentsontained in Ti. After C has reated d1, she reates d̃ = Ee1(d1, SigC(Ee1(d1), bc))and r̃ = (ad(s1), ad(bs)), and �nally ã = (bc, r̃, d̃, δ̃), with δ̃ = ∅.In the next step, C will transfer ã to bs and instrut bs to dispath ã. Now, ãan migrate to s1 and deliver its data d1. Sine d1 is asymmetrially enrypted, itan only be opened by s1, i.e., bs does not learn whih produts were ordered by C.Furthermore, by verifying the signature, s1 an hek if the order was undeniablyreated by C and if it had been modi�ed. When the data ontained in the agent isvalid, s1 reates the output δ1 and the enrypted result δ̃1 = EC(δ1, Sigs1(δ1, bc, d̃))whih is given to the agent. This output ould be, e.g., s1's noti�ation that hereeived the order or a on�rmation that the order had been arried out immediately.To ensure integrity, all outputs should be signed by the vendor as well. After s1is done, the agent is sent to bs aording to the last route entry ad(bs). There, ãwaits for C until she onnets again to bs in order to reeive the agent.
4.7.2 Tracking by ProtocolUsing our mobile agent approah, the vendor annot use IP addresses, ookies, ordynami URLs to link the reeived order to searh phase ativities beause he isno more diretly reeiving the order from the ustomer C. In order to get a deeperinsight into C's interests, s1 an try to link available transation data T1, T2, . . .with the data obtained from the agent to �nd out C's real transation TC . Butthis means that s1 has to arry out a random experiment, assuming that no otherhidden information exists that makes linking easier. Sine C has ordered p1, . . . , pk,the vendor searhes his database for pro�les whih inlude p1, . . . , pk and whihhave been reorded in a 'relevant time interval'. The relevant time interval needsto be hosen by s1. Although, any time interval an be hosen for the searhspae, it an be assumed that transations of a ertain age an be ignored, e.g.,reently submitted orders will most likely not belong to a transation that has beenreorded one year ago. If we assume that s1 �nds α ≥ 1 transations T1, . . . , Tα,eah ontaining at least p1, . . . , pk, then for s1 the probability of orretly linkingany stored transation Ti to C's searh phase Sj is given by Pr(L(Ti,Sj)) = 1

α .Hene, the probability depends on the number α of transation andidates, whihis what we alled the size of the anonymity group in earlier hapters. Obviously,
α dereases monotonially when k inreases, i.e., inluding a higher number ofproduts in the order may inrease the linking probability.

4.7.3 Tracking by ContentSine ontent traking is not easily detetable per se, rules and proedures needto be introdued to rule out ontent traking, or at least make it detetable by austomer.
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4.7. Achieving Privacy via Agents

Product identifiers. In aordane with our �honest but urious vendor� assumption,a vendor ould o�er an agent-based privay proteting servie and may still try tolink the searh and order ativities via leaking produt IDs (ProdIDs). In this ase,the linking probability for the vendor would be Pr(TC = Ti) = 1. In order toprevent suh attaks, ProdIDs must be veri�able by the ustomer suh that hiddenhannels beome obvious. This, for instane, ould be ahieved by some naturallanguage enoding of ProdIDs. In suh a sheme, the set of potential andidates for
ProdIDs is quite small, e.g., for a musi CD the ProdID ould be (artist's name,title) instead of some ID B0000262WI and therefore, a ustomer will be able todetet with high probability if there is some hidden information. �

Prices. Another possibility to inrease the linking probability ould be ahieved viavariable priing strategies, similar to prie disrimination. However, in our senario,the vendor's primary intention is to use di�erent pries in order to identify individualustomers and not to maximise his pro�t � remember that we are stritly talkingabout omputer siene and not eonomis. Thus, an unfair vendor ould o�er thesame produt at slightly di�erent pries. When he later reeives an order whihontains the prie presented in the o�er, he an easily exlude all those transationsfrom the set of andidates in whih he o�ered the spei� produt for a di�erentprie.If the ustomer does not send the pries, the vendor might sell her the orderedgoods for any prie, whih he had one harged for the given produts. In orderto prevent this, we propose to let the vendor give a temporary prie guarantee forany produt he sells, i.e., he ommits himself to harge a �xed prie for a givenprodut for some period of time. This ould be realised, e.g., by reating andpublishing vendor-signed douments, eah ontaining a produt, its prie, and thevalidity period, similar to prie o�ers found in advertisements in the real world.These guarantees an be downloaded by the ustomer and kept for later referene.If a vendor serves ustomers with distint prie guarantees in order to trakthem, then he does not know the exat pries at whih he o�ered his produts to aspei� ustomer. Thus, if he is trying to identify a ustomer by the o�ered pries,the vendor an only guess the prie a ustomer expets aording to her downloadedguarantee. Should the vendor make a wrong guess to the ustomers disadvantage,she ould present her prie guarantee, proving that the vendor tried to deeive her.In this ase, sine the prie guarantee is dislosed, the vendor would be able to linka transation to the ustomer. However, disputes are unattrative for the vendorbeause if they our frequently the vendor's reputation will degrade. In addition,if the vendor makes a wrong guess to the ustomer's advantage, i.e., billing her fora lower prie than she expeted, then she will surely aept and the vendor lowershis own pro�t and in addition, he would reate a link to the wrong transation. �
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4.7. Achieving Privacy via Agents

Product ordering. In order to ounter the e�ets of orrelating the lik sequenefrom the searh phase with the produt ordering in the order, the ustomer shouldhave the option to arrange the ProdIDs in an arbitrary sequene. This sequenean be randomly reated or obtained by sorting the ProdIDs, e.g., in lexiographiorder. This is su�ient as long as there are other transations stored in s1's databaseprodued by other ustomers who also viewed at least p1, . . . , pk in one session andtherefore help to derease the vendor's linking probability.
4.7.4 Decreasing the Probability for LinkingIn the following, we will show how a ustomer an derease the linking probability.Sine this probability depends on the number of andidates α, we would be bettero�, if the vendor's site is visited by many users. Therefore, we would be �ne ifwe ould somehow motivate a large group of users to aess the vendor's ataloguebeause this will most likely inrease α but this approah does not seem to be veryrealisti. However, from a broader perspetive, the idea of motivating many users toinrease α is just a means to shorten the time until α is su�iently large. Therefore,we ould likewise wait long enough until α is su�iently large.In order to ahieve anonymity sets of size at least α, we propose to introdue aservie at the base station that allows ustomers to de�ne a delay for the start ofthe agent's shopping trip. That is, the ustomer tells the base station to send outthe agent, say, in 10 hours. Sine this delay is unknown to the vendor, he does notknow whether to link the order with pro�les stored in the past minutes, hours, oreven days. The only thing the vendor knows is that an order is always preeded bya searh. This ausal interrelationship annot be undone but it an be hidden ina group of similar events. By randomly extending the time between an order andits orresponding searh, a time-based orrelation of the two events beomes moredi�ult. On the one hand, the time interval onsidered by the vendor should belarge, sine this inreases the probability that the orret pro�le is inluded in theset of andidates. On the other hand, the size of the anonymity set α an also beassumed to have inreased. Of ourse, this depends on the aess statistis of thevendor's Web site. The dispath time needs to be spei�ed by the ustomer. Forinstane, she may tell the base station not to release the agent before a delay ∆τor not before time MM:dd:hh:mm. When prie guarantees are used, the delay mustnot exeed the validity period of the prie guarantee.This solution is quite simple, sine it only requires the existene of the basestation. But on the other hand, there is no guarantee that the number of pro�leandidates is large enough. From a theoretial perspetive, even suh a guaranteean be given, if a ommunity e�ort is used to measure the aess statistis of ashop. This ould be realised, for instane, if ustomers anonymously upload the
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4.8. Architecturetransation data of their searh phases to a third party. A ustomer would then beable to query this party for aess statistis of a spei� vendor's produts. Thiswould enable her to determine the urrent size of the anonymity set with respetto her order. In [EKS02a℄ suh a party has been desribed in greater detail.
4.7.5 Routes with Several ShopsSo far, we have onsidered only ases in whih a mobile agent only visits one vendorfor delivering its order information. Shopping tours with several vendors an beadvantageous, e.g., in ases when an order for vendor si should only be ordered ifproduts from a previously visited shop sj ould have been ordered. Furthermore,this option improves overall e�ieny of the network, sine it redues the numberof mobile agents whih migrate through the network. Visiting more than one shopintrodues no privay problems, sine every order information is enrypted for aspei� vendor.One ould argue that with longer routes vendors learn whih other hosts have tobe visited on the shopping tour whih gives some further insight into the ustomersbehaviour or interests. But this threat an be takled with the route protetionsheme shown in (4.5). With this solution, a vendor only learns about his prede-essor and suessor in the shopping tour. If a ustomer does not want the vendorto learn his predeessor or suessor then she ould reate a route r̃ with bs as anintermediate hop whih separates the vendors from eah other. This inreases thenumber of migration steps on the agent's trip but allows the ustomer to enhaneher privay.In ase of dependent agent omputations, e.g., when order delivery at si dependson omputation results from sj, the omputational results have to be ommuniatedfrom one vendor to another. If si is immediately followed by sj then the exhangeof the required results an be done diretly � provided that the ustomer is willingto reveal the shopping tour stations to the vendors. If the ustomer deides tohide vendor identities from eah other by agent exhange via bs, the results anbe enrypted for bs whih then needs to derypt and re-enrypt the data for thevendor that requires it. By applying this onept, a vendor will not learn what Cis ordering at other vendors as long as the vendors are not olluding and exhangetheir trade data.
4.8 ArchitectureIn the following, we will sketh the arhiteture inluding the infrastruture om-ponents that are needed for our solution. Figure 4.4 depits the basi omponentswhih are required in our system. The ustomer uses a simple Web browser and
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4.8. Architecture
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Figure 4.4: Overview of the Agent-Based DC Instancethe Customer Loal Agent Station (CLAS) whih is a omponent of our solution.The vendor runs a Web server and a Vendor Agent Station (VAS). In addition, athird party provides aMobile Agent Base Station (MABS) whih o�ers mobile agentservies to ustomers.

4.8.1 Customer ComponentsThe ustomer is running two appliations, a browser and a CLAS. The CLASomponent is independent of a spei� vendor's VAS and provides the followingservies and funtions:
• a lient-side proxy,
• a Produt Seletor (PS) from whih produts an be put into an agent thatbeomes the shopping art,
• a Mobile Agent Generation (MAG) omponent, e.g., an agent workbenh, and
• a lient for using the servies of the MABS.When the ustomer browses through the vendor atalogue all requests are �rstsent to the CLAS (Figure 4.5, message 1) and subsequently forwarded to the ven-dor system (Figure 4.5, message 2). The orresponding response of the vendor isreeived by the CLAS (Figure 4.5, message 3). Message 3 onsists of data destinedfor the CLAS and data destined for the browser. After having extrated its own
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Figure 4.5: CLAS and browser interactiondata, the CLAS forwards the remaining message to the browser (Figure 4.5, message4). The browser's message onsists of the usual Web page ontent, e.g., produtinformation. The CLAS's part of the message onsists of the produt identi�ers ofthe produts urrently displayed by the browser. These identi�ers will also shownby the PS sub-omponent. In ontrast to ommon senarios where the ustomerputs a produt to be bought in a virtual shopping art by liking some ion orbutton in the shop's Web interfae, in our senario the Web interfae is merely usedfor navigation and produt information. To prepare some good for the order, theustomer transfers the produt ID from the PS to the MAG. Using the MAG, theustomer omposes the agent in the desired manner, i.e., she selets the appropriateagent from the set of available agents. Then, she has to reate the input data andthe onstraints whih may exist for the shopping tour, e.g., buy at shop B only ifthe order at shop A an be ful�lled. Suh onstraints in�uene the order of hosts tobe visited and thus, have to be onsidered when the agent route is omposed. Afterhaving seleted an appropriate order of shops, the CLAS re-arranges the sequene ofthe seleted produts as desribed in Subsetion 4.7.3 and the MAG automatiallyreates a route aording to Equation (4.5).After having �nished the shopping tour, the ustomer transfers the agent tothe MABS (Figure 4.5, message 5). In addition, she may enter some additionalinstrutions, suh as the agent's release delay or the threshold α.

4.8.2 Mobile Agent Base StationThe MABS provides a doking station for an agent, as well as an alarm lok andrelaying/sending/reeiving failities. The alarm lok is used to wake up the agentafter a pre-determined period of time or at a spei� time and date.
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4.9. Related WorkWhen any ondition for the agent's release is satis�ed, the MABS lets the agentstart its trip. When the agent returns to the MABS, it is stored in a personal inboxwhih is only aessible by the orresponding ustomer. After having reeived theagent again, the MABS will inform the ustomer of the agent's return, i.e., thatthe agent is ready for pikup. Then, the ustomer onnets to the MABS anddownloads the agent in order to review and verify the results of its trip. Therefore,the ustomer's MAG also must provide the funtionality for derypting data whihwas enrypted for the ustomer by the visited vendors.
4.8.3 Vendor ComponentsOn the vendor side, the solution requires a Vendor Agent Station (VAS) beside theusual vendor infrastruture. This VAS provides the required funtionality that isneessary for the interation with the ustomers' agents, i.e., basi agent exeutionfailities and the required seurity mehanisms as mentioned before. Furthermore,the vendor has to provide messages omprised of CLAS data and browser data.Whenever a ustomer requests produt information for goods, the vendor's Webserver responds with orresponding messages for the CLAS and for the browser.By using the CLAS for seleting the produts to be ordered in the proposedway, we an be sure that no hidden hannel to the vendor exists. Although, hiddenhannels ould still be possible when a ustomer selets a produt for purhasediretly from the Web interfae, i.e., she does not use the funtionality providedby our DC instane. Suh a hidden hannel would inrease the linking probabilityby reduing the set of andidates to those ustomers who really purhased theorresponding produts. In our solution, the set of andidates is larger, sine itinludes not only the aforementioned group of ustomers but also the group ofustomers whih only viewed the produt(s), i.e., the size of the anonymity groupis larger.
4.9 Related WorkClassi works in the area of anonymisation tehniques, e.g., [RSG96, RR98, SRG97℄,aimed at anonymising IP addresses, e.g., to prevent the relation of entries in log�les. Furthermore, these works wanted to ahieve unobservability as muh as pos-sible, i.e., that a third party observing the whole network annot determine who isommuniating with whom. In other words, suh a third party must not be ableto link messages sent from a ustomer to a vendor and likewise answers sent bakfrom the vendor to the ustomer. In our work, we have not been onerned withsuh third parties, as we an obtain this kind of unlinkability by employing the saidanonymisation tehniques. However, searhes and orders take plae in the higher
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4.10. Conclusionappliation layer and hene, the solutions developed for the lower ommuniationlayer an be irumvented by using link data in the layers above.Privay protetion in eletroni payment systems, e.g., [BGH+95, BGK95, CFT98,Cha89, CFN90, OO90℄, is more lose to our ideas. In these systems, the goal is toahieve unlinkability of a ustomer's payment transations with respet to a ven-dor. We want to ahieve unlinkability of transations, too. However, our approahis more general, as it reognises that a transation may onsist of more than just apayment phase and that other phases may dislose (personal) data as well that anbe used for linking transations. Our approah also allows for more �ne-grainedontrol with respet to the dislosure of personal data, as we do not only try toprevent links between transations but also within transations.Most of the work that deals with online selling and privay (e.g., [BD01, BDF01,SSG99℄) exlusively fouses on the trade of intangible goods where anonymity net-works and eletroni payment systems an be used without problems, as no real-world identities and shipping addresses need to be revealed.Other works dealing with privay protetion with respet to gathering informa-tion on ustomer ativities in business proesses was presented in [AJJ+00, Jue01,Kob07℄. These works foused on privay protetion in ustomisation, personalisa-tion, and targeted advertising.The idea to protet the privay of users in searhes had later been piked upby Shen et al. [STZ07℄ and Xu et al. [XZCW07℄ as well. Their works aimed atreduing the amount of personal information that a server reeives in personalisedsearh queries. In addition, the lient-side personalisation solution proposed in[STZ07℄ an be seen as an instane of a deoupling omponent, as introdued inSetion 4.4.In the area of agent-based intermediary infrastrutures, further results werepresented in [TM00℄. This work, however, was foused on the agent-based imple-mentation of typial ommerial ativities, suh as produt brokering, negotiation,and mathing ustomers' and vendors' needs and bringing together both of them.
4.10 ConclusionWe have presented an approah to redue personal information produed in a us-tomer's interation with a vendor in order to improve the ustomer's privay. Theapproah fouses on deoupling the ustomer's searh phase from subsequent phasesby eliminating unneessary links between them. This way, the information learnedby the vendor in the ustomer's searh phase annot be related to data obtained inlater phases, suh as the ustomer's name and address in ase of tangible goods thatneed to be shipped. Hene, even in ases where the vendor an relate transations
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4.10. Conclusionof a ustomer by her name, our approah helps to redue the amount of personalinformation that an be olleted in a pro�le.We disussed two variants of this approah, one fousing on preventing non-trivial searh pro�les entirely and the other one allowing searh pro�les in prinipalbut leaving the vendor in doubt whether a given pro�le truly belongs to the ustomerat hand, as links from the searh phase to the ustomer's identity are a�ited withunertainty. In pratie, the degree of unertainty will depend on several fators,inluding, but not limited to, the usage statistis of the vendor's site, buying habitsof his ustomers, the ustomer's hoie of goods, the number of goods hosen byher, and also her time frame for exeuting an order. Finally, we have skethed twoarhitetures, one for eah of the two variants. The �rst one, being based on Webservies, an prevent links from searh phases to ustomers' identities entirely, andthe other one, making use of an agent infrastruture, only hinders the assoiation ofsearh phases to ustomers' purhases but may be less obtrusive than the �rst vari-ant, as the ustomers' browsing experiene does not need to be hanged signi�antly.The idea of deoupling a searh phase from subsequent phases of a transation ishowever not restrited to the tehnologies presented in this hapter. Therefore, thetwo arhitetures are just possible instanes for deoupling omponents and othersare ertainly possible.
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Chapter 5

Privacy-friendly Loyalty SystemsIn this hapter, we present a privay-friendly loyalty system allowing online vendorsto issue loyalty points to their ustomers. The system protets ustomers' privay asit annot be used to reate pro�les by linking transations in whih points had beenissued or redeemed. To this end, two variants of suh a system had been developed,one based on the RSA problem and the other one being based on the Di�e-Hellmanproblem. For both systems, we introdued anonymous ounters whih are used tokeep trak of issued loyalty points.Most parts of this hapter had been previously published in [EFS04, ES04,EEOS05℄. This publiations, however, did not inlude referenes to the link modelof Chapter 3 and were missing detailed seurity proofs in part.
5.1 IntroductionNaturally, every online vendor's interest lies in attrating new ustomers and reat-ing a large base of loyal ustomers. Sine loyal ustomers reate regular revenues, thegoal of online vendors, as well as real-world vendors, is to turn oasional ustomersinto loyal ones. Thus, in the past, online and real-world vendors have introduedloyalty programs, e.g., frequent �yer programs or online onsumer reward systems,in order to retain ustomers.Aside from ustomer retention, another inentive for vendors is to learn moreabout their ustomers to exploit this information for purposes suh as ustomerpro�ling, data mining, or diret marketing. Thus, from the ustomer's perspetive,loyalty programs have two sides. On the one hand, ustomers value the �nanialbene�ts, on the other hand, they may fear an infringement of their privay. Hene,if privay onerns outweigh the expeted bene�ts from the loyalty program thevendor's strategy for attrating and retaining ustomers will fail. Thus, if privayis a barrier for ustomers to partiipate in the program it may be worthwhile for
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5.2. Loyalty Programsvendors to reonsider their strategy of olleting personal data. Indeed, aording to[HNP99, Kob01℄, there are many ustomers that are onerned about their privayin eletroni ommere senarios. Thus, privay non-invasive loyalty systems mightbe of partiular interest to vendors.In this work, we deal with loyalty systems in whih ustomers reeive points fromvendors for their purhases. Points an be redeemed at the vendor in exhangefor a reward, where the value of the reward depends on the number of points.The system had been designed suh that it does not permit the vendor to olletor relate personal information by means of the system. This tehnial approahguards against vendors who merely promise to respet their ustomers' privaywhen in fat they do not. Thus, by using our system, a vendor ommitted to theprivay of his ustomers an atually prove that he lives up to his promises, whihshould foster trust in his business. Here, proof means that anyone looking at aprotool transript of our loyalty system an verify that no identifying or personalinformation is onveyed by the protool.More spei�ally, to protet the ustomers' privay, we require that by examin-ing the loyalty system's protool transripts, the vendor must not be able to linkustomers' transations, e.g., to reate onsumer pro�les. Hene, it must be ensuredthat issued or redeemed loyalty points arry no information whih would permit thevendor to link any two ustomer transations. As a onsequene, when points arehanded in by the ustomer, it must not be possible for the vendor to determinethe purhases in whih the points were obtained. Of ourse, this is only meaning-ful if the vendor does not have aess to linking information outside the loyaltysystem. In addition to unlinkability of points to transations, there are seurityrequirements with respet to unforgeability of points and preventing that the samepoints are redeemed more than one. Another aspet, whih may be of interest tovendors, is to allow vendors to deide if they want to permit or prevent ustomersfrom pooling their loyalty points in order to reeive a more valuable reward.
5.2 Loyalty ProgramsA loyalty program is a strutured marketing e�ort that rewards, and therefore en-ourages, loyal behaviour of ustomers, whih is hopefully bene�ial to the vendor[SS97℄. We say that a ustomer is loyal if she prefers a ertain vendor over its om-petitors. The motivation of vendors for adopting a loyalty program is, in general,twofold. First, vendors want to retain present ustomers and stimulate repeatedpurhase behaviour whih would guarantee regular future earnings. Seond, theywant to learn more about their ustomers in order to re�ne their ompany's strategy.In general, the basi ondition for loyal ustomer behaviour in the real worldare di�erent from the eletroni world [OO00℄. Conneting to a vendor's site is as
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5.2. Loyalty Programseasy as onneting to its ompetitor's site. This is in ontrast to the real worldwhere barriers exist, suh as geographial distane or an existing inter-personal re-lationship between ustomer and shop personnel, that may prevent ustomers frominstantly swithing vendors. Thus, online vendors must be even more interested inloyalty programs than their real-world ounterparts.Di�erent types of loyalty programs exist, suh as rewarding systems and virtualommunities. Rewarding systems are giving program members a �nanial inentive.They an be further lassi�ed aording to the time the reward is given relative tothe purhase. For instane, prie promotions or rebates through membership ardsare examples of immediate rewarding systems and programs instilling ustomers toollet points, suh as frequent �yer miles or "buy 10 get one free", are examples ofdelayed rewarding systems. On the other hand, virtual ommunities fous on soialand servie aspets, e.g., online forum panels on produt related problems, ratherthan on �nanial inentives.In addition, point-based loyalty programs may appear in di�erent forms. Forinstane, the number of points awarded to the ustomer may depend on the mon-etary value of a purhase, e.g., one point for eah Euro spent, or it may dependon spei� types of produts, e.g., after having bought 10 MP3 �les the ustomermay download one for free. Furthermore, we an ategorise point-based programsaording to the way points are olleted. In a token-based approah, a token isissued to the ustomer for eah point awarded, e.g., hips issued by a supermarket.By ontrast, in a ounter-based approah, the number of points awarded to the us-tomer is added to her urrent balane of points, e.g., frequent �yer miles. A thirdaspet is whether vendors want to ensure that their ustomers individually ahievethe redemption threshold or if they allow ustomers to pool their points. Poolingmeans that two or more ustomers are allowed to ombine their olleted points,e.g., to reah some redemption threshold earlier or to reah a higher threshold inorder to reeive a more valuable reward.Loyalty programs are often bene�ial to the vendor, as its members have agreater tendeny to be loyal to the vendor and also have an inreased interationfrequeny ompared to non-members [SS97℄. Furthermore, it an be assumed thatmembers are less willing to try o�ers of ompeting vendors, even when negativeexperienes with their preferred vendor our sine these e�ets are moderated bythe loyalty program membership [BKB00℄. Aording to [DU97℄, loyalty programmembers are also less prie sensitive, spend more money at a shop and are morelikely to pass on positive reommendations than non-members.The ustomer information gathered in loyalty programs an be used by thevendor for diret marketing, data mining, and ustomer pro�ling in order to promoteproduts, infer new ustomer data, and optimise their range of produts. Thismeans that vendors have a large database of onsumer data where they reord
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5.3. Requirementsevery single transation of their ustomers. Thus, ommon loyalty programs do notlook so bright anymore from the ustomer's perspetive sine they may see thismonitoring as an invasion to their privay. In this ontext, ustomers may fearto lose ontrol over their personal data, sine vendors' may dislose their data tothird parties. For these reasons, loyalty programs are also ritially eyed by privayadvoates [Con06℄. Clearly, ustomer loyalty strongly depends on the ustomers'trust in the vendor. Thus, if ustomers are onvined that they partiipate in aprivay-friendly loyalty program, their loyalty may even inrease.It is lear that vendors primarily interested in ustomer pro�les will ertainlynot use the type of loyalty system we have in mind. Hene, our system is mostly ofinterest to vendors who do not work with ustomer pro�les and who want to givetheir ustomers an inentive to buy again at their shop for both enhaned privayand �nanial bene�ts.
5.3 RequirementsWhen designing an eletroni loyalty system, both ustomers' and vendors' inter-ests need to be taken into aount. Therefore, requirements suh as ustomers'privay and of ourse, seurity regarding the unforgeability of loyalty points mustbe onsidered. In the following, we desribe requirements that a loyalty systemmust ful�l.

5.3.1 PrivacyCustomers have the fundamental requirement to protet their privay. In our on-text, this means that it should not be possible for the vendor to reate ustomerpro�les from the awarding and redeeming proesses of loyalty points. More pre-isely, it should not be possible for the vendor to link any two ustomer transa-tions by means of the loyalty system. This inludes both awarding or redeemingtransations. In other words, given a redeeming transation, the vendor should beprevented from linking it to1) the orresponding awarding transations and2) other redeeming transations of the same ustomer.And likewise, given an awarding transation, the vendor annot link it to awardingand redeeming transations of the same ustomer. Note that we fous only onthe loyalty system's properties that are neessary to ahieve unlinkability. Clearly,linkability may be possible outside the loyalty system. However, preventing this'entirely' is out of sope of this work. In order to ahieve unlinkability for eletroni
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5.4. Electronic Loyalty Systemspurhases in general, additional tehnologies have to be used, e.g., unlinkabilityof searh and order phases proposed in [EKS02b℄, payment systems that allowthe ustomer to remain anonymous with respet to the vendor [Cha89, CPS96℄,anonymity networks as in [Cha81, RSG98℄, or privay-friendly delivery in ase oftangible goods, similar to the approah proposed in [EE02℄.
5.3.2 SecurityThe seurity requirements onsidered here an be summarised as system integrity.The property of system integrity in the ontext of a point-based loyalty systemmeans that no other party beside the vendor should be able to reate valid loy-alty points. We have two aspets of system integrity �unforgeability and double-spending detetion� that need to be onsidered. In addition, we onsider a thirdproperty, pooling prevention, whih is spei�ally related to loyalty systems.

Unforgeability. Loyalty points may only be reated by the vendor himself, i.e., us-tomers should not be able to produe them. At the very least, the vendor shouldbe able to tell false points from genuine ones.
Double-spending detection. In ontrast to real-world loyalty points, their eletroniounterparts an be easily opied and are indistinguishable. As a onsequene,parties may try to hand-in opies of loyalty points to the vendor. Thus, we requirethat it must be detetable whether the same loyalty points have been spent before.
Pooling prevention. It should not be possible that, say, two ustomers, eah havinga ounter of 5 loyalty points, an transform their individual ounters into a joint oneworth 10 points. Note that this is di�erent from the problem of ustomers sharinga ounter whih, in general, annot be prevented in systems with perfet privay.

5.4 Electronic Loyalty SystemsIn this setion, we start by informally desribing how the two basi variants ofthe eletroni loyalty systems work. In order to point out the advantages of theounter-based systems over ad ho solutions based on eletroni oin systems, wewill ompare it to suh systems. Heneforth, we will refer to oin systems as token-based systems, in ontrast to the ounter-based systems proposed here. As anexample for a token-based system, we onsider a sheme that is based on the ideaof blind signatures proposed by Chaum [Cha83℄. We will use this sheme to ompareit to our proposal.
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5.4. Electronic Loyalty Systemsgenerate tiket s1:
s1blind tiket s1:
s1 - blindly sign tiket s1:

s1�unblind tiket s1:
s1... ...generate tiket sm:
smblind tiket sm:
sm - blindly sign tiket sm:

sm�unblind tiket sm:
sm

(a) Token-based issue process

generate tiket s:
s 0blind tiket s:
s 0 - blindly sign tiket s:

s 1�unblind tiket s:
s 1... ...
sm−1blind tiket s:

m−1s - blindly sign tiket s:
ms�unblind tiket s:

s m

(b) Counter-based issue/add process

Figure 5.1: Issuance of loyalty pointsThe main di�erene between a token-based system and our ounter-based systemis that, in the former system, ustomers have to keep a token for every point issuedto them, while in the latter system, they have to keep only one �token�, i.e., anaount balane, whih represents a ounter that is inreased for every point issuedto the ustomer. Figure 5.1 skethes the issue proess for both types of loyaltysystems, where the tikets represent the aforementioned tokens.In the token-based sheme as well as in the ounter-based sheme, random serialnumbers si and s, respetively, are hosen by the ustomer whih identi�es the tiketholding the ustomer's point(s). This serial number is used by the vendor within theredeem phase in order to determine whether the tiket has been handed in before.In the ounter-based sheme a single serial number s is su�ient for olleting, e.g.,
m loyalty points while in a simple token-based approah m di�erent serial numbers
s1, . . . , sm are needed.In both shemes, the tiket's serial number must be hidden from the vendor toprevent him from linking the tiket to a partiular issue step. This is neessarybeause a point, i.e., a tiket, is given to a ustomer as a reward for her purhasesand therefore the tiket's serial number, if not hidden from the vendor, ould beused afterwards to uniquely identify a ertain purhase. Thus, in the token-basedapproah, the vendor would learn that m ertain purhases, identi�ed by the tikets'
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5.4. Electronic Loyalty Systemsredeem m tikets:
sm -

verifytikets
s1, . . . , sm:

s1...
sm

(a) Token-based redeem process

redeem m-point tiket:
ms -

verifytiket s:
ms

(b) Counter-based redeem process

Figure 5.2: Redemption of loyalty pointsserial numbers, were made by the same person as soon as that person hands in herolleted tikets. This would allow the vendor to a posteriori reate a pro�le forthis ustomer. In the ounter-based approah, proteting the ustomer's privaymight be even more demanding, sine the tiket's serial number is always the samefor all ounter values. Thus, the vendor ould easily build a purhase-by-purhaseustomer pro�le, based on the serial number, whenever another loyalty point isadded to the ustomer's tiket.In order to prevent suh building of ustomer pro�les, the ustomer blinds hertiket before sending it to the vendor in order to hide the serial number from thevendor's prying eyes � in the ounter-based approah, this blinding also hides theurrent balane of the tiket. In the next step, the vendor digitally signs the tiketgiven to him, without knowing its ontent � he will learn (and verify) the tiket'sontent only after it is handed in by the ustomer. In the ounter-based sheme, thevendor 'automatially' inreases the tiket's ounter by signing it (for the detailssee Setions 5.6 and 5.7). The signing itself is atually the 'ore' issue step of aloyalty point and also serves to protet the tiket from unnotieable tampering.The tiket is afterwards returned to the ustomer who unblinds it and after thatowns a tiket worth one (additional) loyalty point. Figure 5.1(a) shows that in thetoken-based approah m di�erent tokens, i.e., tikets, must be generated and storedby the ustomer in order to ollet m loyalty points. By ontrast, Figure 5.1(b)shows that in the ounter-based approah only one 'token' needs to be generatedand stored in order to hold m loyalty points. If more than one point, e.g., k points,is to be issued at one, the ounter's advantage beomes even more apparent. Inthis ase, the vendor merely has to hange the addend from 1 to k whih meansno additional e�ort for him. However, in the token-based approah, the ustomerwould pratially have to go through k issuing steps, onsiderably reduing e�ienyfor both the ustomer and the vendor.
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5.4. Electronic Loyalty SystemsOne ould think of improving the e�ieny of the token-based sheme by issu-ing tikets of higher values, e.g., tikets worth k, 2k, . . . points. From the privayperspetive, however, this approah disloses more information to the vendor thanthe approah using uniformly valued tokens. This additional information an beexploited by the vendor to inrease the probability for linking a redemption proessto a partiular purhase of some ustomer. For instane, if some ustomer is givena tiket worth k′ points for some purhase and no one else is given a tiket of thisvalue, the vendor will be able to link the orresponding purhase to the tiket, assoon as it is redeemed. This also implies that ounter-based shemes must followour natural understanding of ounters, i.e., they have to represent the value of asum. For instane, a ounter-based sheme permitting reovery of the terms on-tributing to the sum would just be as bad as token-based shemes with non-uniformvalues, sine one of the terms might just be some re-identi�able k′ as argued before.However, if a ounter worth k′ points is represented as a single value, the vendorwill never know if k′ points have been issued at one or if they are the result of,e.g., k′ issuing proesses worth 1 point eah. Hene, he annot trae the ounterbak to spei� purhases.When the ustomer has olleted a ertain number of loyalty points, say m, shemay redeem them at the vendor's for some reward. Figure 5.2 shows the redemptionproess for both shemes. The obvious disadvantages of the token-based shemefrom Figure 5.2(a) are that m tokens must be transferred to the vendor and everysingle token must be veri�ed by the vendor. By ontrast, the ustomer needs tosend only a single token, worth m loyalty points, in a ounter-based approah (seeFigure 5.2(b)) and onsequently the vendor has to do only one veri�ation.1In summary, the ounter-based approah uses, for m > 1 loyalty points, lessstorage spae2 on the ustomer side, less bandwidth in the redeem step, and lessomputation time in the vendor's veri�ation step than the token-based approah.This improvement in e�ieny an be ahieved without sari�ing privay or seu-rity as we will show in the detailed protool desriptions within the next setions.We start with the desription of a token-based system and afterwards introdue ourounter-based shemes.
1Obviously, this argument is only reasonable if the workload for ounter veri�ation is smallerthan the veri�ation of a orresponding number of tokens.2This assumes, of ourse, that the spae required to store ounters only grows less than linearin the number of loyalty points. As we will see in Setions 5.6 and 5.7, this property holds for ourounter-based loyalty systems.
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5.5. A Token-based Loyalty System

5.5 A Token-based Loyalty SystemIn this setion, we desribe an eletroni token-based loyalty system whih usesblind signatures proposed by Chaum [Cha89℄. The following also provides a briefintrodution to Chaum's sheme for readers not familiar with it.The token-based loyalty sheme onsists of two protools, the issue and redeemprotool, whih orrespond to the withdrawal and deposit steps, respetively, ofChaum's blind signature protool [Cha89℄. Chaum's blind signatures are in turnbased on RSA [RSA78℄.3 In ontrast to Chaum's original proposal, whih involvesthree parties, vendor, bank, and ustomer, we use it as a two-party protool in-volving only a vendor and a ustomer. The vendor in our protool also plays therole of the bank in Chaum's protool. The goal of Chaum's protool was to estab-lish unlinkability of withdrawal and deposit transations with respet to the bank.Translated to our ontext, this means that Chaum's protool an guarantee the un-linkability of issuing and redeeming transations. Aording to Setion 5.3, we alsorequire the unlinkability of any two issue transations and any two redeem transa-tions. This aspet is not onsidered in Chaum's payment protool, e.g., withdrawalsare linkable. However, as we will see, Chaum's protool an be set up to ahieveall unlinkability requirements of Setion 5.3 by simply modifying Chaum's originalsenario.
5.5.1 System SetupIn an initial step, the vendor runs a key generator KeyGenRSA to produe thesystem parameters for the underlying RSA ryptosystem. On input k, where k is aseurity parameter, KeyGenRSA outputs two k-bit primes p and q, as well as publiand private exponents e and d, respetively, suh that ed = 1 mod (p − 1)(q − 1).The values p, q, d are kept seret by the vendor and (e, n := pq) are published as hispubli key. The vendor also hooses an appropriate ryptographi hash funtion h(·)whih maps integers to the group Z∗

n. We denote the vendor's signature on somemessage x by σ(h(x)) := (h(x))d modn. Unless otherwise noted, omputations inthe following are modn.3For our illustration, we ould have also used a blind signature protool based on, say, theintratability of the Di�e-Hellman problems (see Figure 5.8). However, as we are not onernedabout the nature of the underlying ryptographi assumption here, RSA was merely hosen foronveniene.
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5.5. A Token-based Loyalty SystemCustomer Vendorhoose b ∈R Z∗
n, s ∈R Zn;ompute t := beh(s); t−→

σ(t)←−− (blindly) sign t: σ(t) := td;ompute unblinding fator b−1;unblind σ(t):
σ(t)b−1 = tdb−1 = (beh(s))db−1

= b h(s)db−1 = h(s)d = σ(h(s));verify: σ(h(s))e
?
= h(s);store point 〈s, σ(h(s))〉 if signa-ture is valid;

Figure 5.3: Token-based issue protocol

5.5.2 Protocols

Issue. First, the ustomer randomly hooses a serial number s ∈R Zn whih servesas an input for the hash funtion h(·).4 Furthermore, she randomly hooses theblinding fator b ∈R Z∗
n for omputing the blinded serial number t.Figure 5.3 shows the protool for issuing a loyalty point 〈s, σ(h(s))〉. If m > 1loyalty points are awarded to the ustomer for some purhase, then the issue pro-tool is repeated m times and the ustomer reeives m tokens 〈s1, σ(h(s1))〉, . . . ,

〈sm, σ(h(sm))〉.
Redeem. If the ustomer has reahed the redemption threshold m, i.e., gatheredenough points to hand them in for a reward, she may exeute the redeem protoolshown in Figure 5.4. If the protool was suessfully ompleted, the vendor sendsthe reward to the ustomer. Finally, the vendor stores the serial numbers of allredeemed and valid loyalty points in a loal database.

5.5.3 Attack ModelA suessful attak on the seurity of the token-based loyalty system onsideredabove means for an adversary to reate one or more additional tokens that have4Chaum proposed to selet s from a speial set Sn ⊂ Z∗
n whih is predetermined by the vendor.For instane, Sn an be a set of palindromes mod n, i.e., all numbers less than n whose binaryrepresentations are the same when read from left to right or from right to left. In [Cha89℄ otherexamples for Sn are onsidered.
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5.5. A Token-based Loyalty SystemCustomer Vendor
〈s1,σ(h(s1))〉,...,〈sm,σ(h(sm))〉−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ verify for 1 ≤ i ≤ m:

(σ(h(si)))
e ?

= h(si);
si 6= sj, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}\{i};grant reward if all m signatures arevalid;

Figure 5.4: Token-based redeem protocolnot been issued by the vendor. Spei�ally, in l interations with the vendor where
l is polynomial in the seurity parameter k, the adversary must have managed togain m ≥ l + 1 points. This type of forgery of the RSA blind signature sheme isknown as one-more-forgery and was introdued in [PS00℄. We will ome bak tothis point in Setion 5.5.5 where we disuss the seurity of the token-based loyaltysystem. Before that, we argue the privay aspets of the system.

5.5.4 PrivacyThe privay requirement states that it should not be possible for the vendor tolink any two ustomers' transations by means of the loyalty system. Using ourformalism from Setion 3.1, this means that any two issue protool runs I and I ′annot be linked, i.e., L(I, I ′) does not hold, and likewise any two redeem protoolruns R and R′ annot be linked, i.e., L(R,R′) does not hold. In addition, for any Iand any R, L(I,R) must not hold, either. Note that the statement �L(X,Y ) doesnot hold� means that the vendor possesses no link data that allows him to deide if
L(X,Y ) is true. Clearly, any ustomer may deide this for her own protool runsbeause she possesses the neessary data, e.g., serial numbers, blinding fators, andblinded tokens.More preisely, let D be the set of protool runs arried out between a vendor Vand his ustomers, and let L be the link relation de�ned over D×D. Furthermore,let I ⊆ D be the set of issue transations in whih V was involved and let R ⊆ D bethe set of his redeem transations � learly, I∩R = ∅. An element I ∈ I onstitutesthe set of messages exhanged between V and his ustomers in an issue protoolrun, e.g., the transript I := {t, σ(t)} (.f. Figure 5.3), and analogously, an examplefor R ∈ R would look like R := {s1, s2, . . . , sm, σ(h(s1)), . . . , σ(h(sm))} (.f. Figure5.4). Reall that for the analysis, as well as throughout this whole hapter, onlydata gathered by the vendor in his loyalty system related ommuniation with his
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5.5. A Token-based Loyalty Systemustomers is onsidered, i.e., we assume that no other link data is available to himthat allows him to deide the link relation L.
Issue transactions. Given I, I ′ ∈ I, the vendor's goal is to deide if L(I, I ′) holds,where I and I ′ are assumed to be distint. We will now argue that this is notpossible, if the ustomer follows the protool.For ontradition, assume that V is able to relate two issue transations I and
I ′ by analysing their transripts I := {t, σ(t)} and I ′ := {t′, σ(t′)}. By assumption,the ustomer selets a blinding fator's base b uniformly at random from Z∗

n. Raising
b to the e-th power results in a permutation on Z∗

n and hene, the blinding fator
be mod n is also uniformly distributed on Z∗

n. Furthermore, blinding the hashedserial number h(s), i.e., forming t = beh(s), is also a permutation on Z∗
n and again,

t is uniformly distributed on Z∗
n. Now, suppose we randomly and uniformly hoose

t̂ ∈R Z∗
n and set Î := {t̂e mod n, t̂}. Then Î is indistinguishable from a real transriptas it has the same distribution. Sine I and Î are identially distributed, we anessentially replae I with Î. If V ruled that L(I, I ′) holds, he must also deidethat L(Î , I ′) holds, as I and Î have the same distribution. However, sine Î is arandom transript, it is unrelated to any real transript and hene, L(Î , I ′) does nothold and V 's verdit was not orret. This ontradits our assumption that V andeide the link relation L for issue transations. Hene, we onlude that V annotrelate issue transations, as long as the ustomer applies the blinding spei�ed inthe protool.

Redeem transactions. Let us now turn to the unlinkability property of two distintredeem transations R,R′ ∈ R. A redeem transation di�ers from another oneby its serial numbers and possibly in the number of points whih are redeemed.Suppose we have two transripts from real redeem transations
R := {s1, . . . , sl, σ(h(s1)), . . . , σ(h(sl))} and
R′ := {s′1, . . . , s′m, σ(h(s′1)), . . . , σ(h(s′m))}.If the ustomer(s) followed the protool, every serial number si and eah s′j wasrandomly and uniformly hosen from the set Zn. Similar to the ase of the issuetransations, we assume for ontradition that V is able to deide if L(R,R′) holds.In ontrast to our approah in the previous paragraph, we annot simply make up arandom transript whih is identially distributed to a real transript, as this wouldimply that we an either forge signatures or invert the hash funtion. Therefore, let

R̃ := { s̃1, . . . , s̃u, σ(h(s̃1)), . . . , σ(h(s̃u))} be a redeem transation that is unrelatedto R and R′ if L(R,R′) holds and otherwise, let R̃ be related to, say, R′.Suppose, L(R,R′) holds, then by assumption neither L(R, R̃) nor L(R̃,R′)holds. However, sine the serial numbers from R,R′, and R̃ are randomly and
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5.5. A Token-based Loyalty Systemuniformly hosen from Zn they are identially distributed and, of ourse, inde-pendent of eah other. For a �xed publi key (n, e) and hash funtion h(·), thesignatures σ(·) from the transations an be ignored for this analysis, sine theyfully depend on the serial numbers. Now, as argued before in the paragraph of theissue transations, sine the distributions of R and R̃ are idential, we an replae
R with R̃. Hene, R and R̃ are indistinguishable, whih means that V must rulethat L(R̃,R′) also holds, whih is not the ase beause R̃ is unrelated to R′. Hene,this ontradits the assumption that V an deide L.A similar ontradition ours if L(R,R′) does not hold and we replae R with
R̃ � note that by assumption L(R̃,R′) holds in this ase. As V will not see anydi�erene between the distributions of R and R̃, his verdit must be the same for
L(R̃,R′) and for L(R,R′), i.e., that they are unrelated. Again, this is a ontradi-tion. Consequently, V annot deide if L(R,R′) holds, given that ustomers selettheir serial numbers at random from Zn.
Issue and redeem transactions. Finally, we argue that the vendor V annot deideif L(I,R) holds for any I ∈ I and any R ∈ R. Suppose we have

I := {t := beh(s)mod n, σ(t)} and
R := {s1, . . . , sl, σ(h(s1)), . . . , σ(h(sm))}.To deide L(I,R), the vendor needs to determine if s ∈ {s1, . . . , sm}. Assumethat V is able to do this for any I ∈ I and any R ∈ R � note that he does noteven know s. As already argued in the issue paragraph, I an be replaed witha random transript Î whih has a distribution idential to the one of I. Hene,we an replae I with Î. If V an deide L(I,R), he must be able to detet that

L(Î , R) does not hold. This is a ontradition, sine the distributions of the sets Iand Î are indistinguishable, i.e., L(Î , R) 'looks like' L(I,R), and hene, V annotdeide di�erently for L(I,R) and L(Î , R). Hene, we onlude that V annot relateissue transations with redeem transations as long as the ustomer blinds her serialnumbers aording to the spei�ation of the issue protool.
5.5.5 SecurityThe goal of the seurity requirements given in Setion 5.3 was to prevent a fraudsterfrom reating valid loyalty points 〈s, σ(h(s))〉. The ful�lment of these requirementsan be diretly derived from the seurity of both RSA and Chaum's work. Never-theless, in the following we mention a few points in this regard.

Unforgeability. We require that no one exept for the vendor an reate valid tokens
〈s, σ(h(s))〉 suh that σ(h(s))e = h(s). Of ourse, this assumes that only the vendor
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5.5. A Token-based Loyalty Systemknows the signing key d and that the signature sheme is seure. In the presentedsheme, tokens are produed using the blind RSA signature sheme. This shemewas proven to be seure against one-more-forgeries in the random orale model,as long as the known-target inversion problem is hard [PS00℄. The known-targetinversion problem RSA-KTI is de�ned by the following experiment due to Bellareet al. [BNPS03℄.Experiment ExpRSA-KTIA,m (k):
(n, e, d) := KeyGenRSA(k);For i := 1, . . . ,m: xi ∈R Z∗

n;
〈y1, . . . , ym(k)+1〉 := A(·)d mod n(n, e, x1, . . . , xm(k)+1);If all of the following onditions hold, return suess else return failure� ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m(k) + 1} : ye

i = xi modn� A made at most m(k) queries to the inversion orale (·)d mod nBasially, what this de�nition says is that a forger A for RSA-KTI[m] sueeds, ifit an produe, for (at least) one of the xi given to it as input, an RSA signatureon its own, i.e., without alling the RSA inversion orale (·)d modn. The inversionorale serves to provide A with message-signature pairs (ξ, σ(ξ)) at its disretion.Of ourse, at most m(k) suh pairs are given to A beause otherwise the experimentwould be trivial. The relation of the experiment and our attak model from Setion5.5.3 is outlined next.The inversion orale (·)d modn plays the role of the vendor whih issues points/tokens to his ustomers. A heating ustomer, i.e., the adversary A, may engage in
m(k) interations with the vendor to produe m tokens (si, σ(h(si))) or whateverother useful signatures she may take advantage of. Note that the vendor/inversionorale signs any value t provided to it. Also note that A must 'ompensate' allsto (·)d modn whih do not provide her with a diret signature on any xi. That is,if A submits y 6∈ {x1, . . . , xm(k)+1)} to (·)d modn, this all still ounts for her totalallowable number of orale alls and she must still produe m(k)+1 signatures, onefor every xi given to her.In onlusion, sine solving RSA-KTI[m℄ in polynomial time is onjetured tobe infeasible, a polynomial time algorithm for produing one-more-forgeries of theblind RSA signature sheme is assumed to be non-existent. Hene, the blind RSAsignature sheme is assumed to be seure. An extensive disussion on the seurityof the blind RSA signature sheme and its relation to various other RSA relatedproblems an be found in [BNPS03℄.
Double-spending detection. Sine a ustomer an try to redeem opies of loyaltypoints, the vendor stores all serial numbers in a loal database and ompares eah
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5.6. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on RSA

s from a newly submitted point to the database's. If some s is already stored inthe database then it has been double-spent and will not be aepted. This an beassumed beause the probability that two ustomers pik the same s ∈ Zn as aserial number is negligible.
Pooling prevention. Unfortunately, pooling of loyalty points annot be prevented,sine eah point is represented by a serial number si whih is uniformly hosenat random from the set Zn, and the vendor does not learn the number beforeredemption (assuming that the blind signature sheme is seure). Thus, the vendorannot detet whether loyalty points to be redeemed had been issued to any oneustomer or to a group of ustomers who pooled their points.

5.5.6 EfficiencyIssuing m loyalty points always requires the reation of m tokens. Thus, osts inthe issue protool are linear in the number of issued loyalty points. This means thatthe size of data to be stored and transferred, the amount of required serial numbers,the ustomer's e�ort for blinding and signature veri�ation, and the vendor's e�ortfor signature generation grow linearly in the number of loyalty points. The redeemprotool shows similar properties. Also here, the size of data to be transferred andstored (database for serial numbers) grows linearly with the number of redeemedpoints. However, in ontrast to the signature reation, the veri�ation an beondensed to a single modular exponentiation and 2(m−1) modular multipliationsby heking
m∏

i=1

h(si)
?
=

(
m∏

i=1

σ(h(si))

)e

mod n. (5.1)We note that more e�ient tehniques for bath veri�ation of RSA signatures havebeen developed [PMPS00℄ whih are suitable even for super-polynomial m, however,with a small soundness error5.
5.6 A Counter-based Loyalty System based on RSAIn this setion we introdue a ounter-based optimisation of the sheme from theprevious setion. As in the token-based system, we have two protools, issue andredeem. However, instead of issuing a token for every loyalty point earned by theustomer, as in the issue protool of Setion 5.5, the vendor now adds the loyaltypoints to be issued to a ounter owned by the ustomer. This ounter-based loyalty5In these tests, a small probability exists �usually 2−ℓ, where ℓ is the seurity parameter forthe test� that a bath with at least one bad signature passes the test.
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5.6. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on RSAsystem also makes use of Chaumian blind signatures [Cha83℄ and introdues whatwe all anonymous ounters.In the following, we desribe the details of the proposed loyalty system. Thesystem itself mainly onsists of two protools, issue and redeem, whih orrespondto the proesses shown in Figures 5.1b and 5.2b, respetively, from Setion 5.4.
5.6.1 System setupLet k be the vendor's seurity parameter. First, the vendor runs an RSA key gen-erator algorithm KeyGenRSA whih on input k returns (n, e, d), where n denotesthe publi modulus, whih is the produt of two odd primes, p and q, and sat-is�es 2k−1 < p, q < 2k. By e and d we denote the publi and seret exponent,respetively, where ed = 1 mod (p − 1)(q − 1). Along with his publi key, (n, e),the vendor publishes the desription of a ryptographi hash funtion h(·). Unlessotherwise noted, omputations in the following are modn. By σm(x) we denote an

m-times signature on some input x, i.e., σm(x) := σ(σ(. . . σ(σ(x)) . . . )) = xdm . Forsimpliity, we assume that a vendor only uses one publi/private key pair for hisloyalty system and therefore, we omit the denotation of d for the signing funtion σ.In the proposed system, a ounter value representing m loyalty points ontainsan m-times signature on a hashed serial number s, i.e., σm(h(s)) = h(s)d
m repre-sents a ounter value worth m loyalty points. Thus, eah ounter value is assoiatedwith exatly one serial number s.

5.6.2 Protocols

Initialisation. Before the ustomer starts the issue protool for the �rst time, shehas to setup her initial ounter. This means that she randomly hooses a serialnumber s ∈R S, where S is a su�iently large, but �nite, set of integers, and setsthe ounter's start value m0; usually m0 = 0.
Issue. Assume that we have a ounter value with mi−1 ≥ 0 points that the us-tomer gathered in i − 1 purhases so far, where i ≥ 1. Further assume that shewill obtain li > 0 points in her i-th purhase, yielding mi := mi−1 + li. In orderto obtain li points, she hands in a blinded ounter value ti as shown in Figure5.5. Then, the vendor blindly li-signs ti and returns the result to the ustomer.Here, li-signing means that the vendor raises ti to the dli-th power, whih an bedone in a single step. Upon reeiving the li-signed ti, the ustomer unblinds it andobtains an mi-times signature of h(s). This sheme is then used for subsequentpurhases in the same manner, i.e., the result of the issue protool in purhase i−1
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5.6. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on RSACustomer Vendorhoose bi ∈R Z∗
n;ompute

ti := beli

i σmi−1(h(s)) = beli

i h(s)d
mi−1 ; ti−→ (blindly) li-sign ti

σli (ti)←−−−− σli(ti) := td
li

i ;ompute b−1
i ;unblind σli(ti):

σli(ti)b
−1
i = td

li

i b−1
i = (beli

i h(s)d
mi−1

)dli
b−1
i

= bih(s)d(mi−1+li)

b−1
i = h(s)d(mi−1+li)

= σ(mi−1+li)(h(s)) = σmi(h(s));verify (σmi(h(s)))emi ?
= h(s);store 〈s, mi, σ

mi(h(s))〉 if valid;
Figure 5.5: Issue protocol for li loyalty points in the customer’s i-th purchase (i ≥ 1)beomes an input for the issue protool in purhase i. After i purhases with iter-ated lj-signing for j = 1, . . . , i, the ustomer has a hashed serial number s whihis raised to the dm0+

Pi
j=1 lj -th power. Then, the atual ounter, whih representsthe number of loyalty points, is given by the number of signatures on h(s), i.e.,

mi = m0 +
∑i

j=1 lj . The ustomer keeps the urrent balane of loyalty points bystoring 〈s,mi, σ
mi(h(s))〉. For arrying out exponentiations beli

i , (σmi(h(s)))e
mi onthe ustomer side, and td

li

i on the vendor side, e�ient tehniques an be applied,suh as square-and-multiply algorithms or theMontgomery exponentiation algorithm[MOV97℄. Furthermore, sine the vendor knows the fatorisation of n, he an alsoapply redutions mod (p− 1)(q − 1).
Redeem. If the ustomer has olleted enough points to gain a reward, say mpoints, she exeutes the redeem protool as shown in Figure 5.6. The vendor grantsthe reward if 〈s,m, σm(h(s))〉 is a valid triple and then stores the serial number ofthe triple in a loal database. In order to redue the omputation osts for exponen-tiations (σm(h(s)))e

m in the veri�ation, the vendor an use the methods suggestedin the issue protool.Note that the ustomer always has to hand in the triple with the most ur-rent ounter value in the redeem protool. Handing in triples with an intermediateounter value is to the ustomer's disadvantage sine eah serial number is onlyaepted one by the vendor.
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5.6. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on RSACustomer Vendor
〈s,m,σm(h(s))〉−−−−−−−−−−→ verify: (σm(h(s)))em ?

= h(s);hek: if s is in database of spent serialsreturn invalidelse store s in databasegrant reward if no hek yielded invalid

Figure 5.6: Redeem protocolIn ase a ustomer hands in a ounter representing m loyalty points but hoosesa reward for u < m points, the redeem protool is arried out in ombination withthe issue protool initialised with a new serial number s′, m0 = 0, and l1 = m− u.This is similar to hange given in payments.
5.6.3 Attack ModelIn an attak, the adversary plays the role of several ustomers interating withthe vendor, i.e., he runs issue protools and �nally the redeem protool to laima reward. We all these feigned ustomers ontrolled users. Controlled users maydeviate from the protool in an arbitrary fashion. The adversary sueeds in hisattak if he an laim more points than the total sum of points issued to all us-tomers, similar to the setting of one-more-forgeries in the token-based attak model(.f. Setion 5.5.3). This de�nition aptures forgery but not pooling, beause if,say, two users, eah having a ounter value worth m/2 points, manage to ombinetheir ounter values into a joint one, worth m points, no more points than issuedare laimed. Yet, m points have been wrongfully pooled.In order to inorporate this event into our attak model, we de�ne another groupof ustomers, whih we all sheduled users. A sheduled user basially starts asan autonomous ustomer honestly running the protool. However, the adversaryshedules the ations of these users, i.e., determines when these users run the ini-tialisation or issue protool. Whenever a sheduled user is done with its ations, itreturns to an idle state and waits for the adversary to ommand it again. If the ad-versary reates a new sheduled user in an attak, this user immediately initialisesitself and then beomes idle. Afterwards, the adversary may wake up a sheduleduser and order it to step its ounter. This means, the user runs the issue protoolwith its urrent ounter value, saves the updated ounter value, and returns to anidle state, again. At his disretion, the adversary may orrupt a sheduled userwhih then beomes a ontrolled user. At this time, the sheduled user hands over
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5.6. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on RSAall protool transripts and intermediate data, suh as intermediate ounter valuesand blinding fators, generated during its interation with the vendor.6 Note thatuntil a sheduled user is orrupted, the adversary is totally oblivious to the user's'internal state', exept for the user's urrent number of points whih is idential tothe number of steppings ordered by the adversary.Thus, the adversary an interat with sheduled users in three ways: reate anew user, step a user's ounter (i.e., order it to run the issue protool), orrupt auser.
System break. For the ondition of a system break we ount issued loyalty pointsas follows. For simpliity, we assume that the vendor adds only one loyalty pointper run of the issue protool, instead of l. Eah time any ontrolled user runs theissue protool, we inrease the adversary's global ounter of loyalty points, mA, by
1. However, issue protool runs by sheduled users are ounted individually, i.e., foreah sheduled user S a ounter mS is used. All ounters are initially set to zero.We say that an adversary A breaks the loyalty system if it laims stritly morethan mA +max{mS} loyalty points, where the maximum is taken over the ountersof all sheduled users S that were reated during the attak.Note that the bound mA + max{mS} an be trivially reahed by an adversarythat shedules a user max{mS} times, orrupts it afterwards (and thereby takingover the user's ounter values), and performs mA subsequent runs of the issueprotool by itself, using the orrupted user's ounter values as the starting ountervalue.Claiming more than mA points (with max{mS} = 0) aptures ases of genuineforgery, while the seond term of the sum re�ets pure pooling attaks (with mA =
0). The latter, perhaps, needs a little explanation. Reall the example from Setion5.3.2, where two ustomers eah own a ounter value worth 5 loyalty points. Onean think of these two as sheduled users S1 and S2 whih were orrupted bythe adversary after they gathered 5 loyalty points. We have motivated poolingprevention by saying that it should not be possible for them to ombine their ountervalues into a joint ounter value worth 10 points. In fat, by speifying the onditionfor a system break as above, we even make it easier for poolers to satisfy thisondition. Sine max{mS1 = 5,mS2 = 5} = 5, they only have to ome up with 6 ormore points, instead of 10, to break the system.6Usually, honest users are supposed to delete suh information. However, reliable erasure is ingeneral hard to ahieve and the adversary may later be able to reover the values from the user'shard disk. Thus, a onservative approah is to presume that the user in fat saves the valuesexpliitly.
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5.6.4 PrivacyFor the analysis of ounter-based loyalty system's privay property, we use the samede�nitions as in the token-based approah (see Setion 5.5.4). That is, we onsidera link relation L de�ned over the set of loyalty system-related transations D seenby some vendor V and we denote the subset of issue and redeem transations by Iand R, respetively.
Issues transactions. The blinding in the issue protool of the ounter-based ap-proah slightly di�ers from the one of the token-based approah, if l > 1 point areto be issued. However, it an be easily seen that this blinding of h(s) still ensuresthat the resulting value is still uniformly distributed on Z∗

n. This means that wean setup a random transript Î := {t(el), t} whih is identially distributed to realtransripts. Hene, using the same arguments as in Setion 5.5.4, V will not beable to distinguish a random transript from a real one. Consequently, he annotdistinguish between ases where he is given two real transripts I and I ′ for whih
L(I, I ′) holds and ases where he is given Î , I ′ suh that L(Î , I ′) never holds, as Îis independent of any issue transation. Therefore, if V annot distinguish theseases, he will not be able to deide if the link relation L holds.
Redeem transactions. Consider the following two distint redeem transations R :=
{s, l, σl(h(s))} and R′ := {s′,m, σm(h(s′))}. As in the token-based variant, inorder to determine if L(R,R′) holds, i.e., if they had been arried out by the sameustomer, the vendor must be able to tell if s and s′ had been seleted by the sameustomer. As we have already seen in the analysis of the token-based sheme, thisis infeasible if ustomers follow the protool, i.e., selet serial numbers uniformly atrandom from S. Hene, V annot deide L(R,R′).
Issue and redeem transactions. In order to deide if L(I,R) holds for any issuetransation I ∈ I and any R ∈ R, the vendor's goal is to determine if the serialnumber s from the redeem transation R is enoded in I. Analogously to the L(I, I ′)ase, assume that L(I,R) an be deided by V . Now, feed related I and R to thevendor. By assumption V will be able to on�rm that L(I,R) holds. However, sine
I and a random transript Î formed as in the issue paragraph are indistinguishable,
V will not be able to tell I from Î and onsequently, if he determined that L(I,R)holds, he will determine that L(Î , R) holds. The latter is learly not the ase andhene a ontradition to the assumption that V an deide L(I,R). In onlusion,the vendor V annot deide L(I,R), either.
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5.6.5 SecurityThe goal of the seurity requirements given in Setion 5.3 was to prevent a forgerfrom illiitly double-spending, inreasing, or ombining ounter values of loyaltypoints. Double-spending an be easily prevented by storing serial numbers of previ-ously redeemed ounter values, heking presented serial numbers s′ against the setof already spent numbers, and rejeting s′ whih had been stored before. Therefore,we move our attention to unforgeability and pooling prevention, for the rest of thissubsetion.In the following, we show that the desired properties, unforgeability and poolingprevention, are preserved under the attak model presented in Setion 5.6.3. Theproof of seurity for this properties is based on the intratability of a new problemwhih we all inremental RSA (iRSA). Under the assumption that iRSA is hard,we prove the seurity of our loyalty system in the random orale model [BR93℄.The iRSA problem is losely related to the RSA single-target inversion problem(RSA-STI) treated in [BNPS03℄. Still, we ould not �nd a suitable redution toour loyalty system from any well-known mathematial problem, suh as fatoringor a problem from the family of RSA-related problems [BNPS03, Poi99℄, e.g., RSA-STI. However, basing the seurity of our system on the intratability of a puremathematial problem allows us to to investigate its seurity while hiding the detailsof the underlying protool.
The incremental RSA problem. The task of solving the inremental RSA problem isas follows. Given a publi RSA key (n, e) and some x ∈ Z∗

n, where n denotes themodulus and e the enryption exponent, �nd xdm
modn for unknown deryptionexponent d and a given m ≥ 1 polynomial in the seurity parameter k. For theattak, an adversary is given aess to an RSA inversion orale (·)d mod n, whih oninput y returns yd mod n. The adversary's task is to ome up with xdm

mod n whilemaking at most m − 1 orale queries. This means, for m = 1 the adversary mustsolve the problem without making any orale queries. In this ase, the iRSA problemis equivalent to the single-target inversion problem [BNPS03℄. In the following, weuse a notation similar to that of [BNPS03℄.
Definition 6 (incremental RSA problem: iRSA [m]) Let k ∈ N be the seurity param-eter and let m : N → N be a polynomial funtion of k. Let A be an adversary withaess to an RSA inversion orale (·)d modn. The iRSA[m℄ problem is de�ned bythe following experiment:
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5.6. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on RSAExperiment ExpiRSAA,m (k):
(n, e, d) := KeyGenRSA(k);

y := A(·)d mod n(n, e, x,m(k));If all of the following onditions hold, return suess else return failure� yem(k)
= xmod n� A made stritly less than m(k) orale queriesThe iRSA[m℄ problem is said to be hard if for any adversary A, whose time-omplexity is polynomial in k, the suess probability is negligible.We now show that the iRSA problem redues to the seurity of our loyaltysystem in the random orale model [BR93℄, i.e., we show that breaking our loyaltysystem is at least as hard as solving iRSA. For this, we onstrut an adversary Bthat solves the iRSA[m℄ problem by using an arbitrary polynomial-time forger Ffor our loyalty system as a subroutine. The forger is given a publi key (n, e) as aninput and either outputs a triple (s, l, z) satisfying zel

= h(s)mod n or failure. Fhas non-negligible probability of suess ǫ, i.e., we have
Pr [F (n, e) = (s, l, z)] = ǫ.The following proof is by ontradition, i.e., under the assumption that theiRSA[m℄ problem is hard, we show how any suessful forgery of F an be turnedinto a solution for the iRSA[m℄ problem. The forger's interations with a vendor aresimulated within a virtual environment, where the algorithm B uses an inversionorale (·)d mod n to simulate the vendor's responses in real runs of the issue protool.Furthermore, the hash funtion h(·) used in the loyalty system is modelled as arandom orale, i.e., it maps inputs to uniformly and independently distributedgroup elements, repeating answers for previously queried inputs. The onstrutionof the random orale h(·) is suh that in every output of h(·) the value x from theiRSA[m℄ problem is 'embedded' to ensure that any signature on a hash value anbe turned into a signature on x, whih we need to solve iRSA[m℄. Of ourse, to theforger the output of h(·) is indistinguishable from a random value and hene, it willnot notie the di�erene between a true random number and h(·)'s output. Sinethis virtual environment looks like a real environment to the forger, it will sueedin its attak if it would do so in a real attak.Now, the idea for the seurity redution is roughly as follows. If the forgersueeds, it will ome up with a ounter value that has not been produed by thevendor, i.e., B. Sine a ounter value in the loyalty system must be an m-signatureon some hash value h(s) and beause every hash value has x embedded, any suhounter value an be turned into an m-signature for x. So if F sueeds, it must
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5.6. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on RSAhave produed on its own at least one signature that is part of the m-signature on
x, and hene, B will have used less than m alls to the inversion orale (·)d modn.Consequently, B will be able to produe an m-signature on x by having madestritly less than m alls to (·)d modn, whih is a solution to iRSA[m℄.Before we start desribing the algorithm B, we want to remark on some tehnialdetails. We assume that in the loyalty system, a polynomially bounded maximumnumber of loyalty points m(k) an be redeemed at one. In the simulation, weassume for simpliity that the forger an only request a single point, instead of
l points, in any run of the issue protool. Furthermore, reall that the forger Fsueeds in breaking our loyalty system, if it produed at least mA +max{mS}+ 1loyalty points by interating with the simulated vendor, i.e., B. Hene, B's goalis to answer all of F 's requests by making at most mA + max{mS} orale alls, inorder to �nally take advantage of F 's apability to produe at least one additional(pooled) point on its own. Next, we give a detailed desription of algorithm B,shown in Figure 5.7.
Description of iRSA[m] solver B. Lines 1�3 show the initialisation of three assoiativearrays, i.e., named arrays, and the simple indexed array X. If an array element isnot present, e.g., a given name is not in the array or an index is out of bounds, thearray yields the element ∅. Furthermore, we denote the size of any array A by |A|.The assoiative array C is used to manage and store the loyalty points andauxiliary data of any sheduled user u reated by F . The array S holds the serialnumbers of any sheduled user u reated in the simulation, i.e., S[u] yields u's serialnumber s. For eah serial number s reated in the simulation, the assoiative array
R holds a simple array of m(k) + 1 values used to randomise the output of thehash orale h(·). Thus, R an be seen as a matrix with m(k) + 1 olumns and anextendable number of rows. The simple indexed array X is used to store signatureson the value x.Line 3 assigns x to the �rst empty index of X, i.e., x is appended to the ar-ray. Next, the simulation is started by running F with the input values (n, e) fromthe iRSA[m℄ problem. Lines 4�32 show B's overall behaviour during the simulation.The onstrution of the hash orale h(·) is given in lines 5�9. First, it is hekedif the serial number s has been submitted to h(·) before. If not, i.e., R[s] = ∅, anew random value rs is uniformly hosen and a new array is reated whih holds
rs raised to its ei-th powers, where 0 ≤ i ≤ m(k). By R[s][i] we refer to the i-thelement of the array stored under name s in the assoiative array R, i.e., R[s][i]yields rei

s . Finally, xrem

s is returned to F as the result of h(·) � the reason for theonstrution of this result will beome lear below. Note that, in the simulation, theforger F only sees a uniformly distributed random value returned to it as the resultof querying h(·) with s and hene, it will not notie that x is embedded in the output.
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5.6. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on RSAAlgorithm B(·)d mod n(n, e, x,m(k) + 1):[1℄ Initialise assoiative arrays C, R and S to empty;[2℄ Initialise array X to empty;[3℄ X [0] := x;[4℄ Run F on input (n, e) and reply to its (orale) queries as follows:[5℄ � If F invokes h(·) with input s then[6℄ If R[s] = ∅ then[7℄ Choose rs ∈R Z∗
n;[8℄ R[s] := (re0

s , re1

s , . . . , rem(k)

s );[9℄ Return X [0] · R[s][m(k)] to F;[10℄ � If F reates a sheduled user u then[11℄ Choose s ∈R S;[12℄ S[u] := s;[13℄ Invoke h(·) with s;[14℄ Assign its response to H;[15℄ C[u][0] := (∅, H);[16℄ � If F tells sheduled user u to step its ounter then[17℄ s := S[u];[18℄ l := |C[u]| − 1;[19℄ If l = |X | − 1 then[20℄ Invoke orale (·)d mod n with input X [l];[21℄ Assign its response to X [l + 1];[22℄ Choose b ∈R Z∗
n;[23℄ t := be ·X [l] · R[s][m(k)− l];[24℄ v := b ·X [l + 1] ·R[s][m(k)− (l + 1)];[25℄ C[u][l + 1] := (b, v/b);[26℄ Return (t, v) to F;[27℄ � If F orrupts sheduled user u then[28℄ Return (S[u], C[u]) to F;[29℄ � If F runs the issue protool with input t then[30℄ Invoke orale (·)d mod n with input t;[31℄ Return its response to F;[32℄ Until F halts with some output (s, l, z) or failure;[33℄ If F returned failure or R[s] = ∅ then[34℄ Return failure;[35℄ y := z · R[s][m(k)− l]−1;[36℄ For i = l, . . . , m(k) do[37℄ Invoke orale (·)d mod n with input y;[38℄ Assign its response to y;[39℄ Return y;

Figure 5.7: Construction of algorithm B for solving iRSA[m]
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5.6. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on RSA

In lines 10�15 the forger reates a new sheduled user u. For u, a serial numberis randomly and uniformly hosen (line 11) and stored in S using u as an identi�er(line 12). Next, s is being 'hashed' and h(·)'s output is assigned to H, shown inlines 13 and 14, respetively. At the end, a simple indexed array, C[u], is reatedby initialising its �rst entry C[u][0]. Every entry C[u][i] of the array C[u] will holda pair (bi, ci), where bi is the blinding fator used in the issue protool that resultedin the reation of ounter value ci. Sine no blinding fator is needed to reate theinitial ounter value c0, b0 is left empty.If F tells sheduled user u to step its ounter, lines 16�26 are exeuted. Inthis funtion, the simulator reates a new ounter value for u. For onveniene, inlines 17 and 18, values s and l are assigned u's serial number and urrent numberof points, respetively. Then, it is heked if u's urrent number of points is thehighest of all sheduled users.7 If so, a new signature needs to be generated beauseno previously stored signature an be reused in order to ompute a new ountervalue for u. Therefore, the inversion orale (·)d modn is alled with input xdl (line20), whih is the urrently highest signature on x, and its output is assigned to thenext empty entry of array X (line 21). Thus, the entry X[i] holds the i-th signatureof x, i.e., X[i] = xdi , for i = 0, . . . , |X| − 1.In line 22, a blinding fator b is randomly hosen, as in any real run of the issueprotool. Then, a blinded ounter value is omputed as t := bexdl

rem(k)−l

s (line 23),whih aording to the onstrution of h(·) is equal to beσl(h(s)). Afterwards, a validresponse v from the virtual vendor is omputed, i.e., bxdl+1
rem(k)−(l+1)

s = td =: v (line24). Note that v = b · σl+1(h(s)) = b · σl+1(x) · σl+1(rem(k)

s ). From this equation,the purpose of the array R[s] beomes apparent. Namely, we an disguise/reusesignatures xdi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ |X|−1, as i-signatures for any value h(s) without the needto atually all (·)d mod n with h(s), σ(h(s)), . . . , σi−1(h(s)) beause σi(x) = X[i](line 21) and σi(rs) = R[s][m(k) − i] (line 8). Also note that |X| − 1 = max{mS}for all sheduled users S.Eventually, in line 25 the blinding fator b and the new ounter value σl+1(h(s))of user u are stored to have them available for F in ase u is later being orruptedby the forger. The two values t and v = td that F would have observed in a realissue protool run are returned to F in line 26.In lines 27�28, the ode is given that provides F with all of sheduled user u'sdata and intermediate data that u would have reeived in real issue protool runs.Therefore, F is given u's serial number, stored in S[u], every blinding fator bi, and7The value l will never exeed |X| − 1, sine it is always inreased after the hek and so is thearray X, in ase l = |X| − 1.
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5.6. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on RSAall intermediate ounter values of u, both of whih are stored in C[u]. That is, Freeives the following 'internal' data of u: s, 〈(−, h(s)), (b1, σ(h(s))), (b2, σ
2(h(s))),

. . . , (b|C[u]−1|, σ|C[u]−1|(h(s)))〉. The blinded ounter values ti = be
i · σi−1(h(s)) andthe vendor's responses tdi are omitted, sine F reeived them as output of the �step�query and they an be re-onstruted from the returned data, anyhow.When the forger interats with the vendor, via a ontrolled user, B must simu-late the vendor's behaviour in runs of the issue protool, i.e., it has to respond to

F 's signing queries. This is shown in lines 29�31. Sine F may use arbitrary values
t in an issue protool run (.f. Figure 5.5), B has no idea how to interpret t andthus, an only invoke the inversion orale with t and return its result to F . Notethat suh alls to (·)d modn add to F 's global ounter mA.It may seem odd that we simulate two di�erent issue transations, one for shed-uled users (lines 27�28) and one for ontrolled users (lines 29�31). The distintion,however, is vital for the simulation, sine we do not have the luxury of submittingevery t submitted by F or by a sheduled user u to the signing orale (·)d mod nand then just return its response to F or reord the result for u, respetively. If wewould do this, we would quikly run out of orale queries in ase the forger attemptsa pooling attak. To see this, suppose that F reated two sheduled users whih itstepped for l ≤ ⌊m(k)/2⌋ times, eah. Aording to the breaking ondition for theloyalty system, F also sueeds if it is able to suessfully mount a pooling attak,i.e., it omes up with l+1 (or more) points. If it sueeds after having made 2l oralequeries, it leaves us with m(k)− 2l queries to (·)d mod n whih may not be enoughto produe the remaining m(k)− (l +1) signatures needed to solve iRSA[m℄. Thus,we must be autious when making queries to (·)d modn. To ounter the problem ofrunning out of orale queries, B is reusing results from queries to (·)d modn in aseswhere the forger steps a sheduled user. Spei�ally, whenever a sheduled user u'sounter is stepped whose urrent number of points l does not exeed |X| − 2, wewill �nd the value σl+1(x) in the array X and hene, by also looking up appropriatevalues in R[su], we an onstrut intermediate ounter values up to and inluding
σl+1(h(su)) without making additional orale alls. In other words, sine ountervalues of sheduled users share the same signature at their ore, the solver B angenerate, say, two distint ounter values σi(h(s)) and σi(h(s′)) of sheduled users
u and u′, respetively, for whih it only needs i alls to (·)d modn for both ountervalues, instead of i alls for eah ounter value.After the simulation, B heks in line 33 if the forger failed, in whih ase Bfails too, or if the forger ame up with an appropriate triple (detailed explanationsare omitted here). However, there is still a small hane that the forger F sueedsand B fails. This may happen, if F did not invoke h(·), i.e., no entry R[s] exists(.f. line 6), and still managed to ome up with a valid signature z � the forger
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5.6. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on RSAmay have simply guessed s and its guess is orret with probability 1/n 8. If Fhad not used h(·) for its result, B annot turn the resulting triple in a solution foriRSA[m℄ and hene, B fails.Eventually, if F sueeds and used h(·) in its results, it omes up with a triple
(s, l, z) representing a serial number s, a ounter l, and an l-signature satisfying
z = σl(h(s)), where 0 ≤ max{mS}+mA < l ≤ m(k) (see line 32).9 Sine σl(h(s)) =

h(s)d
l

= (xrem(k)

s )d
l

= xdl

rem(k)−l

s = z we get an l-times signature, y, for x byomputing y = z(rem(k)−l

s )−1 = xdl . Clearly, if F sueeded, it used up less than
l queries to (·)d mod n, thus, in lines 36�38, the remaining m(k) − l + 1 signaturesfor x are omputed by iteratively querying the signing orale (·)d modn. Finally, Boutputs yd(m(k)−l+1)

= (xdl
)d

(m(k)−l+1)
= xdm(k)+1 , as desired. Sine B almost alwayssueeds whenever F sueeds, we have

Pr [(B(·)d mod n(n, e, x,m(k) + 1))e
m(k)+1

= xmodn] = ǫ− 1

nand hene a polynomial-time solution for the iRSA[m℄ problem, whih ontraditsour assumption that iRSA[m℄ is hard. �In addition to the proof of seurity in the random orale model above, in thefollowing, we provide some more arguments whih indiate that breaking our loyaltysystem is indeed hard. Using these additional arguments one need not rely solelyon the onjetured intratability of the iRSA[m℄ problem. Consider a forger whorepeatedly applies the publi exponent e to some x ∈ Z∗
n until he obtains h(s̃) =

xev ∈ Z∗
n for some s̃ and some v, if any, in order to forge 〈s̃, v, σv(h(s̃))〉. However,sine xev−1

= σ(h(s̃)) this would provide a method for generating a valid pair
〈s̃, σ(h(s̃))〉 without knowing d, and thus, a method to break the seurity of Chaum'ssystem. Sine this attak is assumed to be infeasible, it is also infeasible to generatevalid triples in this way.Another aspet to be onsidered is related to the fat that exponents an beredued mod λ(n), where λ(·) denotes the Carmihael funtion whih gives thesmallest number r > 0 suh that ar = 1mod n for all a ∈ Z∗

n [Yan02℄. This meansthat for s ∈ Z∗
n there exists a number w > 0 with ew = 1 mod λ(n) suh that

h(s)e
w

= h(s) [WS79℄, or h(s)e
z

= h(s)d
w−z for z ≥ 0. In words, applying eiteratively z times to h(s) yields the same result as applying d iteratively w − ztimes to h(s). It may be argued that this an be exploited by a forger. But fora suessful attak, a forger has to �nd an appropriate w. If a forger would know8For instane, F may have hosen z ∈R Z∗

n, omputed y := zel

mod n, and guessed s suh that
y = h(s).9The last inequality is due to the maximum number of redeemable points in any one redemption.
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5.6. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on RSAan e�ient method to �nd w, then he would be able to arry out the so allediterated-enryption attak on the RSA ryptosystem whih would eventually reveal
d. In [Mau95℄, it is shown how system parameters p, q an be hosen suh thatthe iterated-enryption attak is thwarted. Hene, using this onstrution, forgingounter values by repeatedly applying e to h(s) is infeasible.
Unforgeability and Pooling Prevention. From the seurity proof and the argumentsabove, we onlude that, under the assumption that iRSA is hard, it is infeasible toforge or pool loyalty points obtained by running the issue protool. In ase vendorswant to allow pooling, they just have to remove the restrition to send a singleounter in the redeem protool and allow for l ones, i.e., ustomers may send

〈s1,m1, σ
m1(h(s1), s2,m2, σ

m2(h(s2), . . . , sl,ml, σ
ml(h(sl)〉.

Double-spending detection. Sine a maliious ustomer may try to redeem opiesof loyalty point ounters, the vendor stores all serial numbers in a loal databaseand ompares eah s from a newly submitted ounter value to the database's. If
s is already stored in the database then the ounter value has been double-spentand will not be aepted. The probability that two ustomers pik the same serialnumber s is 1/n whih an be negleted for a su�iently large seurity parameter
k.

5.6.6 EfficiencyIn our sheme, loyalty points awarded to a ustomer are represented by a ounter.In ontrast to a token-based approah, the osts in the issue protool are no longerlinearly related to the number of loyalty points. Instead, the size of the data thathas to be transferred and stored is onstant for eah purhase, regardless of thenumber of points awarded. This means, that the osts, for the vendor, regardingstorage size only grow linearly with the number of redemptions. Furthermore, thenumber of signatures that need to be generated by the vendor in any one purhaseis onstant, i.e., one m-signature per purhase. In a token-based approah eahtoken, i.e., loyalty point, requires its own serial number while in the ounter-basedapproah the number of serial numbers is independent of the number of loyaltypoints. The redeem protool of the ounter-based approah is also more e�ientthan the redeem protool in a token-based variant. In any one run of the redeemprotool, the size of the transferred data is onstant in the number of redeemedpoints and at most two modular exponentiations are needed to verify any ountervalue. Storage osts for serial numbers are only linear in the number of redeemprotool runs in ontrast to linear osts in loyalty points within a token-basedapproah.
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5.7. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on DHInstane Generator IGenCDH(k):
(g,G) := KeyGenDH(k)
a, b ∈R Z∗

ord(G)

y1 := ga (in G)
y2 := gb (in G)Output (y1, y2, g,G).Task: Given y1, y2, g,G,ompute gab (in G).

(a) Computational Diffie-Hellman problem
(CDH)

Instane Generator IGenDDH(k):
(g,G) := KeyGenDH(k)
a, b, c ∈R Z∗

ord(G)

y1 := ga (in G)
y2 := gb (in G)
y3 ∈R {gab, gc}Output (y1, y2, y3, g,G)Task: Given y1, y2, y3, g,G,deide if y3 = gab (in G).

(b) Decisional Diffie-Hellman problem (DDH)

Figure 5.8: Diffie-Hellman problems

5.7 A Counter-based Loyalty System based on DHAnother variant of the loyalty system is based on a di�erent ryptographi assump-tion, namely that the so alled Di�e-Hellman problem is hard. Again, the loyaltysheme onsists of two protools, the issue and redeem protool. Both protoolsinvolve two parties, the vendor and the ustomer, as before, and make use of ananonymous ounter. The goal of our onstrution is to ahieve the unlinkability ofissue and redeem and also the unlinkability of any two issue transations and anytwo redeem transations.
5.7.1 System SetupThe system is set up as follows. The vendor hooses an appropriate yli group G,along with a generator g for this group. The group G must be hosen suh that thedeisional Di�e-Hellman problem (DDH) an be deided e�iently but for whihthe omputational Di�e-Hellman problem (CDH) is presumed to be hard � CDHand DDH are brie�y stated in Figures 5.8a and 5.8b, respetively. In Setion 5.7.6,we will provide suitable hoies for G, but for the following setions the exat natureof G is of no onern.The order of the group G should be a su�iently large prime q for whih wewill later speify another ondition, namely, that q − 1 does not have small primefators (see Setion 5.7.6). From now on, unless otherwise noted, it is understoodthat all omputations are done in the group G.
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5.7. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on DHCustomer Vendorhoose s ∈R S hoose v ∈R Z∗
qompute c0 := h(s)

〈g,V 〉←−−− publish g, V := gv

Figure 5.9: InitialisationThe vendor randomly selets a value v ∈ Z∗
q and omputes V = gv. He publishes

(g, V ) (and a desription of the group G) as his publi key and keeps v private. Theustomer hooses a random serial number s from some �nite set S. This serialnumber will at as an identi�er for her future loyalty points, and serial numbersshould be hosen suh that ollisions do not our. After that, the ustomer binds to
s by omputing her initial ounter value c0 := h(s), where h(·) is some ryptographihash funtion mapping to the group. This hash funtion should be spei�ed andpublished by the vendor, too. The initialisation proess is depited in Figure 5.9.

5.7.2 Protocols

Issue. When the ustomer is to be redited with a loyalty point, she randomlyhooses ri from Zq. Then, she blinds her urrent ounter value ci−1 by omputing
bi := ci−1g

ri and sends the blinded ounter bi to the vendor. The vendor raises bi tothe v-th power and returns the result. Next, the ustomer omputes the unblindingfator V −ri and subsequently derives bv
i V

−ri = cv
i−1. After that, the ustomerveri�es that the vendor has sent a orret value. To do so, she heks whether

(ci−1, V, cv
i−1) is a valid DH triple by running the e�ient test for the group G.10Note that, in general, this validity test is intratable for groups like Z∗

p. If theveri�ation sueeds then the ustomer sets ci := cv
i−1 and stores (i, ci). The issueprotool is shown in Figure 5.10.

Redeem. If the ustomer has reahed some redeeming threshold, i.e., has gatheredenough points to hand them in for a reward, she may exeute the redeem protoolshown in Figure 5.11. There, the ustomer sends her serial number s, the numberof olleted loyalty points n, and the ounter value cn. The vendor validates thistriple by heking that cn is in fat cvn

0 for c0 = h(s).In order to prevent ustomers from redeeming the same ounter value morethan one, the vendor heks if s is already stored in his database of redeemedserial numbers. If this is not the ase the vendor stores the new serial number s10To see why this is should be a DH triple, note that V = gv and ci−1 an be written as gx forsome x ∈ Z∗
q , as g is a generator of G.
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5.7. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on DHCustomer Vendorhoose ri ∈R Zq;ompute bi := ci−1g
ri ; bi−−→

bv
i←−−− ompute bv

i ;ompute unblinding fator V −ri ;unblind bv
i

bv
i V

−ri = cv
i−1g

rivV −ri

= cv
i−1g

rivg−riv

= cv
i−1;verify (ci−1, V, cv

i−1) DH triple?;set ci := cv
i−1;

Figure 5.10: Issue protocol in the customer’s i-th purchaseCustomer Vendor
〈s,n,cn〉−−−−−→ verify cn

?
= h(s)v

n ;
s not yet stored in database?;grant reward if veri�ation suessful;

Figure 5.11: Redeem protocol� alternatively, the serial number's hash value h(s) may be stored and heked.Eventually, if all heks are ompleted suessfully, the vendor sends the reward tothe ustomer.Note that if the serial numbers would be used diretly, i.e., without applyingthe hash funtion or some similar measure, then the vendor might be easily trikedinto aepting a forged ounter value. Spei�ally, given two orret ounter values
cn = svn , c′n = (s′)v

n for some n it is easy to derive a third ounter value cnc′n =
(ss′)v

n for serial number ss′.
5.7.3 Attack ModelThe attak model for the DH-based loyalty system is the same as for the RSA-basedsystem from Setion 5.6. Although, the underlying ryptographi assumptions aredi�erent, the goal of an attaker is still to forge or pool loyalty points and hene,everything said in Setion 5.6.3 also applies here. Consequently, in the following
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5.7. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on DHwe use the same terminology and similar ideas as in Setions 5.6.3 and 5.6.5 whendisussing the seurity of the DH-based system.
5.7.4 PrivacyThe DH-based loyalty system's privay property follows from the same arguments asthe RSA-based system's privay property, as disussed in Setion 5.6.4. In the DH-based protool, the blinding and signing funtions are neessarily di�erent from theounter-based RSA protool. However, their properties are essentially the same, andhene the same arguments apply with respet to unlinkability among issue transa-tions, among redeem transations, and between issue and redeem transations. Weomit any further disussion.
5.7.5 SecurityTo laim seurity properties of our loyalty system we �rst have to speify the attaksenario and suessful attaks. Afterwards, we show that our system ahieves thedesired properties.We remark that the vendor in our system an easily thwart double spending bykeeping trak of used serial numbers s and by rejeting laims for previously submit-ted ones. As for the unforgeability and pooling prevention we prove seurity of oursheme based on the intratability of a new problem, alled the inremental Di�e-Hellman (iDH) problem. This problem is related to the lassial Di�e-Hellmanproblem as well as to the previously proposed one-more RSA and one-more Dis-rete Logarithm problems for proving Chaum's blind signature and its disrete-logvariant to be seure [BNPS01, Bol03℄. Although we were unable to redue somestandard ryptographi problem to this new problem, our redution enables us toinvestigate the seurity of our system by onsidering a pure mathematial problemand hiding the details of the protool. Indeed, we will also provide some disussionabout the hardness of the iDH problem below.

The incremental Diffie-Hellman problem. The inremental Di�e-Hellman problem isto �nd m ≥ 1 and gvm+1 for given group elements g and V = gv (where v isunknown). To failitate the task one is allowed to query a speial Di�e-Hellmanorale DHg,V (·) omputing Xv for inputs X. Yet, the ondition is that the oralean only be queried at most m− 1 times, e.g., to ompute gv3 from g, gv one maymake a single all to the orale. Spei�ally:
Definition 7 (incremental Diffie-Hellman problem) Let g be a generator of a group ofprime order q and V = gv be a random element in this group. Given g, V and aess
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5.7. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on DHto an orale DHg,V (X) = Xv the inremental Di�e-Hellman (iDH) problem is toome up with an element Z and an integer 1 ≤ m < ordZ∗
q
(v) − 1 suh that

Z = gvm+1and suh that the orale DHg,V (·) has been queried at most m− 1 times.The upper bound on the integer m rules out trivial solutions. Else, Z := gwould for example be a orret laim for m = ordZ∗
q
(v)−1 beause this would yield

gvm+1
= gv−1+1

= g = Z and another orret laim would be any multiple m of theorder ordZ∗
q
(v) of v in Z∗

q beause gvm+1
= gv = Z. For our sheme, we thereforehoose a su�iently large order for v; see Setion 5.7.6 for details.

Unforgeability and pooling prevention. The inremental Di�e-Hellman problem re-dues to the seurity of our sheme in the random orale model. To show this wepresent an iDH algorithm that uses a suessful forger for our loyalty system as asubroutine. In order to use the forger in this way, the iDH algorithm will set upa �virtual� environment for the forger by impersonating the vendor and insertingthe input for the iDH problem. As the experiment looks like a real interation withthe vendor from the forger's perspetive, the forger will laim more points thanissued in the experiment if she would do so in an atual attak. Any solution in theexperiment will immediately give a solution for the iDH problem, and we onludethat eah forger for our protool must impliitly solve the iDH problem.In the experiment, we assume the same kind of sheduled and ontrolled usersas desribed in Setion 5.6.3 and used before in Setion 5.6.5. Also in analogy toSetion 5.6.5, we model the hash funtion h(·), mapping serial numbers to groupelements, as a random orale [BR93℄. That is, we assume that h(·) ats as a ran-dom funtion: it maps inputs to uniformly and independently distributed groupelements, repeating answers for previously queried inputs. Note that the idealisedrandom orale model merely provides some heuristi evidene that the sheme isindeed seure; refer to [CGH98℄ for a disussion. Therefore, in Setion 5.7.6 we alsopresent a modi�ation whih ompletely forges random orales but whih essentiallypreserves the e�ieny (with only a negligible loss in the initialisation protool).We next speify the onstrution of the iDH algorithm from an arbitrary forger.For this, the iDH algorithm �rst tries to guess the maximum MS := max{mS} ofissued points for sheduled users in the upoming experiment. This value is usuallybounded by a parameter M representing the system's maximum of redeem points.Instrutively, think of M as 10 or 1, 000.To guess MS = max{mS} the iDH algorithm piks a uniformly distributed valuebetween 0 and M . The forger's view in the following simulation is independentof this hoie, and the iDH algorithm thus hits the right value with probability
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1/(M + 1). If, on the other hand, the guess later turns out to be inorret theiDH solver will stop with failure instead. The overall suess probability of theiDH algorithm therefore dereases by a fator of 1/(M +1) ompared to the forger.From now on, we ondition on the event that the iDH algorithm selets the orret
MS .Next, we desribe the simulation of the forger. The iDH algorithm is given
g and V , has aess to the orale, and has predited MS . It �rst omputes
gv2

, gv3
, . . . , gvMS+1 by iteratively querying the orale, starting with V = gv1 . Thisan be done with MS queries. It next starts the simulation of the forger by providing

g, V as the publi key of the vendor. The emulation proeeds as follows:
• Whenever the forger queries the hash funtion h(·) about some serial number

s, i.e., adds another ontrolled user to the system, then the iDH algorithmhooses ws ∈ Z∗
q at random and returns V ws (or returns the previously givenanswer, if this serial number has been queried before).

• If the forger initiates the issue protool for a ontrolled user and submits avalue b to the virtual vendor then the iDH algorithm alls the DH orale toderive bv and answers on behalf of the vendor with this value. This ationsinreases the forger's ounter of orale alls, mA, by one.
• If the forger adds another sheduled user to the system then the iDH algorithmhooses a number s and sets h(s) := V ws for a random value ws ∈R Z∗

q (orreturns the previously given answer if this serial number has appeared before).The iDH algorithm from now on impersonates this sheduled user with values
s and c0 = h(s) = V ws = gwsv.
• If the forger asks a sheduled user to step the ounter then the iDH solverfethes the urrent ounter value ci−1 = gwsvi and runs a simulation of theissue protool:� Take gvi+1 from the pre-omputed list of powers. Note that, by assump-tion, i does not exeed the orret guess MS and therefore gvi+1 must bein this list.� On behalf of the ustomer selet ri ∈R Zq at random and ompute bi :=

ci−1g
ri .� On behalf of the vendor ompute V ri and (gvi+1

)ws and reply with
bv
i = V ri(gvi+1

)ws = V ricv
i−1Store ci = gwsvi+1 and ri in the name of the ustomer. Note that all thevalues, inluding ci and ri, are distributed identially to an exeutionbetween a sheduled user and the vendor in an atual attak.
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• If the forger orrupts a sheduled user the iDH algorithm hands over all thepreviously stored values on behalf of this ustomer and stops impersonatingthis user.When the forger �nally redeems a ounter value Z and m ≥ 1 for some serialnumber s then the iDH algorithm omputes w−1
s mod q and outputs Zw−1

s and mand stops.11Note that the answers of the iDH algorithm are idential to those of the genuinevendor and the simulated hash funtion evaluation yields uniformly distributedvalues like the random orale. This means that the view of any forger in theexperiment is the same as in an atual attak, and if the forger is able to redeemmore points in reality then it sueeds in the simulation with the same probability(under the ondition that the iDH solver has guessed MS in advane).Finally, it remains to be shown that the onstrution above turns any forgeryin the experiment into a solution to the iDH problem. For this note that, for asuessful redemption,
Zw−1

s =
(

gwsvm+1
)w−1

s

= gvm+1Furthermore, m > max{mS}+ mA whih implies
m ≥ max{mS}+ mA + 1Sine the iDH algorithm has queried its orale exatly max{mS} + mA times thismeans that Zw−1

s and m onstitute a valid solution to the iDH problem. Therefore,we have presented an algorithm solving the iDH problem whenever the forger su-eeds and the algorithm's initial guess is right. �As for the exat seurity of our loyalty system we note that, aording to om-mon pratie, the running time of the attaker omprises its own steps and theones of honest parties during the attak. But then the running time of the derivedalgorithm iDH di�ers only marginally from the one of the attaker, i.e., the iDHalgorithm initially omputes the powers gvi via the orale and also performs someadditional omputations when simulating answers of the vendor. Our redutionhene shows that if the adversary breaks the loyalty system in t steps with proba-bility ε, then there is an algorithm solving the iDH problem in time t′ ≈ t and withprobability 1
M+1(ε− 1

q−1).11There is a very small probability that the forger suessfully laims a ounter value for anumber s that has not been passed to the hash funtion before. However, this probability is equalto 1/(q − 1) and we thus neglet it for the analysis.
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On the hardness of the iDH problem. It remains to argue the intratability of the iDHproblem. We are not aware of any redution from well-established problems like theDisrete Logarithm problem or the anonial Di�e-Hellman problem. Still, we givea brief disussion about the intratability of the iDH problem and its relationshipto similar problems.The algorithm's task is to �nd some m ≥ 1 and gvm+1 after having made atmost m−1 alls to the orale. Under the ondition that the algorithm never queriesthe orale the anonial Di�e-Hellman problem an be redued to this problemand our problem is hene believed to be infeasible. Namely, without the help of theorale the algorithm omputes a variant of the Di�e-Hellman funtion, gv 7→ gvmfor unknown v and some m > 1. This funtion, however, has the same power asthe lassial DH funtion for m's of order O(
√

log q), refer to [MW96, Kil01℄.As for the power of the orale queries, note that the iDH problem is relatedto another problem from omputational omplexity. Namely, it is believed thatomputation of powers V 2m requires m sequential squarings and that there is noe�ient improvement allowing a faster parallel omputation. This problem hasbeen applied in ryptography before to derive protools with ritial time releaseproperties [BN00℄.In our ase the onstant 2 in the omputation of V 2m is replaed by the unknownvalue v, even hampering the task. Hene, any suessful iDH algorithm that, inaddition to the orale alls, only performs operations whih are independent of theinput would give rise to a new algorithm deriving powers V vm with less than mexponentiations (using some pre-proessing).In onlusion, we annot prove that the iDH problem is as hard as, say, the om-putational Di�e-Hellman problem. However, the disussion above indiates thatstraightforward algorithms for the problem do not work and that more sophistiatedalgorithms would be required to solve the problem � if it an be solved e�ientlyat all.
5.7.6 Efficiency and Implementation Issues.To implement the protool one has to pik an appropriate group G for whih theomputational Di�e-Hellman problem (CDH) is onjetured to be hard, while thedeisional Di�e-Hellman problem(DDH) is easy. Suh a group an be de�ned overa ertain lass of ellipti urves.Ellipti urves provide an alternative to well-known groups based on modulararithmeti over the integers. Compared to ryptographi operations like RSA over

Z∗
n or Di�e-Hellman over Z∗

p ellipti urves usually o�er smaller key sizes at aomparable seurity level. Nonetheless, our motivation for basing our protool onellipti urves stems from a speial property of some of these urves. Namely,
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5.7. A Counter-based Loyalty System based on DHwe deploy speial ellipti urves for whih CDH (see Figure 5.8a) is believed to beintratable, whereas DDH (see Figure 5.8b) is known to be easy. Suh ellipti urveshad been suggested in [Jou00, JN01℄ and immediately gained a lot of attentionbeause of their usefulness for the design of ryptographi protools, e.g., [BF01,BLS01, Bol03, Dod03℄.The deision proedure for ellipti urves separating the omputational and thedeisional Di�e-Hellman problem is usually based on the so-alled Weil or Tatepairing. These pairings an be arried out e�iently and allow to deide whethera given tuple onstitutes a orret DH triple or not. We omit further tehnialdetails as they are irrelevant for the oneptual design of our loyalty system here.Nonetheless, we remark that suh urves have already been investigated quite well,in partiular with respet to
• appropriate hoies of suh groups in light of e�ieny and seurity (notethat the omputational DH problem must still be intratable for the group)[JN01, BLS01℄;
• fast omputation of the pairing funtions [BF01, BKLS02, GHS02℄, i.e., fastveri�ation of putative DH triples (ga, gb, gc);12
• hashing into the urve [BLS01℄; that is, how to de�ne a hash funtion h(·)mapping bit strings to the group.Sine we merely apply these properties we refer to these works for details. For anintrodution to ellipti urves see [Men93℄.To implement the protool one has to pik an appropriate ellipti urve witha pairing funtion and de�ne a hash funtion mapping strings to random groupelements. We refer to [JN01, BF01, BLS01, BKLS02, GHS02℄ for suh hoies.It is not hard to see that we an eliminate the hash funtion (and the randomorale model in the seurity proof), if we let the vendor hoose a random value c0for the ustomer in an initialisation step. If this initialisation step is also arried outanonymously then the ustomer's privay will not be a�eted by this and unforge-ability now follows from the iDH problem alone. Of ourse, the same proedure anbe used in the RSA variant of the loyalty system to eliminate the random orale.The variant with the vendor hoosing the serial number an also avoid aidentalollisions, whih may happen when ustomers selet the serial numbers, even if theollision probability is very small. Unfortunately, this variant has some drawbaksas well. First, it requires an additional interation to get a new serial number forinitialising a new ounter. Seond, requesting a serial number might be orrelatedwith a purhase/ issue transation and this may allow the vendor to link the redeem12We use the multipliative notation for the ellipti urve generated by g.
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5.8. Comparisontransation with the ounter's �rst issue transation. Furthermore, in this variantthe vendor learns that no issue transation prior to the reation of the serial numberis related to the user. In summary, the reation of serial numbers by the vendorhas some disadvantages regarding privay. Another drawbak is that a maliiousustomer ould repeatedly request serial numbers from the vendor without reallyusing them. Sine eah serial number an only be issued one, this may lead to anunneessary waste of serial numbers.Reall that we also require the order of the vendor's seret v in the multipliativegroup Z∗
q to be quite large. This an be aomplished by letting q − 1 have onlylarge prime fators. Spei�ally, for q ≈ 2160 it su�es to let q − 1 onsist only ofprime fators larger than 40 bits. Then any element v 6= 1 has order at least 240 in

Z∗
q whih is su�ient for all pratial purposes. Sine gvm

= gv
m+i·ord

Z∗q
(v) for any

i ≥ 0, an adversary may laim higher ounter values m + i · ordZ∗
q
(v) instead of m.But this an be takled by de�ning a maximum ounter value whih is obviouslysmaller than ordZ∗

q
(v), i.e., larger ounter values will not be aepted in the redeemprotool. The vendor may publish this bound on the maximum number of pointsas part of the system parameters.We address the vendor's e�ort for the veri�ation in the redeem protool. Notethat the vendor �rst alulates w := vm mod q over Z∗

q and then h(s)w in theellipti urve and �nally ompares it with the given cm. Altogether these are onlytwo exponentiations, and thus improves e�ieny over the veri�ation of m blindsignatures in the token-based ase. To derease this e�ort further the vendor analso pre-ompute and store powers of the universal value v, espeially if all ustomersare likely to laim points for a �xed value, like m = 10. Veri�ation of a laim thenessentially boils down to a single exponentiation.
5.8 ComparisonIn the previous setions, we have presented three shemes, all of whih allow toimplement a privay-friendly loyalty system. The shemes di�er with respet totheir ryptographi assumptions and their time and spae requirements. Table 5.1shows a omparison hart where the protools of eah sheme are roughly omparedalong various dimensions.For the omparison, we assume that a ustomer obtains m loyalty points in asingle issue phase and redeems the same number of points in a single redeem phase.Furthermore, we assume that exponentiations roughly require the same e�ort ineah of the underlying mathematial strutures. To be brief, we do not onsiderother fators, suh as multipliations or hashing operations, whih also have animpat on the systems' overall performane.
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Protool Party Measure Token-based Counter-bas
ed
(RSA) Counter-bas

ed
(DH)Issue Customer/Vendor #Protool Runs m† 1 mCustomer Blinding (#Exponentiations) m m mVeri�ation (#Exponentiations) m m m∗Storage (Serial Number(s) + Points) 2m 2 2Vendor Signing (#Exponentiations) m 2 mRedeem Customer/Vendor #Protool Runs m† 1 1Vendor Veri�ation (#Exponentiations) 1 2 2Storage (Serial Numbers) m 1 1Pooling prevention possible? No Yes Yes

†Protool runs an be exeuted in parallel.
∗Disregarding potential osts for testing DDH.

Table 5.1: Comparison chart for issuing/redeeming m loyalty points

Issue. In the issue phase, m runs are required for the token-based and the ounter-based DH variant of the loyalty system, respetively, as only one point an be issuedin eah run. However, in the token-based variant, it is possible to run multiple issueprotools in parallel, i.e., m blinded tokens an be sent (and retrieved) in onego. Conversely, the issue protool of the DH version annot be sped up that waybeause points have to be added to the previously issued ounter value and hene,the protool an only be arried out sequentially. The ounter-based RSA variantrequires only one run and hene, is more e�ient than its DH ounterpart.In the row for the issue protool, the numbers shown for the protools are thetotal numbers, i.e., the number of operations/spae required to obtain m loyaltypoints. In all shemes, the ustomer employs exponentiations linear in the num-ber of loyalty points to be issued, in order to blind her token/ounter value. Allshemes a priori require the same number of exponentiations. However, the e�ortfor arrying out these exponentiations may vary, as optimisation tehniques mightbe employed that exploit the di�erent harateristis of the omputations. For in-stane, in the token-based variant, m di�erent bases are independently raised to the
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5.8. Comparisonpubli exponent e and in the ounter-based RSA variant, sequential exponentiationsare omputed. Irrespetive of suh onsiderations, the e�ort for veri�ation is thesame as for the blinding operation beause essentially the same omputations aremade in order to verify the signature(s) of the loyalty points. Note that the table'sentry for the DH variant may need to be amended with osts for deiding whethera given triple is a DDH triple or not, if suh tests require exponentiations.The storage required for the ounter-based loyalty systems is onstant, as onlyone storage unit is required for the serial number and another one for the m-signature � one may also store the number m but this is not stritly neessary.Conversely, the token-based variant requires 2 storage units per issued point. Morepreisely, it requires 2 units per additional point, in ontrast to the ounter-basedvariants whose storage needs to be alloated just one, i.e., when the �rst point isissued.For the signing, the vendor needs m exponentiations in the token-based as well asin the ounter-based DH variant, whih is a onsequene of the number of protoolruns required. In the ounter-based RSA variant on the other hand, only a onstantnumber of exponentiations is needed, i.e., 2 exponentiations. This is due to the ven-dor's knowledge of the group's order, i.e., he is able to ompute y := dm mod ord(Z∗
n)and then ty modn. Hene, he does not need to employ sequential exponentiations.Note that a vendor employing the DH variant would have the knowledge to do thesame, but he has to run the protool m times, employing one signing operation ineah run, beause the ustomer annot unblind an m-signature, for m > 1.

Redeem. In the redeem phase, the ounter-based variants just need one run of theprotool, i.e., one roundtrip. The token-based variant's redeem protool, however,an be exeuted in parallel, analogously to the issue protool, and hene, an also beredued to a single roundtrip. Still, the ounter-based variants have an advantageover the token-based system, as the amount of data that needs to be send to thevendor is onstant in the number of loyalty points, i.e., 2, as opposed to the linear-sized amount of data in the token-based system.The number of exponentiations required to verify the loyalty systems' pointsis onstant in all three ases, with the token-based variant needing just a singleexponentiation (see Equation 5.1).As vendors need to keep trak of already spent serial numbers, the token-basedvariant uses up the most spae, again, beause every point uses up a serial number.The ounter-based variants only have onstant storage osts with respet to a runof the redeem protool, as they just need one serial number.Finally, vendors have the option to allow or disallow pooling of loyalty points inthe ounter-based variants, where there is no suh hoie in the token-based variant.
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5.9 PrototypeThe ounter-based loyalty systems proposed here are espeially suitable for Internetappliations, like those in the World Wide Web, as they follow a simple request-response sheme, just as HTTP does. This gives developers a lot of freedom forhoosing the tehnologies to implement the ustomer and the vendor part of thesystem, i.e., the lient and server side, respetively. Examples of suh hoies areFlash, Ative X, and Java Applets for the ustomer part and CGI, PHP, ASP, JSP,and Java Servlets for the vendor part.For the ustomer side it is neessary to have aess to loal storage, as we needto store the ustomer's points. Apart from that, there is no other strong funtionalrequirement on the lient tehnology and there is also none for the server tehnology.For our own prototype implementation, we have hosen Signed Java Applets for thelient side beause Java Applets an be run in all major browsers, e.g., InternetExplorer and the Mozilla browser family, and in moderately reent versions of Javaryptographi primitives are provided. In addition, it is possible to determine theauthentiity of the Applet's ode. The server side was implemented using JSP andJava Servlets.We have implemented the RSA variant of the ounter-based sheme, as it issuperior to the two other variants (see Setion 5.8). The implementation itself isrelatively straightforward and thus, we will not go into details here. Instead, wewant to highlight di�erent options to operate the loyalty system.In our model so far, we have seen a ustomer talking only to a single vendor.However, it should, of ourse, be possible for the ustomer to ollet points fromdi�erent vendors and also to manage these di�erent points. In Figure 5.12, this isshown for vendors B and C whih independently issue and redeem loyalty points.That is, ustomers an ollet points of type B whih they an only redeem atvendor B, and likewise for C.For vendors A1, . . . , Ai, . . . , An, a di�erent model is applied, whih we have alsoimplemented. In this model, ustomers may ollet points of type A from anyvendor Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. And likewise, they may spent their points of type A at anyvendor Ai. That is, from the ustomers' point of view this group of vendors ats inonert. In pratie, the vendors Ai need not know of eah other. To allow this, wehave introdued a third party, the operator, whih is transparent to ustomers.In the operator model, vendors do not atually issue or redeem points, theydelegate these tasks to the operator. That is, any vendor Ai forwards a ustomer'sissue or redeem message to the operator whih inreases ounters and heks theirvalidity. In short, the operator does everything that, e.g., vendors B and C do fortheir own points. This way, the private key for points of type A, used to inreaseustomers' ounters, need not be shared among the vendors Ai. However, in this
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Customer's Loyalty Card
Figure 5.12: A Customer’s Relationships with different Vendorsmodel some kind of bookkeeping is neessary, as some vendors may issue more pointsthan they have to redeem, and vie versa, e.g., beause the rewards of other vendorsare more attrative than their own ones. Therefore, some kind of ompensationmehanism will need to be established in order to balane the pro�ts aompanyingthe issuane of points with the expenses aompanying the redemption of points.The exat nature of suh a ompensation mehanism is of no onern here, we justwant to add that implementations for the vendor-to-operator interfae may need toprovide some kind of audit log, for both vendors and the operator, in order to haveproof who asked for how many points to be issued or redeemed.The ard image of Figure 5.12 was atually taken from our prototype, however,the hoie whih type of points are to be reeived or to be spent is not left to theustomer, as hinted by this illustration. Instead, the hoie is made automatiallyby the lient software depending on the publi key advertised by the respetivevendor. Note that vendors whih have their own type of points, i.e., B and C,give their own names, �Vendor B� and �Vendor C�, while a group of vendors usesa ommon name, �A Points 4 All�, in order to make it lear to ustomers that thepoints of all vendors Ai go to the same ounter.

5.10 Related WorkMuh work has been done by eonomi and marketing experts in the �eld of loyaltysystems, e.g., see [BKB00, SS97, DU97℄. Furthermore, there has been lots of workstressing the importane of privay for eletroni ommere, e.g., see [HNP99℄. Aommon goal of proposals for privay enhaning systems in the area of eletroniommere is to prevent ertain parties from linking ativities of the same ustomer.In typial ommerial relationships, there are many possibilities to link ustomer
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5.11. Conclusiontransations. For instane, in the area of payment systems, the unlinkability ofwithdrawal and deposit has been onsidered [Cha89, CPS96℄. In [EKS02b℄, a so-lution to establish the unlinkability of the ustomer's searh and order phases hasbeen proposed (see also Chapter 4). In this ontext, we provide a solution to guar-antee that unlinkability ahieved by other tehniques still holds when using a loyaltysystem. Other work regarding tehnial proposals for loyalty systems an be foundin [Mah98℄. In this work, an infrastruture based on smart ards is proposed whihallows individuals to introdue their own urrenies or loyalty systems. However,the authors do not deal with the problem of ahieving privay in loyalty systems.Another proposal for a loyalty system was presented in [WLT00℄. In this work,the authors take the privay aspet into aount. However, the system was notdesigned to provide unlinkability of transations, as it is based on pseudonyms andthus provides a weaker form of privay.
5.11 ConclusionWe have presented privay-friendly loyalty systems that do not allow vendors to linkustomers' transations. Transations of the loyalty systems are unlinkable, i.e., nopersistent identi�ers (PIDs) are employed, and an attempt of a maliious vendor tointrodue suh PIDs will be detetable by the ustomer. Hene, non-trivial pro�lesof ustomers annot be build with these systems. Customers expliitly wishingto establish a pro�le with some vendor may do so by sending extra authentiationinformation, whih is not part of the loyalty system, but may easily be build aroundthe loyalty system's protools. However, if suh a thing is done, it should be doneopenly and only after the ustomer has given her onsent and has been informedbeforehand about the onsequenes of sending authentiation data, i.e., that itbeomes possible to reate a pro�le.Loyalty systems an be part of a vendor's ustomer relationship management,as it is a means to retain ustomers and to inrease the inentive for repeatedpurhases. The privay aspet of the loyalty systems introdued in this haptermay also attrat new ustomers that, under normal irumstanes, rejet loyaltyprograms for their lak of privay protetion.In addition to the privay aspet, the ounter-based shemes proposed here areoverall more e�ient than the token-based approah in terms of proessing time,used bandwidth, and storage spae, if more than one loyalty point is to be issuedand redeemed. Furthermore, these shemes provide vendors with the additionaloption to allow or disallow pooling of loyalty points, whih is not possible in thetoken-based sheme where pooling annot be prevented.
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Chapter 6

An Anonymous Multi-Coupon
SystemIn this hapter, we introdue the notion of multi-oupons. These multi-oupons aresimilar to vouhers, however, may be spent more than one. From a more abstratpoint of view, our multi-oupons an be seen as unlinkable m-showable redentials,whih allow a gradual release of information enoded in the multi-oupons. Anabstrat of this hapter was previously presented in [CES+05℄. This work, however,did not inlude detailed seurity proofs of the employed protools and also no detailsof the protools themselves.

6.1 IntroductionToday, oupons appear to be useful means for vendors to attrat the attention ofpotential ustomers. Usually, oupons give the ustomer a �nanial inentive topurhase at a spei� vendor. The purpose of oupons is many-fold. For instane,they an be used to draw the attention of ustomers to a newly opened shop or toprevent ustomers from buying at a ompetitor's shop [SZ95℄. Of ourse, ouponsan also be purhased by ustomers, e.g., gift erti�ates. Even drug presriptionsfrom a dotor an be seen as a kind of a oupon.In general, a oupon is a representation of the right to laim some good or servie,usually from the party that issued the oupon. The types of oupons mentionedbefore an, in general, be redeemed only one, i.e., the oupon is invalidated afterthe servie or good has been laimed. However, there are also oupons whih anbe redeemed more than one, suh as a oupon book of a movie theatre, whereustomers pay, say, for 9 movies and are entitled to see 10. We all suh ouponsmulti-oupons. In this hapter, we are partiularly interested in this type of oupons.
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6.1. IntroductionTypially, a real-world multi-oupon of value m is devalued by rossing out some�eld or by detahing a part of it. O�ering suh oupons an be bene�ial for theissuing party, e.g., a movie theatre. First, ustomers pay in advane for servies orgoods they have not laimed yet. Seond, they are loked-in by the issuer/vendor,i.e., they are unlikely to swith to another vendor to purhase the same or similarservie or good as long as they have not redeemed all their oupons. Hene, multi-oupons an also be seen as a kind of loyalty program sine they are spei� tosome vendor and indue loyalty, at least, as long as the ustomer has oupons leftto spend.Clearly, vendors are interested in reating loyalty and hene, it is likely that weare going to see suh oupon systems in the Internet, too. For instane, with theproliferation of broadband Internet onnetions, we are beginning to see ompanieswhih stream movies diretly to individual ustomers' devies. Apart from thepalette of available movies, suh a virtual movie theatre may attrat and retainustomers by o�ering �nanial inentives in the form of multi-oupons. In thisase, multi-oupons may be used just like multi-admission tikets of brik-and-mortar theatres, whih allow ustomers to see one movie per (single) oupon fromthe admission tiket.
6.1.1 Desirable Properties for Coupon SystemsAt �rst, introduing a oupon system looks like a win-win situation, sine both par-ties seem to bene�t from suh a oupon system. Vendors have a means to reate aloyal ustomer base and ustomers value the �nanial bene�t provided by oupons.However, sine a ustomer normally redeems her oupons in di�erent transations,a multi-oupon an be used as a means to link transations, and thus, to allow avendor to reate a reord of the ustomer's past purhases. Suh ustomer infor-mation might be exploited for data mining, to infer new ustomer data, ustomerpro�ling, promotion of new produts, prie disrimination, et. [Odl03℄. Thus, ifustomers expet that their data will be misused when they use the oupon system,e.g., by using it to reate pro�les for prie disrimination [FKZ02℄, they are morelikely to deline the oupon system. Aording to [HNP99, Kob01℄ privay is a on-ern to Internet users, espeially when it omes to eletroni ommere senarios� see also Setion 2.1. Hene, a prudent vendor should take these onerns intoaount when planning to o�er a oupon system.In order to rule out privay onerns of ustomers from the start, vendors mightwant to introdue a oupon system that does not infringe their ustomers' privay.Thus, a oupon should dislose as little information as possible. For instane, amulti-oupon should only give vendors an indiation that it is still valid, i.e., that atleast one oupon is not spent, instead of dislosing the number of unspent oupons.
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6.1. IntroductionSuh a property ould be useful in sensitive areas, e.g., in health are senarios,where a multi-oupon an be used as a presription for a ertain number of dosesof some mediine. In this ase, the pharmaist would dedut a single oupon fromthe multi-oupon and may only learn if the presription has been used up or not.Also in welfare, paper-based heques or food stamps ould be replaed by eletronioupons. In fat, reently, the U.S. announed to replae their paper-based foodstamp program with eletroni bene�ts and debit ards [Pea04℄. However, thiseletroni program does not protet the privay of reipients, sine the ards areproessed similar to ordinary debit ards.For vendors, in addition to ommon seurity requirements suh as unforgeability,there are other requirements whih are spei� to a oupon system. As mentionedbefore, a vendor's driving reason for o�ering a oupon system is to establish a long-term relationship with ustomers. However, ustomers may be interested in sharinga multi-oupon, i.e., eah ustomer obtains and redeems a fration of the ouponsin the multi-oupon. Moreover, this behaviour allows them, e.g., to sell oupons onan individual basis for a heaper prie1, e.g., to one-time ustomers who otherwisewould have purhased full-pried servies or goods. Thus, ideally, vendors wish toprevent ustomers from splitting their oupons.To illustrate splitting, we onsider the following variants as examples of real-world multi-oupons. The �rst variant, being a oupon book with detahableoupons and the seond one being a multi-oupon where spent oupons are rossedout, i.e., oupons annot be detahed. The oupon book an be easily shared by agroup of ustomers, sine eah ustomer an detah its share of oupons from thebook and eah oupon may be independently redeemed by a di�erent ustomer. Inthe seond variant, the multi-oupon must be given to the vendor as a whole toallow him to devalue the multi-oupon by rossing out one of the oupons. Hene,in this variant, individual oupons annot be split and redeemed separately andindependently as in the �rst variant.Nevertheless, even in the multi-oupon senario with non-detahable ouponssome kind of sharing is possible, if we transfer it to the digital world. Sine digitaloupons an be easily opied, olluding ustomers may jointly purhase a multi-oupon, distribute opies of it among eah other, and agree to redeem only theshare of the oupons for whih eah of them paid for. In this senario, however,ustomers have to fully trust eah other that none of them redeems more than itsshare of oupons. Sine eah of the olluders owns a opy of the multi-oupon, thismeans that every olluder has full ontrol of all single oupons. Hene, eah ofthem ould redeem single oupons of other olluders without their knowledge. Aolluder 'deeived' in suh a way would only learn about it when he or she tries1Reall that a multi-oupon for m goods is usually sold for the prie of m − k goods, k ≥ 1
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6.1. Introductionto redeem a single oupon and the vendor rejets it beause it was already spent.Thus, it seems less likely that multi-oupons are traded between ustomers.In this ontext, another senario with multi-oupons is possible where trust isonly one-way. If ustomer Alie buys a multi-oupon, uses up, say, half of theoupons and sells the remaining half of the oupons to ustomer Bob then Aliedoes not have to trust Bob. Only Bob has to trust Alie that he indeed reeivedthe purported half of the oupons from her. There is nothing that really an stopAlie from doing so, neither in a real-world senario with paper oupons nor in thedigital senario, unless (a) the multi-oupon ontains information that ties it toAlie's identity and whih the vendor must be able to verify (b) Alie has a stronginentive to keep the multi-oupon, e.g., beause some private and/or 'valuable'information is enoded into the multi-oupon.We do not pursue any of these two approahes beause, �rst, we do not wantto identify ustomers beause this may violate their privay and, seond, enodingvaluable information seems to be unsatisfatory as well beause enoding a 'valuable'seret implies that suh a seret exists and that a ustomer is willing to enode it intoa potentially muh less valuable multi-oupon. Instead, we employ all-or-nothingsharing whih has been used in other works before [Bra99, CL01℄ to disourageusers from sharing/dislosing ertain data, suh as private redential information.In ase of a multi-oupon, all-or-nothing means that a ustomer annot giveaway or sell any single oupon from its multi-oupon without giving away all othersingle oupons � this inludes used and unused single oupons alike. Therefore,our sheme is omparable with the real-world multi-oupon example from abovewhere used oupons are rossed out. The di�erene is that in the digital world onemay e�ortlessly reate idential opies of a multi-oupon while in the real worldreating exat replias of suh a oupon may require some e�ort.
6.1.2 Overview of the Coupon SystemThe oupon system proposed here an be viewed as a digital ounterpart to thereal-world multi-oupon with non-detahable oupons, as mentioned before. Inour oupon system, a multi-oupon M is a digital signature on a tuple X where

X = (x1, . . . , xm). In the following outline of the system, we denote a set of ouponsby M and a single oupon by x ∈ {x1, . . . , xm}.In the issue phase of the oupon, a user �rst onvines a vendor that she knows
X without revealing the elements of X. Then, the veri�er issues the oupon M by'blindly' signing X, i.e., M := Sign(X), and sending M to the user. Here we makeuse of the Camenish-Lysyanskaya (CL) signature sheme [CL02℄.When redeeming a single oupon x, the user reveals x to the vendor andproves that she is in possession of a valid multi-oupon M = Sign(X) and x ∈
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6.2. Related Work

{x1, . . . , xm}. The vendor then heks if x is in a list of used oupons. If it is not,the vendor aepts x and puts it on the list. Beside satisfying ommon seurityrequirements, the sheme has the following properties: The vendor is not able totrae x bak to M or to link two redemptions beause M is never given bak to thevendor and the single oupons x are independent of eah other. Furthermore, thevendor does not learn anything about the status of the multi-oupon, i.e., how manysingle oupons of the multi-oupon are still unspent. Regarding the vendor's re-quirement, the sheme does not allow users to split a multi-oupon without sharingall values (x1, . . . , xm).A method used in the oupon system might be of independent interest. It provesknowledge of the CL signature M on a message tuple X := (x1, . . . , xm) and allowsto reveal an arbitrary single message xj , while the remaining elements of the tuple,the revealed message's index, j, and the signature M remain hidden. This methodmay be useful in a wider range of appliations, as the multi-oupon an also beregarded as an m-showable redential that provides unlinkability between di�erentshowings of the redential and also allows gradual release of erti�ed information,i.e., one xj per showing.
6.2 Related WorkAt �rst it may seem that the oupon system an be easily realised using an existingpayment system or redential system whih supports m-showable redentials or atleast one-showable redentials of whih m an be obtained. However, none of thesesystems satis�ed all the requirements of the oupon system we had in mind, orould only satisfy them in an ine�ient manner. In addition, some of the systemsdisussed below require the existene of a trusted third party to issue erti�ates ofsome sort. We do not have suh a requirement.The payment system of Chaum [Cha89℄ as well as the one of Brands [Bra93℄ usedigital oins whih an be anonymously spent. Withdrawal and spending of oins isroughly the same as issuane and redemption of single oupons. However, using msingle-spendable digital oins as a multi-oupon easily allows splitting of the multi-oupon. Even if we would use multi-valued oins, suh that one unit of an m-oinan be spent and an m − 1 oin is returned, we would still not have the ouponsystem that we have in mind, sine the number of remaining oins is dislosed tothe vendor. In the oin system of Ferguson [Fer93℄ a multi-oin is introdued thatan be spent m times. However, when paying with the same multi-oin, the vendorlearns the remaining value of the oin and, in addition, transations are linkable.Okamoto and Ohta [OO90℄ proposed a sheme whih resembles our ouponsystem in the sense that they use a multiple blind signature to issue a �large� oinwhih is omprised of �smaller� oins, or rather, an be subdivided into smaller
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6.2. Related Workones. However, subdividability in their system is onsidered a feature while in aoupon system this translates to splitting and, hene, is less desirable. In [Che96℄and [Ver01℄, Chen and Verheul, respetively, proposed redential systems where theredentials are multi-showable, i.e., an be shown for an unlimited number of times.The redentials obtained through both systems are intended for pseudonymoususage, thus, our requirements for unlinkable redemptions and m-redeemability arenot satis�ed.In the work of Brands [Bra99℄, attribute erti�ates were proposed that allowseletive showing of individual attributes. These attributes are normally multi-showable but an be made m-showable, however, then di�erent transations beomelinkable. Persiano and Visonti [PV04℄ used some of the ideas of [Bra99℄ to builda redential system whih is multi-showable and does not allow to link di�erentshowings of a redential. Still, showings of redentials annot be limited.An anonymous redential system where redentials an be made one-showablewas proposed by Camenish and Lysyanskaya [CL01℄. Through this system, a usermay obtain m one-showable redentials whih an be regarded as single oupons.However, this approah is not very e�ient when used in a oupon system, sine aredential generation protool must be run for eah redential and the redentialsan be shared by di�erent users and independently shown2. This means, whenapplied as a oupon system, oupons an be independently spent and splitting iseasily possible.The aspet of tehnially supporting loyalty in ommerial appliations has alsobeen explored before. Maher [Mah98℄ proposed a framework to introdue loyaltypoints, however, the privay aspet was not an issue there. Enzmann et al. [EFS04,ES04℄ (see Chapter 5) proposed a ounter for a privay-friendly, point-based loyaltysystem, where users anonymously obtained points for their purhases. Finally,Wibowo et al. [WLT00℄ proposed a loyalty system, however, based on pseudonyms,thus, providing a weaker form of privay.The initial publiation of this work [CES+05℄ inspired several other works, e.g.,[Ngu06, CGH06a, CGH06b℄, that proposed new funtionality for multi-oupon sys-tems. Building on the ideas of this work, Canard et al. [CGH06a, CGH06b℄ pro-posed a more e�ient approah whih employed other but more e�ient primitives[CHL05, DY05℄ than our system and onsequently resulted in better overall e�-ieny. Nguyen [Ngu06℄ proposed a system that is even more e�ient than thesystem of Canard et al. using roughly the same primitives as they did.2In [CL01℄ a solution was proposed to deal with this kind of lending. However, this solutionhurts performane beause it adds omplexity and additional protool runs to the basi sheme.
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6.3. Model

6.3 ModelThe oupon system onsidered here mainly involves two parties, a ustomer U (user)and a vendor V . The system itself is omprised of an issue protool and a redeemprotool whih are both arried out between U and V . The output of the issueprotool is a multi-oupon M for U and the result of the redeem protool is a spentsingle oupon for V and a multi-oupon devalued by one single oupon for U . Next,we state the main seurity requirements for the involved parties.
6.3.1 Requirements

Unforgeability. It must be infeasible to reate new multi-oupons, to inrease thenumber of unspent oupons, or to reset the number of spent oupons.
Double-spending detection. A vendor must be able to detet attempts of redeeming'old' oupons that have already been redeemed. This means, given two runs of theredeem protool, where a single oupon x is deduted from multi-oupon M and yis deduted from N , the vendor must be able to deide if x = y.
Redemption limitation. An m-redeemable oupon M may not be aepted by thevendor more than m times.
Protection against splitting. A oalition of ustomers Ui should not be able to splitan m-redeemable multi-oupon M into (disjoint) si-redeemable shares Mi with
∑

i si ≤ m suh that Mi an only be redeemed by ustomer Ui and none of theother ustomers Uj, j 6= i, or a subset of them is able to redeem the share Mi or apart of it. We all this property strong protetion against splitting.A weaker form of this property is all-or-nothing-sharing. This means that split-ting is possible, however, only if ustomers trust eah other not to spent (part of)the other's share Mi. Another way of putting this is to say that sharing M meanssharing all m single oupons. We all this weak protetion against splitting. In otherworks [Bra99, CL01℄, a similar property, alled all-or-nothing-dislosure, had beenemployed to disourage lending of redentials.
Unlinkability. It must be infeasible for vendors to link protool runs of honest users.For this, we have to onsider linking a run of an issue protool to runs of orre-sponding redeem protools and linking of any two redeem protool runs.(1) issue vs. redeem: Given a run I of the issue protool with output a multi-oupon

M and given a redeem protool run R with output a devalued multi-oupon
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N , the vendor must not be able to deide if L(I,R) holds. In other words, hean neither assert nor rule out that m is the 'initial version' of N and hene, hewill not know if M and N are essentially the 'same' multi-oupon or 'di�erent'ones.(2) redeem vs. redeem: Given two runs of the redeem protool, R and R′, withoutput two multi-oupons, M and M ′, respetively, the vendor must neither beable to deide if L(R,R′) holds, i.e., he annot tell if M is a former 'version' of
M ′, or vie versa, nor if they are unrelated altogether.

Minimum disclosure. As a result of a redeem protool run, the vendor may onlylearn of the single oupon being redeemed but not the number of remaining oupons.This already follows from the unlinkability requirement but we make it expliit here,nevertheless.
6.4 Cryptographic PreliminariesFor the onstrution of our multi-oupon system, we �rst need some foundations. Inthe following, we will therefore introdue several ryptographi 'primitives' whihwe employ in subsequent setions to derive the building bloks for the �nal ouponsystem.

6.4.1 Notational Conventions and DefinitionsThroughout this hapter, we will use some de�nitions and notational onventionswhih are introdued next. A prime p is alled a safe prime if p = 2p′ + 1, where p′is also prime. The order of an element g of a multipliative group G is denoted by
ordG(g) and is de�ned as the smallest integer α suh that gα = 1 (in G). If g is agenerator for some group, we write 〈g〉 for the group generated by g.The set of residues modulo n that are relatively prime to n are denoted by Z∗

nand the set of quadrati residues modulo n is denoted by QRn. An integer a is aquadrati residue modulo n if b ∈ Z∗
n exists suh that a = b2 modn.Furthermore, we denote the binary length of an integer I by ℓI and we write�a ∈R S� if a is to be hosen uniformly and at random from the set of integers S.We say that a funtion ǫ(k) is negligible, if ǫ(k) ≤ 1/p(k) for all polynomials

p(·) and su�iently large k. The quantity 1− ǫ(k) is alled overwhelming, if ǫ(k) isnegligible. In addition, a funtion is notieable, or simply non-negligible, if it is notnegligible.
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6.4.2 Commitment SchemeA ommitment sheme is a two-party protool between a ommitter C and a reeiver
R. In general, the sheme inludes a Commit proess and an Open proess. In the�rst proess, C omputes a ommitment Cx for a seret message x, suh that xannot be hanged without hanging Cx [BCC88℄. C then gives Cx to R and keeps
x seret. In the seond proess, C opens Cx by revealing x.The ommitment sheme we employ is due to Damgård and Fujisaki (DF) [DF02℄whih is a generalisation of the Fujisaki-Okamoto sheme [FO97℄. We skip the in-trodution of the basi DF sheme for ommitting to a single value x and proeed tothe sheme where the ommitment is to a message tuple (x1, x2, . . . , xm). Although,the DF sheme works on any �nite Abelian group G, we are only interested in thease where G is the group Z∗

n, where n is the produt of two primes.Let h ∈R Z∗
n be an element of large order and in addition, the order should beomprised of at least one large prime fator. Furthermore, let g1, g2, . . . , gm ∈ 〈h〉,i.e., gi = hγi modn for some γi, and let ℓx denote the maximum allowed binarylength of any message x. To ommit to a seret message tuple X := (x1, x2, . . . , xm),where xi ∈ [0, 2ℓx − 1], the ommitting party C uses the publi ommitment key

PK := (g1, . . . , gm, h, n) to form the ommitment
CX =

m∏

i=1

gxi

i hrX modn, (6.1)where rX ∈R Zn is hosen at random. C then sends CX to the reeiving party R.In the opening phase, C simply reveals X and rX to R whih allows R to verifythat Equation (6.1) holds. Note that C in our ase does not have to know the orderof Z∗
n.

6.4.3 Signature SchemeThe signature sheme stated in the following is a variant of the signature shemedeveloped by Camenish and Lysyanskaya (CL) [CL02℄ for signing a blok of mes-sages. A similar variant was also used in [BCC04a, BCC04b℄. The sheme had beenproven seure under the strong RSA assumption whih is brie�y stated next:
Strong RSA assumption [BP97, FO97]. The strong RSA assumption onjetures thatit is hard, on input an RSA modulus n and an element x ∈ Z∗

n , to ompute values
e > 1 and y suh that ye = xmod n. �For the variant of the CL signature sheme onsidered in the following, themessage to be signed is a tuple denoted by X := (x1, x2, . . . , xm) where xi ∈ [0, 2ℓx−
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1], i = 1, . . . ,m and ℓx is a seurity parameter for the permissible length of amessage.
Key Generation. Let k be a seurity parameter and let n be the produt of twosafe primes, i.e., n = pq, p = 2p′ + 1, q = 2q′ + 1, where p, q, p′, q′ are primes and
k = ℓp = ℓn/2. Furthermore, let h be a generator of QRn and b ∈R 〈h〉. For
i = 1, . . . ,m, hoose αi, γ ∈R [1, p′q′] and set ai := bαi mod n, c := bγ modn � thispartiular hoie for the parameters ai, b, and c is a variation of the original CLsheme and is needed later on to statistially hide a signature in 〈h〉. The signer'spubli key then beomes PK := (A, b, c, n) where A := (a1, a2, . . . , am) and theseret key is the fatorisation of n, i.e., SK := (p, q). We denote this algorithm by

(A, b, c, n, h, p, q) ← KeyGenCL
m (1k).

Signing. On input a message tuple X := (x1, x2, . . . , xm), hoose a random primenumber e ∈R [2ℓe−1 + 1, 2ℓe − 1], where ℓe is an upper bound for the binary lengthof e, and also hoose a random number s of length ℓs. The quantities ℓe and ℓs areseurity parameters and should be hosen suh that ℓe > ℓx+1 and ℓs = ℓn+ℓx+ℓCL,where the parameter ℓCL is an additional seurity parameter that was neessary inthe seurity proof of the CL signature sheme (see [CL02℄ for the details). Proposedvalues for these seurity parameters are ℓn = 1024, ℓx = 160, ℓe = 162, ℓCL = 80 �for the details of the exat hoie of these parameters and the proofs of seurity,the reader is referred to [CL02℄. Finally, the signature (v, e, s) on a message X isomputed suh that
c = veax1

1 · · · axm
m bs modn. (6.2)We denote this algorithm by

(v, e, s)← Sign(A,b,c,n,p,q)(X).

Verification. In order to verify that (v, e, s) is a signature on X := (x1, x2, . . . , xm),Equation (6.2) must be veri�ed and also that xi ∈ [0, 2ℓx − 1], i = 1, . . . ,m, and
2ℓe−1 < e < 2ℓe . We denote this algorithm by

ind ← Verify(A,b,c,n)(X, v, e, s)where the indiator ind ∈ {accept , reject}.
Remark 1. The CL signature sheme is separable, i.e., the signature (v, e, s) on Xis also the signature on any sub-tuple of X, if we hange the publi key aord-ingly. In the following, we use the notation X \ (xj) to denote the sub-tuple of
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X whih is omprised of all of X's omponents but its j-th one, i.e., X \(xj) =
(x1, . . . , xj−1, xj+1, . . . , xm).As for separability, the message xj from the tuple X an be separated from thesignature (v, e, s) on X with respet to the publi key (A, b, c, n) if the publi keyis hanged to (A\(aj), b, c/a

xj

j , n), i.e., given
veax1

1 · · · axm
m bs = cthe signature for X\(xj) is derived by dividing both sides by a

xj

j , i.e.,
veax1

1 · · · a
xj−1

j−1 a
xj+1

j+1 · · · axm
m bs = c/a

xj

j .This holds for any sub-tuple Y of X. We will use this property in our ouponsystem to redeem a single oupon from a set of oupons, i.e., a multi-oupon.
Remark 2. As noted in [CG04℄, the CL signature sheme has the property of ran-domisation, i.e., the signature (v, e, s) an be randomised to

(v∗ := vbw, e, s∗ := s− ew)for an arbitrary integer w. For a veri�er it makes no di�erene whether he veri�es
(v∗, e, s∗) or (v, e, s) beause both are signatures on X with respet to the samepubli key (A, b, c, n), sine

(v∗)e
m∏

i=1

axi

i bs∗ = vebew
m∏

i=1

axi

i bsb−ew = ve
m∏

i=1

axi

i bs mod n.This property bene�ts our sheme beause in subsequent setions we employ a proofof knowledge of a CL signature. Suh a proof an be done more e�iently in ananonymous manner for a randomised signature (v∗, e, s∗) than for (v, e, s). Thereason for this is that v∗ an be made di�erent in eah run of the proof protool byalways hoosing a new randomisation parameter w.
6.4.4 Proofs of Relations between Committed NumbersFor the onstrution of our oupon system, we impliitly employ several sub-proto-ols in order to prove ertain statements and relations between ommitted numbers.These protools are interative proofs arried out between two parties, a prover Pand a veri�er V. We will give an informal introdution to interative proofs andrelated notions. For a more formal treatment see the seminal paper on interativeproof systems by Goldwasser, Miali, and Rako� [GMR89℄. Camenish [Cam98℄provides a brief, yet formal, summary of the subjet. We, however, ontinue withan informal approah to the subjet.
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6.4. Cryptographic PreliminariesRoughly speaking, in an interative proof system, the prover tries to onvinethe veri�er that she knows a ertain seret or that a ertain laimed statementholds. At the end of suh a protool, V should be onvined of P's knowledge orthe validity of her statement. An important lass of interative proof systems are soalled zero-knowledge proof systems. In these systems, the veri�er reeives no infor-mation exept for the validity of the prover's laimed knowledge or statement. Asa onsequene, the veri�er annot use his gained knowledge to prove the statementto other parties.Several models for interative proof systems have been put forth (for an overviewsee [BC89℄). Roughly speaking, these models di�er in the power of the prover, e.g., ifthe prover is given an exponential amount of time to ompute a witness (informationto onvine the veri�er) or if he already knows a witness (or is able to ompute onein polynomial time). In the latter ase the prover's total time for omputations istherefore bound by a polynomial. Interative proof systems that prove knowledgeof some witness are often alled proofs of knowledge (PoK ) and in the following, wewill employ this kind of proofs. In a PoK , the prover's omputation time is usuallyrestrited to polynomial time beause if he had unlimited omputing power/time heould ompute a witness whenever he wants, and hene, proofs of knowledge wouldbe of lesser interest.A proof of knowledge, as any other interative proof system, must satisfy om-pleteness and validity. The former means that if the prover P indeed possessesknowledge with respet to a ertain statement and arries out a PoK with the veri-�er V then the probability that V will not be onvined by the PoK is negligible �in other words V will be onvined of P's knowledge with overwhelming probability.If V is onvined, we also say that he aepts the PoK . The validity property meansthat if P makes V aept, then P will indeed possess the laimed knowledge withoverwhelming probability.In the following, we brie�y state a number of proofs of knowledge that an befound in the literature and whih we impliitly employ in our sheme. The output ofeah of the protools for the veri�er is an indiation indV ∈ {accept , reject}. In thefollowing proofs of knowledge, the ommitments are formed using the DF sheme.
PoKRep. A prover P proves knowledge of a disrete logarithm representation (DL-REP) modulo a omposite to a veri�er V [FO97℄. Common inputs are a desriptionof the group G, the publi key PK := (g1, . . . , gm, h) with h, gi ∈ G, and a ommit-ment C. By this protool, P onvines V of knowledge of X := (x1, . . . , xm), suhthat C =

∏m
i=1 gxi

i hr (in G).
PoKInt. A prover P proves to a veri�er V knowledge of x and r suh that C = gxhrand a ≤ x ≤ b. Common inputs are parameters (g, h, n), the ommitment C, and
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6.5. Blind Signature Schemethe integers a, b. We use a straightforward extension to the basi protool, suhthat the proved knowledge is two tuples, instead of two values, and the intervalmembership of eah omponent from a tuple, instead of one value. Within thisextension, we denote G := (g1, g2, ..., gm), H := (h1, h2, ..., hl), X := (x1, x2, ..., xm),
R := (r1, r2, ..., rl), and C :=

∏m
i=1 gxi

i

∏l
j=1 h

rj

j . By running the protool, P provesto V knowledge of X and R, and the interval membership, a ≤ xi ≤ b. A numberof protools exist for proving interval membership, e.g., [FO97, CFT98, CM99b,CM99a, Bou00℄. However, only Boudot's protool [Bou00℄ ensures that X lies withinthe exat bounds of the interval, whereas the other protools an only guaranteemembership to an expanded interval, i.e., the bounds a, b are expanded by somefator δ.
PoKOr. A prover P proves to a veri�er V an 'OR statement' of a ommitment C,suh that C := (C1, . . . , Cm), where Ci :=

∏

j∈Ii
g

xij

j hri and Ii ⊆ {1, ...,m}, and
P knows at least one tuple {xij | j ∈ Ii} for some undislosed i. We denote theOR statement as ∨m

i=1 Ci =
∏

j∈Ii
g

xij

j hri . Common inputs are C and parameters
(B,n) where B := (g1, . . . , gm). By running the protool, P proves to V knowledgeof {xij | j ∈ Ii} without revealing the values xij and i. A number of mehanismsfor proving the OR statement have been introdued, e.g. [Cam98℄, [CDS94℄, and[dSdCPY94℄.
PoK. Sometimes, we need to arry out two or more of the above protools simulta-neously, e.g., when responses to hallenges have to be used in more than one validityhek of the veri�er to prove intermingled relations among ommitments. Insteadof giving onrete onstrutions of these protools eah time, we just desribe theiraim, i.e., what the veri�er wants to prove. For this we apply the notation used, e.g.,in [CS97℄. For instane, the following expression

indV ← PoK{(α, β) : C = gαhβ ∧ D = ĝαĥβ ∧ 0 ≤ α < 2k}means that knowledge of α and β is proven suh that C = gαhρ and D = ĝαĥβholds, and α lies in the integer interval [0, 2k). By onvention, Greek letters denotevalues of whih knowledge is proven of.
6.5 Blind Signature SchemeThe �rst building blok for our oupon system is a so alled blind signature sheme.We will employ it in the oupon system to anonymously issue multi-oupons toustomers. In the following, we state a protool for seurely signing a blindedtuple of messages. The protool is shown in Figure 6.1 and is based on [CL02,
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6.5. Blind Signature SchemeBCC04a, BCC04b℄. Figure 6.1 is meant as an overview and uses the abstratnotation introdued above, whih hides most of the tehnial details of the protool.The purpose of the protool is to provide a user U with a signature from the signer
S on a tuple X := (x1, x2, . . . , xm) without revealing X to S.We assume that S has the publi key PK := (A, b, c, n), seret key SK := (p, q),and publi length parameters ℓn, ℓx, ℓe, ℓs, ℓφ, and ℓH. The last parameters do notbelong to the signature sheme but are needed in the PoK whih is arried out inthe protool. The parameter ℓH determines the size of the signer's hallenge (whoalso ats as veri�er in this protool) and ℓφ is a seurity parameter that ontrolsthe statistial zero-knowledge property of the employed PoK� we will elaboratethis point in the analysis following the introdution of the protool.The user U 's input to the protool is the message tuple X := (x1, . . . , xm) forwhih U wants to obtain a signature. The values x1, . . . , xm are uniformly hosenat random from the interval [0, 2ℓx − 1]. Among the �rst steps in Figure 6.1, Uomputes the ommitment C for the message tuple X aording to Equation (6.3)and then sends C to S.

C :=

m∏

i=1

axi

i bs′ mod n (6.3)The next steps assure to S that U indeed knows the disrete logarithm representa-tion (DLREP) of C with respet to the bases (a1, . . . , am, b) and that the ommittedvalues in C have been hosen from the orret intervals. This assurane is providedby means of a proof of knowledge of a DLREP of C with respet to the bases
(a1, a2, . . . , am, b).If all proofs are aepted, S hooses a prime e and omputes

v := (c/(Cbs′′))1/e = (c/(

m∏

i=1

axi

i b(s′+s′′)))1/e mod n.At the end, V sends the resulting tuple (v, e, s′′) to U . Finally, U sets s := (s′ + s′′)and obtains (v, e, s) whih is the desired signature on X. We denote this protoolfor blindly signing a tuple by
(v, e, s)← BlindSign(PK )(X).

Analysis. From the equations above it is lear that BlindSign yields a CL signature,if the user formed her ommitments C and D aording to the protool's spei�-ation. In the following, we will argue two points. First, the signer will almostalways sign only orretly formed ommitments and seond, if the ommitmentsare orretly formed, he will almost always learn nothing of any ommitted value
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6.5. Blind Signature SchemeUser U Signer SCommon Input: Veri�ation key PK := (A, b, c, n),

A := (a1, . . . , am)Length parameters ℓx, ℓe, ℓs, ℓn, ℓH, ℓφUser's Input: Message X := (x1, . . . , xm)Signer's Input: Fatorisation of n (p, q)hoose s′ ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓφ − 1]

C :=
∏m

i=1 axi

i bs′ mod n
C−→Run PoK { (ξ1, . . . , ξm, σ) : C = aξ1

1 · · · aξm
m bσ modn ∧for i = 1, . . . ,m : ξi ∈ {0, 1}ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ+2 ∧

σ ∈ {0, 1}ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ+2} → indShek indS
?
= accepthoose s′′ ∈R [0, 2ℓs−1]hoose e ∈R [2ℓe−1 + 1, 2ℓe − 1]

s := s′ + s′′; (v,e,s′′)←−−−− v := (c/(Cbs′′))1/e mod nhek Verify(A,b,c,n)(X, v, e, s)
?
= accept

[i.e., c
?
= vebs

∏m
i=1 axi

i modn ]output (v, e, s)

Figure 6.1: Protocol for blindly signing a tuple: BlindSign

xi, i.e., BlindSign is indeed a blind signature protool. Here, �almost always� meansin an overwhelming number of protool runs.For the analysis of BlindSign , it is helpful to have the full protool at handbeause the arguments in the analysis are sometimes very tehnial in nature andtherefore, hard to understand from the abstrat notation used in Figure 6.1. There-fore, the full protool is additionally shown in Figure 6.2 to allow for the neessarydepth in detail. The analysis will show that BlindSign is indeed a blind signaturesheme, i.e., the signer learns nothing of the message X that is to be signed.In the �rst half of the protool (see Figure 6.2), a zero-knowledge proof of knowl-edge of a DLREP (PoKRep) is given whih shows that U knows a representationof the ommitment C with respet to the signer's publi key (A, b, c, n). Of ourse,the whole protool BlindSign is not zero-knowledge beause after the PoKRep thesigner S sends a signature (v, e, s′′), whih 'proves' that U atually interated with
S. The analysis of the employed PoKRep, apart from showing that the signerdoes not learn X, also serves to introdue ertain tehniques with respet to zero-
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6.5. Blind Signature Schemeknowledge proofs that we employ in subsequent protools. We introdue the notionof zero-knowledge at this point beause we will need it in said subsequent proto-ols, and it is more omprehensive to illustrate it with this straight-forward PoKprotool than with the more omplex ones to follow.Hene, for the analysis, we assume that BlindSign stops after the user U has senther responses yi and the signer S has veri�ed them � later on we will also all thisthe redued BlindSign protool. In essene, what we do is to analyse the PoKReparried out in the �rst half of BlindSign . We start the analysis by disussing theompleteness and validity properties of PoKRep as shown in the �rst half of Figure6.2.
6.5.1 CompletenessFor ompleteness, we have to show that if the user U , ating as prover, knows aorret representation of the ommitment C then the signer S must be able to verifythis. Hene, we must show that the veri�ation equation

CtD =
m∏

i=1

ayi

i bys′ modn (6.4)holds for orret responses yi = xit + ri, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and ys′ = s′t + rs′ (seeFigure 6.2). This is shown in the next equation.
CtD = (

m∏

i=1

axi

i bs′)t(

m∏

i=1

ari

i brs′ ) =

m∏

i=1

axit
i bs′t

m∏

i=1

ari

i brs′ =

m∏

i=1

axit+ri

i bs′t+rs′

=

m∏

i=1

ayi

i bys′ modn

(6.5)
6.5.2 Validity / Knowledge ErrorIn the protool, if a heating user U ′ does not know a representation of C, she maystill be able to satisfy Equation (6.4), i.e., make S aept. She an do this, if sheorretly predits S's hallenge t. That is, in the ommitment phase, she hoosesrandom values C ′ ∈R QRn, y′i ∈R [0, 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1], y′s′ ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1], andprepares for a spei� hallenge t0 by omputing D′ := C ′−t0

∏m
i=1 a

y′
i

i by′
s′ mod n.Then, the messages between U ′ and S are exhanged as usual. Obviously, the val-ues C ′,D′, y′1, y

′
2, . . . , y

′
m, y′s′ sent by a heating U ′ also satisfy Equation (6.4), if it
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6.5. Blind Signature SchemeUser U Signer SCommon Input: Veri�ation key PK := (A, b, c, n),

A := (a1, . . . , am)Length parameters ℓx, ℓe, ℓs, ℓn, ℓH, ℓφUser's Input: Message X := (x1, . . . , xm)

x1, . . . , xm ∈ [0, 2ℓx − 1]Signer's Input: Fatorisation of n (p, q)Choose:
r1, . . . , rm ∈R [0, 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1];
s′ ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓφ − 1];
rs′ ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1];

C :=
∏m

i=1 axi

i bs′ mod n;

D :=
∏m

i=1 ari

i brs′ mod n
C,D−−→ Choose:

t←− t ∈R [0, 2ℓH − 1]For i = 1, . . . ,m :
yi := xit + ri;

ys′ := s′t + rs′
y1,...,ym,ys′−−−−−−−→ Verify:

CtD
?
=
∏m

i=1 ayi

i bys modn;For i = 1, . . . ,m :

yi
?∈ {0, 1}ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ+1;

ys′
?∈ {0, 1}ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ+1;If not valid then Abort ;hoose:

s′′ ∈R [0, 2ℓs−1];
e ∈R [2ℓe−1 + 1, 2ℓe − 1]suh that e is prime;

v,e,s′′←−−− v := (c/(Cbs′′))1/e mod n
s := s′ + s′′;Verify:

c
?
= ve

∏m
i=1 axi

i bs modn;

(e− 2ℓe−1)
?∈ {0, 1}ℓe ;If not valid then Abort ;Store (v, e, s), X := (x1, . . . , xm);

Figure 6.2: Detailed protocol BlindSign
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6.5. Blind Signature Schemeturns out that U ′'s guess t0 was orret. The suess rate of suh an attak is deter-mined by the seurity parameter ℓH whih gives the binary length of a hallenge tand hene, determines the number of potential hallenges. Sine U ′ an, in any onerun of the protool, only prepare for one hallenge, the suess probability of suhan attak is 1/2ℓH , whih is a negligible quantity in the seurity parameter ℓH. Inother words the protool has an error probability of 2−ℓH , whih is sometimes alsoreferred to as a knowledge error.
6.5.3 Proof of KnowledgeWe will argue next that the protool so far is a proof of knowledge, i.e., it shows thatif the signer S (ating as veri�er V) aepts, the user U (ating as prover P) mustindeed 'know' the DLREP (x1, x2, . . . , xm, s′) of the ommitment C with respetto bases (A, b). To show this, we employ a tehnique that is ommonly referredto as rewinding. Using this tehnique, we onstrut an expeted polynomial-timealgorithm K, alled a knowledge extrator, that omputes the DLREP of C fromtwo aepting protool transripts. If K sueeds, this proves that P indeed hasthe laimed knowledge. We require two onditions for the knowledge extrator K[BG93℄:1.) The suess probability of K must be lose to the suess probability of theprover P∗, i.e., it may only negligibly deviate from P∗'s.32.) The knowledge extrator K must run in (expeted) polynomial time.In the onstrution of the knowledge extrator K, we use a prover P∗ as a resettablesub-routine. �Resettable� means that P∗ an be run as often as K pleases and it anbe reset to any one of its previously seen states of the urrent run of the protool(rewinding) � this is similar to rewinding the tape of a VCR (and playing it again).If P∗ has been rewound, it 'loses any knowledge' of the states after the reset startingpoint and may subsequently reat di�erently, if it reeives di�erent inputs � reallthat P∗ is interative. In addition, P∗ may be a heating prover, i.e., one thatdoes not posses the laimed knowledge, but may still be suessful in orretlyresponding to a ertain subset of hallenges asked by the (simulated) veri�er V.Therefore, instead of assuming that P∗ always sueeds, we more generally let πP∗denote the probability that P∗ suessfully ompletes the proof protool � thus,potentially πP∗ < 1. Next, we explain how the knowledge extrator works. Thispartiular onstrution is due to [FF00℄.3Of ourse, to be meaningful this ondition impliitly assumes that P∗'s suess probability isgreater than the protool's knowledge error.
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6.5. Blind Signature SchemeIn step 1, the knowledge extrator K, playing the role of the veri�er V, runsredued BlindSign with P∗ until the sub-protool PoKRep has �nished, and it re-eived the transript T := [C,D, t, y1, . . . , ym, ys′ ]. Next, K heks if Equation (6.4)holds � it does with probability πP∗ . If not, K returns failure . Even if Equa-tion (6.4) holds, i.e., T is an aepting transript, with probability 2−ℓH K will stillreturn failure � we will explain this in a moment. If K ompleted its �rst stepwithout returning failure , step 2 follows � otherwise K stops and the knowledgeextration has failed.In step 2, K begins with rewinding P∗ to the state where P∗ had alreadysent its ommitments C and D. Then K randomly hooses a new hallenge t′and passes it to P∗ who responds aordingly. The resulting transript T ′ :=
[C,D, t′, y′1, . . . , y

′
m, y′s′ ] will be aepted by V with probability ̟P∗(C,D), where

̟P∗(C,D) is the onditional probability that, given that C and D had been hosenas ommitments in step 1, P∗ will sueed in onvining V. If T ′ is rejeted or
t = t′, K repeats step 2 until it reeives an aepting transript with t 6= t′.The suess probability of K is πP∗−2−ℓH beause as soon as step 2 is started, Kwill (at any ost) extrat a seond transript T ′ di�erent from T so that the DLREPof C an be omputed (see below). The overall suess probability πP∗ − 2−ℓH of
K takes into aount the event that in the loop of step 2 the hallenge t is hosen(again) �whih happens with probability 2−ℓH� in whih ase the transriptsare idential and knowledge extration would fail. Sine the knowledge extrator'sprobability of suess is πP∗ − 2−ℓH , whih only negligibly deviates from P∗'s, weonlude that ondition 1.) is satis�ed.The knowledge extrator will need an expeted number of 1/(̟P∗(C,D)−2−ℓH)many iterations of step 2 in order to reeive a seond aepting transript T ′. Hene,its expeted running time is τ/(̟P∗(C,D)−2−ℓH), where τ is essentially the runningtime of the (simulated) veri�er V whih is polynomial. Now, for any �xed pair ofommitments C and D, the probability that V aepts is ̟P∗(C,D) (see above)and hene, the probability for entering step 2 an be expressed as ̟P∗(C,D) −
2−ℓH . Sine step 2 is only entered with probability ̟P∗(C,D)−2−ℓH , K's expetedrunning time is (̟P∗(C,D) − 2−ℓH) · τ/(̟P∗(C,D) − 2−ℓH) = τ whih, of ourse,is polynomial. Thus, K runs in expeted polynomial time and ondition 2.) is alsosatis�ed.From now on, we ondition on the event that step 2 was entered. Therefore,
K eventually reeives a transript T ′ := [C,D, t′, y′1, . . . , y

′
m, y′s′ ] whih ontainsanother aepting answer from P∗, di�erent from the one of T . We now show how

K extrats the DL representation of C from the two transripts, i.e., retrieves thevalues (x1, x2, . . . , xm, s′).For the simulation, suppose K gave the publi key (a∗1, a
∗
2, . . . , a

∗
m, b, n) to P∗ asommon input, where, for i = 1, . . . ,m, a∗i = bα∗

i modn and α∗
i is an integer with
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6.5. Blind Signature Schemeno fator smaller than 2ℓH . Note that C and D are �xed in both transripts, as
P∗ has only been rewound to the state after C and D have been sent. Sine bothtransripts have been aepted, Equation (6.4) holds and from (6.4) and the twotransripts we an derive the following equation.

C∆t := C(t−t′) =

m∏

i=1

(a∗i )
(yi−y′

i)b(ys−ys′) =:

m∏

i=1

(a∗i )
∆yib∆ys′

= b
Pm

i=1 α∗
i ∆yi+∆ys′ modn

(6.6)We will now show that either ∆t divides all ∆yi and ∆ys′ , whih enables K toompute/extrat the values x1, x2, . . . , xm, s′ (see Equations (6.7)), or otherwise, Kwould be able to ompute non-trivial roots in Z∗
n, whih violates the strong RSAassumption. In the following, we assume that C 6= 1, as this would allow K toimmediately output a trivial DLREP of C, namely (0, 0, . . . , 0).Now, let u :=

∑m
i=1 α∗

i ∆yi + ∆ys′ and assume for ontradition that ∆t ∤ u.Thus, gcd(∆t, u) = 1 and, by the extended Eulidian algorithm, we get values ϑ, νsuh that ∆tϑ + uν = 1. Now, K omputes (for any b ∈ Z∗
n) the value z ∈ Z∗

n suhthat b = b∆tϑ+uν = b∆tϑ(bu)ν = b∆tϑ(C∆t)ν = (bϑCν)∆t =: z∆t modn, whih is a
∆t-th root of b. Clearly, sine K runs in expeted polynomial time, this ontraditsthe strong RSA assumption and hene, ∆t must divide all ∆yi and ∆ys′ � notethat by onstrution ∆t ∤ α∗

i . Therefore, from the two transripts T and T ′, K anextrat the DLREP of C by omputing the quantities (for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m)
xi =

∆yi

∆t
=

yi − y′i
t− t′

and s′ =
∆ys′

∆t
=

ys′ − y′s′

t− t′
. (6.7)

6.5.4 Zero-KnowledgeShowing that a protool is �zero-knowledge� means to show that anything that theveri�er V, i.e., in our ase the signer, ould have omputed from the transriptgenerated in his interation with a prover P, he ould have omputed by himself,i.e., without interating with P. The idea of this notion is that if V an simulate theinteration with P without even talking to her, i.e., he is able to forge a transriptthat looks like a transript from a real interation, then a real transript annotontain more knowledge than the veri�er possesses, anyhow.Now, if the protool BlindSign would stop after the PoK of the DLREP of C, aswe have assumed in the beginning, it would indeed be honest-veri�er statistial zero-knowledge. The �statistial� in the quali�ation of zero-knowledge means that thezero-knowledge property is not violated if only a statistially small, i.e., negligible,hane exists that allows an adversary to distinguish a forged transript from a realone. And �nally, �honest-veri�er� means that we assume that V does not deviatefrom the protool, i.e., he hooses his hallenge t at random.
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6.5. Blind Signature SchemeThe ritial point in the previous paragraph is the notion of � looks like a tran-sript from a real interation�. In order to show that a transript an be forged, i.e.,a real interation between P and V an be simulated, we �rst de�ne an algorithm
S, alled a simulator, that outputs transripts T ′ := [C,D′, t′, y′1, . . . , y

′
m, y′s′ ]. Allvalues, exept for C whih is taken from a real onversation and hene 'onveys'knowledge, are hosen/omputed as follows:

t′ ∈R [0, 2ℓH − 1]for i = 1, . . . ,m : y′i ∈R [0, 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1]

y′s′ ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1]

D′ := C−t′
m∏

i=1

a
y′

i

i by′
s′ mod nNote that the values hosen by the simulator for its transript T ′ are just randomvalues, i.e., they do not ontain any knowledge, and that they have been uniformlyhosen from their respetive intervals. Our goal is to show that T ′, produed by thesimulator S, is statistially indistinguishable from a transript T of a real interationbetween a prover P and a veri�er V. This means, we have to show that the statistialdi�erene between any T and any T ′ is negligible when only a polynomially sizedsample set of transations T an be examined. In other words, if T is fed toan algorithm that tries to distinguish sample sets from S and sample sets of realonversations from P and V, the algorithm's hane of suessfully deiding if Tontains samples that stem either from the simulator or from real onversations, isat most 1/2+ ǫ, where ǫ is a negligible quantity. The rational behind this approahis that if one annot even tell random values from 'real' values then one annot gainany knowledge from them.The following formal notion of statistial indistinguishability was developed byGoldwasser, Miali, and Rako� [GMR89℄.

Definition 8 (Statistical indistinguishability [GMR89]) Let L ⊂ {0, 1}∗ be any lan-guage. Two families of random variables {U(x)} and {V (x)} are statistially in-distinguishable on L if
∑

y∈{0,1}∗

|Pr(U(x) = y)− Pr(V (x) = y)| < ℓx
−cfor all onstants c > 0 and all su�iently long x ∈ L.Using De�nition 8 we are now ready to show that the distribution of T and T ′are indeed statistially indistinguishable. First, we examine the distribution of the
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yi and of ys′. We, however, drop the index i from the notation of the variables yiand ri for onveniene. We start by examining the values y. Reall that,
y = xt + r r ∈R [0, . . . , 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1]

x ∈ [0, . . . , 2ℓx − 1] t ∈ [0, . . . , 2ℓH − 1]where ∈R means uniformly hosen at random. In the following, let u = xt andhene
u ∈ [0, . . . , 2ℓx+ℓH − 1].For the omparison with the distribution of the simulator's values y′, we are seekingthe probability distribution (distribution funtion) of the disrete random variable

Y whih takes on values y from real onversations between a prover P and a veri�er
V. First, note that the distribution of Y is determined by the distributions of thetwo random variables U = u and R = r, sine Y = U + R. Now suppose R = r,then Y = y if and only if U = y − r. Hene, Y is the simultaneous realisation ofthe two events

R = r and U = y − r. (6.8)Note that R and U are independent, as the veri�er is assumed to be honest andhene, hooses t independent of any value previously sent by the prover. Therefore,we an ompute Y 's probability distribution as
Pr(Y = y) =

2
ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ−1
∑

r=0

Pr(U = y − r,R = r)

=

2
ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ−1
∑

r=0

Pr(U = y − r) · Pr(R = r) (6.9)
=

1

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ

2
ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ−1∑

r=0

Pr(U = y − r).We are already given that the random variable R is uniformly distributed on theinterval [0, 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ−1], while U is learly not distributed uniformly. However, thefollowing two equations show that Y , the sum of U and R, is uniformly distributedover a ertain interval in [0, 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ−1]. We use the lower and upper limit of thelaimed interval to show its uniform distribution.
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6.5. Blind Signature SchemeLet y = 2ℓx+ℓH − 1, whih is the lower limit of the laimed interval. Pluggingthis value into Equation (6.9) leads to the following equation.
Pr(Y = 2ℓx+ℓH − 1) =

1

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ

2
ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ−1∑

r=0

Pr(U = 2ℓx+ℓH − 1− r)

(1)
=

1

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ
[ Pr(U = 2ℓx+ℓH − 1) + Pr(U = 2ℓx+ℓH − 2)

+ · · ·+ Pr(U = 0) + Pr(U = −1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+ . . .
︸︷︷︸

=0

+Pr(U = 2ℓx+ℓH − 1− (2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0





(2)
=

1

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ

2ℓx+ℓH−1∑

r=0

Pr(U = 2ℓx+ℓH − 1− r) (6.10)
(3)
=

1

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ

2ℓx+ℓH−1∑

r=0

Pr(U = r)

=
1

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ
· 1In the equation, the sum inludes a partial sum, starting from the sum's �rstthrough 2ℓx+ℓH-th addend, where U takes on values 2ℓx+ℓH − 1 through 0 for whihthe probability is greater or equal to zero (see Equation (6.10.(1))). The remainingprobabilities are guaranteed to be zero beause U does not take on values belowzero, sine u = xt and x ≥ 0 and t ≥ 0. Thus, the sum's upper limit an be replaedwith 2ℓx+ℓH − 1 (6.10.(2)). Now the sum runs from highest to lowest sample pointwhih an be rewritten to run from lowest to highest sample point (6.10.(3)). Fromthis equation it an be seen that the sum of probabilities must add up to unitybeause U takes on every value from its sample spae. Finally, the result showsthat Pr(Y = 2ℓx+ℓH − 1) = 1/2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ is indeed the expeted value for a uniformdistribution on [0, 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1].It an be easily seen that if y inreases, the partial sum 'moves' from the begin-ning of the total sum to the end of the total sum. Hene, y = 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1 is thelargest value for whih the whole partial sum is part of the total sum. The latteris shown in Equation (6.11) where we plug in y = 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1 to show that theupper limit of the laimed interval is uniformly distributed on [0, 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1], aswell.
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Pr(Y = y) =
1

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ

2
ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ−1∑

r=0

Pr(U = y − r)

=
1

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ



Pr(U = y)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+Pr(U = y − 1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+ . . .
︸︷︷︸

=0

+ Pr(U = (2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1)− (2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 2ℓx+ℓH))

. . .

+Pr(U = (2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1)− (2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1)) ℄
=

1

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ

2
ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ−1∑

r=2
ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ−2ℓx+ℓH

Pr(U = y − r) (6.11)
=

1

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ

2
ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ−1−(2

ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ−2ℓx+ℓH)
∑

r=0

Pr(U = y − (r + 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 2ℓx+ℓH))

=
1

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ

2ℓx+ℓH−1∑

r=0

Pr(U = 2ℓx+ℓH − 1− r)

=
1

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ

2ℓx+ℓH−1∑

r=0

Pr(U = r)

=
1

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ
· 1Again, the result shows that the expeted value is idential to a uniform distributionon [0, 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1]. It is lear that this distribution holds for the whole interval

[2ℓx+ℓH−1, 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ−1]. However, if y inreases beyond 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ−1, the partialsum 'leaves' the total sum and for 0 ≤ y < 2ℓx+ℓH − 1 it 'enters' the total sum.The probability for Pr(Y = y) will in these ases most of the time deviate from theexpeted value of a uniform distribution beause only a subset of (U ∩R)'s samplespae will be inluded in the total sum.In summary, we have the following distribution funtion of Y for any value y ∈ Zand any distribution of x and t from [0, . . . , 2ℓx−1] and [0, . . . , 2ℓH−1], respetively.
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Pr(Y = y) =







= 0 for y < 0 (I)
≤ 2−(ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ) for 0 ≤ y < 2ℓx+ℓH − 1 (II)
= 2−(ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ) for 2ℓx+ℓH − 1 ≤ y ≤ 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1 (III)
≤ 2−(ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ) for 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ ≤ y ≤ 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ + 2ℓx+ℓH − 1 (IV)

= 0 for y ≥ 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ + 2ℓx+ℓH (V)Now, we want to ompute the statistial di�erene between the distribution of any yfrom a real onversation's transript and a uniform distribution on [0, 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ−1].For this, let Y ′ be a random variable that is uniformly distributed on [0, 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ−
1] (like the simulator's hoies for y′). Note that Y 's deviations from a uniformdistribution an be found in intervals (II) and (IV). In (I), (III), and (V) thedistributions are idential to Y ′'s beause (III) yields a uniform distribution, asshown above, and (I) and (V) are outside the range of the uniform distributionon [0, 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1] and the distribution of responses y from a real onversation.Hene, the omplement of y's probability of belonging to interval (III) yields theprobability of y belonging to interval (II) or (IV).Using this notion and De�nition 8, we �nally get the following equation for thestatistial di�erene between the simulator's uniformly hosen values y′ and thevalues y from a real onversation between a prover P and an honest veri�er V.

∑

y∈Z

|Pr (Y = y)− Pr(Y ′ = y)| = 1−
(

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1− (2ℓx+ℓH − 1) + 1

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ

)

= 1−
(

2ℓx+ℓH(2ℓφ − 1) + 1

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ

)

= 1− 2ℓφ − 1

2ℓφ
− 1

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ

=
1

2ℓφ
− 1

2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ

<
1

2ℓφ

(6.12)
This result shows that the statistial di�erene between a real onversation andthe simulator's output is only about 2−ℓφ , whih is a negligible quantity in theseurity parameter ℓφ, and also in ℓx, sine 2−ℓφ < ℓx

−c for any onstant c andsu�iently large ℓφ. Hene, the two distributions are statistially indistinguishable,as laimed.Another interpretation of Equation (6.12) is that with probability 2−ℓφ a veri-�er may gain some information on the ommitted values xi. This happens if y isvery small or very large, i.e., if it lies in the interval (II) or (IV), respetively. For
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6.5. Blind Signature Schemeinstane, if y = 1 and V sent t = 1 then either x = 0 and r = 1, or x = 1 and r = 0.But as y approahes the lower limit of interval (III), the more hoies exist for xand r and the maximum number of hoies is reahed in interval (III). However,as y grows larger than the upper limit of interval (III), i.e., enters interval (IV),the number of potential hoies for x and r beome smaller again, up to the pointwhere they are ompletely determined.Next, we examine the distribution of ys′ from the transript T . Similar to y, welet u′ := s′t and thus, we get
ys′ = u′ + rs′

rs′ ∈R [0, . . . , 2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1] u′ ∈ [0, . . . , 2ℓn+ℓH+ℓφ − 1]

s′ ∈ [0, . . . , 2ℓn+ℓφ − 1] t ∈ [0, . . . , 2ℓH − 1].Again, we have to determine the distribution funtion for a random variable
Y = U +R, where U and R are also random variables. Analogous to Equation (6.9),we reeive the following equation.

Pr(Y = ys′) =

2
ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ−1
∑

rs′=0

Pr(R = rs′) · Pr(U = ys′ − rs′) (6.13)
=

1

2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ

2
ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ−1∑

rs′=0

Pr(U = ys′ − rs′)The distribution funtion for Pr(Y = ys′) an be derived analogously to the onefor the yi and so we get the following funtion for any ys′ ∈ Z.
Pr(Y = ys′) =







= 0 for ys′ < 0
≤ 2−(ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ) for 0 ≤ ys′ < 2ℓn+ℓH+ℓφ − 1

= 2−(ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ) for 2ℓn+ℓH+ℓφ − 1 ≤ ys′ ≤ 2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1
≤ 2−(ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ) for 2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ ≤ ys′ ≤ 2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ + 2ℓn+ℓH+ℓφ − 1

= 0 for ys′ ≥ 2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ + 2ℓn+ℓH+ℓφIt remains to show that the statistial di�erene between Y and a randomvariable Y ′ (like the one of the simulator S), whih is uniformly distributed on
[0, . . . , 2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1], is negligible. This is shown in Estimation (6.14).
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∑

ys′∈Z

|Pr(Y = ys′)− Pr(Y ′ = ys′)| = 1−
(

2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1− (2ℓn+ℓH+ℓφ − 1) + 1

2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ

)

= 1−
(

2ℓn+ℓH+ℓφ(2ℓφ − 1) + 1

2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ

)

= 1− 2ℓφ − 1

2ℓφ
− 1

2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ
(6.14)

=
1

2ℓφ
− 1

2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ

<
1

2ℓφFinally, we show that the value D from a real onversation is also statistiallyindistinguishable from the simulator's hoie D′. For this, reall from Setion 6.4.3that ai = bαi modn, for i = 1, . . . ,m. Hene, we have
D =

m∏

i=1

ari

i brs′ =

m∏

i=1

(bαi)ribrs′ = b
P

m
i=1 αiri+rs′ mod n

D′ = C−t′
m∏

i=1

a
y′

i

i by′

s′ = (
m∏

i=1

(bαi)xibs′

)−t′
m∏

i=1

(bαi)y′

iby′

s′

=

m∏

i=1

bαi(y
′

i−xit
′)by′

s′
−s′t′ mod n

= b
P

m
i=1 αi(y

′

i−xit
′)−s′t′+y′

s′ mod nNote that for this partiular hoie of D′ the veri�ation Equation (6.5) will hold.The quantities ̺ :=
∑m

i=1 αiri and ξ :=
∑m

i=1 αi(y
′
i − xit

′) − s′t′ both appear in
b's exponent and hene, we are allowed to 'redue' them modulo ord(QRn). In thefollowing, we will denote values x redued modulo ord(QRn) by x.Now, let ρ := ̺+rs′ and χ := ξ+y′s′. Note that both rs′ and ys′ are hosen withbit-length 2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ > ord(QRn) and that ρ, as well as χ, is eventually reduedmodulo ord(QRn). Spei�ally, we have the following distributions for the variables

̺, ξ ∈ [0, ord(QRn)− 1] and rs′ , y
′
s′ ∈R [0, 2ℓx+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1].Hene, the distributions of ρ and χ are idential, i.e., they are trivially also statis-tially indistinguishable, and onsequently, also the distributions of D and D′.In onlusion, we have shown that the distribution of the simulator's randomlyhosen transripts T ′ := [C,D′, t′, y′1, . . . , y

′
m, y′s′ ] are statistially indistinguishablefrom transripts T := [C,D, t, y1, . . . , ym, ys′ ] of real onversations between a prover
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6.6. Proof of Knowledge of a Signatureand an honest veri�er. Note that this would not hold for an arbitrary veri�er, be-ause in this ase t might have been omputed as an arbitrary seret funtion of
C (and D) and hene, t′'s distribution may largely deviate from the distributionof t, and the distribution of any y in the transript would depend on a spei�hoie of C (and D). However, sine in the honest veri�er model we assume that tis hosen randomly, the ommitment C is (in an overwhelming number of protoolruns) independent of the rest of the transript and hene, we an onlude that theredued BlindSign protool is honest-veri�er statistial zero-knowledge.By showing that the proof of knowledge of the DLREP of C from the BlindSignprotool is statistial zero-knowledge, we have also shown that the signer does notgain any knowledge4 on the message X whih he is asked to sign. Hene, BlindSignis indeed a blind signature protool. �

6.6 Proof of Knowledge of a SignatureIn this setion, we desribe the seond building blok for the multi-oupon system.It is a protool used in the redemption of single oupons whih are to be dedutedfrom a multi-oupon. The protool itself, shown in Figure 6.3, is an honest-veri�erstatistial zero-knowledge proof of a signature output from the BlindSign protool.The idea of this protool is to onvine a veri�er V that a prover P holds avalid signature (v, e, s) on X satisfying c = veax1
1 · · · axm

m bs mod n without V learninganything of the signature but its validity. The ommon inputs are the same as in the
BlindSign protool. P's seret input is the message tuple X and the orrespondingsignature (v, e, s).The protool works as follows: P �rst randomises the signature omponents, vand s, by hoosing w at random and omputing T1 := vhw and s∗ = s − ew. Inaddition, P ommits to the exponent e by omputing T2 := ge

1g
w
2 hr. Then P sends

T1, T2 to V. Next, P proves to V her knowledge spei�ed in PoK .As disussed in Remark 2 of Setion 6.4.3, from V's point of view, (T1, e, s
∗) isa valid signature on X, as is (v, e, s). The di�erene between them is that we areallowed to reveal the value T1 to V, but not the value v, beause T1 is di�erentin every run of the proof protool. Therefore, to prove the signature with c ≡

ve
∏m

i=1 axi

i bs beomes one with proving c ≡ T e
1

∏m
i=1 axi

i bs∗ . Clearly, to prove theseond equation is muh simpler than the �rst one. In addition, P proves knowledgeof the exponent e and the auxiliary parameter w needed for the veri�ation of theproof. PoK here performs the following simple proofs in one go:4If we say �one does not gain any knowledge� in the ontext of statistial zero-knowledge, wemean that the hane of gaining some knowledge is negligible.
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6.6. Proof of Knowledge of a SignatureProver P Veri�er VCommon Input: Veri�ation key PK := (A, b, c, n, g1, g2, h),

A = (a1, a2, . . . , am)Length parameters ℓx, ℓe, ℓs, ℓn, ℓH, ℓφProver's Input: Message X := (x1, . . . , xm)Signature (v, e, s)hoose r, w ∈R {0, 1}ℓn+ℓφompute T1 := vhw;ompute T2 := ge
1g

w
2 hr T1,T2−−−→Run PoK { (ξ1, . . . , ξm, σ, ǫ, ω, ρ) :

c = T ǫ
1aξ1

1 · · · aξm
m bσhω ∧ T2 = gǫ

1g
ω
2 hρ ∧for i = 1, . . . ,m : ξi ∈ {0, 1}ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ+2 ∧

(ǫ− 2ℓe−1) ∈ {0, 1}ℓe+ℓH+ℓφ+1 } → indVhek indV
?
= accept

Figure 6.3: Protocol for proving knowledge of a signature: PoKSign(1) PoKRep: to prove knowledge of a DLREP of c = T e
1

∏m
i=1 axi

i bs∗ modn withrespet to the basis (T1, a1, . . . , am, b), respetively;(2) PoKRep: to prove knowledge of a DLREP of T2 = ge
1g

w
2 hr mod n with respetto the basis (g1, g2, h), respetively;(3) PoKInt : to prove the values x1, . . . , xm are within a right bound, i.e., for i =

1, . . . ,m : xi ∈ {0, 1}ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ+1;(4) PoKInt : to prove the value e is also within a right bound, i.e., (e − 2ℓe−1) ∈
{0, 1}(ℓe−1)+ℓH+ℓφ+1.For later referene, we will denote the protool by

ind ← PoKSign(A,b,c,n,g1,g2,h)(X, v, e, s).

Analysis. In the following analysis, we will now show that PoKSign is an honest-veri�er statistial zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of a CL signature. As inSetion 6.5, we use a more detailed desription of the protool, in order to providethe in-depth analysis. This more detailed version of PoKSign is shown in Figure 6.4.
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6.6. Proof of Knowledge of a SignatureIn ontrast to BlindSign , the publi key has been expanded to inlude 3 additionalbases, g1, g2, h, whih are used to provide unambiguous ommitments for additionalvalues of whih knowledge is proven. Let g1, g2 ∈R 〈h〉, where h is the generator of
QRn from the introdution of the signature sheme in Setion 6.4.3.

6.6.1 CompletenessFor ompleteness, we have to show that if the prover P knows a signature andfollows the protool, the signer S must be able to verify this. Hene, we must showthat the following veri�ation equations hold.
ctU1 = T ye

1

m∏

i=1

ayi

i bysh−zw modn (6.15)
T t

2U2 = gye

1 gyw

2 hyr modn (6.16)
U3 = T−ye

2 gze

1 gzw

2 hzr modn (6.17)Assuming that the prover knows a CL signature and follows the protool, om-pleteness follows by evaluating Equations (6.18)�(6.20), whih omprise the laststeps in Figure 6.3. Note, that this is a neessary step in the overall veri�ation of
PoKSign but does not prove knowledge of a CL signature, yet.

ctU1
?
= (ve

m∏

i=1

axi

i bs)t(T re

1

m∏

i=1

ari

i brsh−rew) = vetT re

1

m∏

i=1

axit+ri

i bst+rsh−rew

= vetT re

1

m∏

i=1

ayi

i bysh−rew(hzwh−zw) = vetT re

1

m∏

i=1

ayi

i bysh(ewt+rew)−rewh−zw

= hewtvetT re

1

m∏

i=1

ayi

i bysh−zw = (vhw)etT re

1

m∏

i=1

ayi

i bysh−zw

= T et
1 T re

1

m∏

i=1

ayi

i bysh−zw

= T ye

1

m∏

i=1

ayi

i bysh−zw modn (6.18)
T t

2U2
?
= (ge

1g
w
2 hr)t(gre

1 grw

2 hrr) = get+re

1 gwt+rw

2 hrt+rr

= gye

1 gyw

2 hyr modn (6.19)
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6.6. Proof of Knowledge of a SignatureProver P Veri�er VCommon Input: Commitment key PK := (A, b, c, n, g1, g2, h),

A := (a1, a2, . . . , am)Length parameters ℓx, ℓe, ℓs, ℓn, ℓH, ℓφProver's Input: Signature: (v, e, s)Message X := (x1, x2, . . . , xm)Choose:
w, r ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓφ − 1];
rw, rr ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1];
rs ∈R [0, 2ℓs+ℓH+ℓφ − 1];
r1, . . . , rm ∈R [0, 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1];
re ∈R [0, 2ℓe+ℓH+ℓφ − 1];
rew, rer ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓe+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1];
ree ∈R [0, 22ℓe+ℓH+ℓφ − 1];

T1 := vhw modn;
T2 := ge

1g
w
2 hr modn;

U1 := T re

1

∏m
i=1 ari

i brsh−rew modn;
U2 := gre

1 grw

2 hrr mod n;

U3 := T−re

2 gree

1 grew

2 hrer modn
T1,T2,U1,U2,U3−−−−−−−−−→ Choose:

t←− t ∈R [0, 2ℓH − 1];
ye := et + re;For i = 1, . . . ,m :

yi := xit + ri;
ys := st + rs;
yw := wt + rw;
yr := rt + rr;
ze := eet + ree;
zw := ewt + rew;

zr := ert + rer
ye,y1,...,ym,ys,yw,yr,ze,zw,zr−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→Verify:

ctU1
?
= T ye

1

∏m
i=1 ayi

i bysh−zw ;

T t
2U2

?
= gye

1 gyw

2 hyr ;

U3
?
= T−ye

2 gze

1 gzw

2 hzr ;

ye − t2ℓe−1
?∈ {0, 1}ℓe+ℓH+ℓφ ;For i = 1, . . . ,m :

yi
?∈ {0, 1}ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ+1;

Figure 6.4: Detailed protocol PoKSign
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U3
?
= T−re

2 gree

1 grew

2 hrer = (ge
1g

w
2 hr)−regree

1 grew

2 hrer

= g−ere

1 g−wre

2 h−rregree

1 grew

2 hrer(g−eet
1 g−ewt

2 h−ret)(geet
1 gewt

2 hret)

= g
−e(et+re)
1 g

−w(et+re)
2 h−r(et+re)geet+ree

1 gewt+rew

2 hret+rer

= (ge
1g

w
2 hr)−(et+re)gze

1 gzw

2 hzr

= T−ye

2 gze

1 gzw

2 hzr modn

(6.20)
6.6.2 Knowledge ErrorAgain, a heating prover P ′'s responses may pass the veri�ation, if she orretlypredited V's hallenge t at the time the ommitments were formed. Assume that

P ′ guesses t0 and forms her ommitments and responses as follows.
y′1, . . . , y

′
m ∈R [0, 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1] y′e ∈R [0, 2ℓe+ℓH+ℓφ − 1]

y′s ∈R [0, 2ℓs+ℓH+ℓφ − 1] y′w, y′r ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1]

z′e ∈R [0, 22ℓe+ℓH+ℓφ − 1] z′w, z′r ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓe+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1]

T ′
1, T

′
2 ∈R QRn U ′

1 := c−t0T
′y′

e

1

m∏

i=1

a
y′

i

i by′
sh−z′w mod n

U ′
2 := T ′−t0

2 g
y′

e

1 g
y′

w

2 hy′
r modn U ′

3 := T
′−y′

e

2 g
z′e
1 g

z′w
2 hz′r modnIt an be easily veri�ed that if P ′'s guess t0 turns out to be orret, i.e., t = t0, thevalues above will satisfy the veri�ation Equations (6.15)�(6.17). Sine P ′ has onlyone try in eah run of the protool and the suess probability is determined by thelength of the hallenge, we have a knowledge error of 2−ℓH .

6.6.3 Proof of KnowledgeIn order to show that PoKSign is a proof of knowledge of a CL signature, weonstrut a knowledge extrator K�more preisely a signature extrator� thatretrieves the values x1, x2, . . . , xm, e, w, r, s, ee, we, re by aessing and rewinding aprover P∗ that has probability πP∗ to suessfully omplete the proof of knowledgeat hand. This knowledge extrator works like the one presented in the paragraphlabelled �proof of knowledge� in Setion 6.5 and therefore, its suess probabilitywill be lose to πP∗ and it will run in expeted polynomial time. Now, we onditionon the event that K got two aepting transripts from P∗ for the same ommit-ments, but di�erent hallenges t and t′. Let
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T := [T1, T2, U1, U2, U3, t, y1, y2, . . . , ym, ye, yw, yr, ys, ze, zw, zr]and
T ′ := [T1, T2, U1, U2, U3, t

′, y′1, y
′
2, . . . , y

′
m, y′e, y

′
w, y′r, y

′
s, z

′
e, z

′
w, z′r]be the transripts that K reeived from its interation with P∗. Further suppose Kprovided P∗ with the following publi key as ommon input

(a1 := bα∗
1 , a2 := bα∗

2 , . . . , am := bα∗
m , b := hβ∗

, c, n, g1 := hγ∗
1 , g2 := hγ∗

2 , h),where the integers α∗
1, . . . , α

∗
m, β∗, γ∗

1 , γ∗
2 have been hosen suh that none has fatorssmaller than 2ℓH . From this and Equations (6.15)�(6.17), the following equationsan be derived.

c∆t := c(t−t′)

= T
(ye−y′

e)
1

m∏

i=1

a
(yi−y′

i)
i b(ys−y′

s)h(z′w−zw)

=: T∆ye

1

m∏

i=1

a∆yi

i b∆ysh∆zw = T∆ye

1

m∏

i=1

hβ∗α∗
i ∆yihβ∗∆ysh∆zw

= T∆ye

1 h
Pm

i=1 β∗α∗
i ∆yi+β∗∆ys+∆zw modn

(6.21)
T∆t

2 := T
(t−t′)
2 = g

(ye−y′
e)

1 g
(yw−y′

w)
2 h(yr−y′

r)

=: g∆ye

1 g∆yw

2 h∆yr

= hγ∗
1∆ye+γ∗

2∆yw+∆yr mod n

(6.22)
T∆ye

2 := T
ye−y′

e

2

= g
ze−z′e
1 g

zw−z′w
2 hzr−z′r

=: g∆ze

1 g∆zw

2 h∆zr = hγ∗
1∆zehγ∗

2∆zwh∆zr

= hγ∗
1∆ze+γ∗

2∆zw+∆zr mod n

(6.23)We start by arguing that ∆t divides ∆ye,∆yw, and ∆yr from Equation (6.22)allowing us to ompute e,w, r in Z (see Equations (6.26)), or otherwise K yieldsan algorithm whih allows to ompute roots modulo n. The argument is basiallythe same as in Setion 6.5.3 and onsequently, we similarly assume that T1 6= 1 and
T2 6= 1, as for these values K an always output the trivial DLREP (0, 0, . . . , 0).Let u := γ∗

1∆ye + γ∗
2∆yw +∆yr and assume for ontradition that ∆t ∤ u. Then, bythe extended Eulidian algorithm, we get values ϑ, ν suh that ∆tϑ+νu = 1. Next,

K omputes the value z ∈ Z∗
n suh that h = h∆tϑ+νu = h∆tϑ(hu)ν = h∆tϑ(T∆t

2 )ν =
(hϑT ν

2 )∆t =: z∆t modn, whih is a ∆t-th root of h. This, however, ontradits thestrong RSA assumption as this would turn K into an algorithm that, on input the
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6.6. Proof of Knowledge of a Signaturemodulo n and an element h ∈ Z∗
n, an ompute a ∆t-th root of h modulo n inexpeted polynomial time. Hene, we onlude that ∆t must divide ∆ye,∆yw, and

∆yr, sine none of γ∗
1 , γ∗

2 an be divided by ∆t as, by onstrution, none of themhas a fator smaller than 2ℓH > ∆t.Using this result and Equation (6.23), we will show that ∆t must also divide
∆ze,∆zw, and ∆zr allowing us to ompute ee, we, re aording to Equations (6.26).We already know that ∆t | ∆ye, i.e., ∆ye = ỹe∆t. Therefore, we an rewriteEquation (6.23) �using Equation (6.22)� as follows.

T∆ye

2 = T ỹe∆t
2 = (T∆t

2 )ỹe

= (g∆ye

1 g∆yw

2 h∆yr)ỹe

= g∆ze

1 g∆zw

2 h∆zr modn

(6.24)From Equation (6.24), it follows that either ∆yeỹe = ∆ze or otherwise K ouldbe turned into an expeted polynomial time algorithm for omputing roots in Z∗
n,as in this ase a multiple of ord(QRn) ould be retrieved. Beause we already knowthat ∆t | ∆ye it also follows that ∆ze = (ỹe∆t)ỹe, i.e., that ∆t | ∆ze. Using thesame arguments, it an be seen that ∆t divides zw and zr.Next, we divide Equation (6.21) by T∆ye

1 and, using ∆ye = ỹe∆t, rewrite it asshown in Equation (6.25).
(c/T ỹe

1 )∆t = h
Pm

i=1 β∗α∗
i ∆yi+β∗∆ys+∆zw modn (6.25)This essentially gives us the situation of Equation (6.6) from the argumentfor the proof of knowledge in Setion 6.5.3. Thus, using similar arguments, wean onlude that ∆t divides all ∆yi and ∆ys. It follows that K an extrat thequantities x1, x2, . . . , xm,w,r, s, ee, we, and re by the following omputations.

x1 :=
∆y1

∆t
=

y1 − y′1
t− t′

e :=
∆ye

∆t
=

ye − y′e
t− t′

ee :=
∆ze

∆t
=

ze − z′e
t− t′

x2 :=
∆y2

∆t
=

y2 − y′2
t− t′

w :=
∆yw

∆t
=

yw − y′w
t− t′

we :=
∆zw

∆t
=

zw − z′w
t− t′

. . . r :=
∆yr

∆t
=

yr − y′r
t− t′

re :=
∆zr

∆t
=

zr − z′r
t− t′

xm :=
∆ym

∆t
=

ym − y′m
t− t′

s :=
∆ys

∆t
=

ys − y′s
t− t′

(6.26)This proofs knowledge of (x1, x2, . . . , xm, s, we) whih is the DLREP of (T e
1 )with respet to the basis (a1, a2, . . . , am, b, h) � note that the DLREP of T1 annotbe proven by P, assuming that she does not know the fatorisation/order of n.Furthermore, PoKSign proves knowledge of the values (e,w, r) whih is the DLREP
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6.6. Proof of Knowledge of a Signatureof T2, with respet to the basis (g1, g2, h), and of (ee, we, re) whih in turn is theDLREP of (T e
2 ), also with respet to (g1, g2, h). Now, we have T1/h

w = v and if
we = w · e, we must have (T e

1 )/hwe = (T e
1 )/hwe = (T1/h

w)e = ve = c/(
∏m

i=1 axi

i bs)� note that the last equation signi�es only the �rst step in the veri�ation of aCL signature. Furthermore, if e is also within the right bound �the seond step ina CL signature veri�ation� K has extrated a valid CL signature (v, e, s) of themessage tuple (x1, x2, . . . , xm).
6.6.4 Zero-KnowledgeWe will now show that PoKSign is an honest-veri�er statistial zero-knowledgeproof of knowledge, i.e., we will show that the distribution of the transript

T := [T1, T2, U1, U2, U3, t, y1, y2, . . . , ym, ye, yw, yr, ys, ze, zw, zr], (6.27)reated in a onversation between a prover P and a veri�er V, is statistially indis-tinguishable from a transript
T ′ := [T1, T

′
2, U

′
1, U

′
2, U

′
3, t

′, y′1, y
′
2, . . . , y

′
m, y′e, y

′
w, y′r, y

′
s, z

′
e, z

′
w, z′r], (6.28)reated by a simulator S from omputed quantities and values uniformly and ran-domly hosen from their respetive intervals as follows.

y′1, . . . , y
′
m ∈R [0, 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1] y′e ∈R [0, 2ℓe+ℓH+ℓφ − 1]

y′s ∈R [0, 2ℓs+ℓH+ℓφ − 1] y′w, y′r ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1]

z′e ∈R [0, 22ℓe+ℓH+ℓφ − 1] z′w, z′r ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓe+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1]

t′ ∈R [0, 2ℓH − 1]

T ′
2 := hϑ modn, ϑ ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓφ − 1] (6.29)Using the values above, S omputes the simulated witnesses U ′

1, U
′
2, U

′
3, as shownin Equations (6.30)�(6.32), where we use the quantities γ1 and γ2 to denote g1 =

hγ1 mod n and hγ2 modn, respetively.
U ′

1 := c−t′T
y′

e

1

m∏

i=1

a
y′

i

i by′
sh−z′w = h−γtT

y′
e

1

m∏

i=1

hβαiy
′
ihβy′

sh−z′w

= T
y′

e

1 hβ(y′
s+

Pm
i=1 αiy′

i)−z′w modn

(6.30)
U ′

2 := T−t′

2 g
y′

e

1 g
y′

w

2 hy′
r = h−ϑt′hγ1y′

ehγ2y′
why′

r

= h−ϑt′+γ1y′
e+γ2y′

w+y′
r mod n

(6.31)
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U ′
3 := T−ye

2 g
z′e
1 g

z′w
2 hz′r = h−ϑyehγ1z′ehγ2z′whz′r

= h−ϑye+γ1z′e+γ2z′w+z′r modn
(6.32)In Equations (6.33)�(6.36), we give a reap of the ommitments and witnesses usedin a real onversation between a prover P and a veri�er V, in order to argue thatthese are statistially indistinguishable from the hoies of the simulator S.

T2 = ge
1g

w
2 hr = (hγ1)e(hγ2)whr = h[γ1e+γ2w]+r modn (6.33)

U1 = T re

1

m∏

i=1

ari

i brsh−rew = T re

1

m∏

i=1

b−αiribrsh−rew

= T re

1 (hβ)rs−
Pm

i=1 αirih−rew = T re

1 hβ(rs−
Pm

i=1 αiri)−rew modn

(6.34)
U2 = gre

1 grw

2 hrr = (hγ1)re(hγ2)rwhrr = h[γ1re+γ2rw]+rr modn (6.35)
U3 = T−re

2 gree

1 grew

2 hrer = T−re

2 (hγ1)ree(hγ2)rewhrer

= h[γ1ree+γ2rew ]+rer mod n
(6.36)We start by arguing that T2 and T ′

2 are statistially indistinguishable. For this,let ξ := γ1e + γ2w (see Equation (6.33)). As in the disussion of zero knowledgefrom Setion 6.5.4, we denote quantities x whih are 'redued' modulo ord(QRn)by x. First, note that the distributions of ϑ from T ′
2 (see Equation (6.29)) and of rfrom T2 (see Equation (6.33)) are idential. Sine the value ξ an be regarded as anarbitrary o�set in Zord(QRn), it is lear that the distribution of the sum ς := ξ + rand of r are idential on Zord(QRn). Hene, the distribution of ϑ and of ς is idential,and therefore the distribution of T2 and T ′

2 is (statistially) indistinguishable.The same arguments used for the indistinguishability of (T2, T
′
2) also apply tothe remaining 'pairs' (U1, U

′
1), (U2, U

′
2), and (U3, U

′
3). That is, for every omponent

U , its exponent an be rewritten as a sum ς := ξ + ρ, where ξ takes the role of ano�set in Zord(QRn) and ρ is the portion that makes the sum uniformly distributedon Zord(QRn). Now, let V be a random variable for the omponent from a realonversation between P and V and let V ′ be a random variable for the omponenthosen by S. Then we have
Pr(V = U ξ+ρ

i modn) = Pr(V ′ = U ′ξ′+ρ′

i modn),where ξ, ρ are to be taken from the mathing row of omponent Ui and ξ′, ρ′ are tobe taken from the mathing row of omponent U ′
i , all found in the following table.
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6.6. Proof of Knowledge of a SignatureComponent ξ / ξ′ ρ / ρ′ Pr(R = ρ) / Pr(R′ = ρ′)

U1 β(rs −
∑m

i=1 αiri) re 1/2ℓe+ℓH+ℓφ

U ′
1 β(y′s +

∑m
i=1 αiy

′
i) y′e

U2 γ1re + γ2rw rr 1/2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ

U ′
2 −ϑt′ + γ1y

′
e + γ2y

′
w y′r

U3 γ1ree + γ2rew rer 1/2ℓn+ℓe+ℓH+2ℓφ

U ′
3 −ϑye + γ1z

′
e + γ2z

′
w z′rThis means, that all pairs (Ui, U

′
i) are omponent-wise identially distributed on

QRn and hene, (statistially) indistinguishable.Finally, we are going to argue that the remaining orresponding values fromeah transript are statistially indistinguishable. As we are in the honest veri�ermodel, V will hoose his hallenge t aording to the protool and sine S does thisas well for t′, both hallenges are identially distributed. For the rest of the valuesfrom the transript T , note that every response y1, y2, . . . , ym, ye, yw, yr, ys, ze, zw, zrof P an be written as the sum of two random variables, i.e., Y = U +R, and hene,
Y de�nes a random variable by itself. Following the approah from Setion 6.5, thestatistial indistinguishability of the distribution of P's responses y an be seen bydetermining their respetive distribution funtions Pr(Y = y). Any response y anbe written as y = υ + ρ, where υ ∈ [0, 2ζ − 1] and ρ ∈R [0, 2ζ+ℓφ − 1]. Hene, byevaluating Equation (6.37) for any y from the table below, the distribution of anyresponse y an be found. Response y Length ζ of υ

y1, . . . , ym ℓx + ℓH
ye ℓe + ℓH

yw, yr ℓn + ℓH + ℓφ

ys ℓs + ℓH
ze 2ℓe + ℓH

zw, zr ℓn + ℓe + ℓH + ℓφ

Pr(Y = y) =
1

2ζ+ℓφ

2
ζ+ℓφ−1∑

ρ=0

Pr(U = y − ρ) (6.37)Equation (6.38) summarises the distribution for any value y from the table aboveand Estimation (6.39) shows that the statistial di�erene between the distributionof any y, with respet to Y , and the distribution of a random variable Y ′ that isuniformly distributed on the interval [0, 2ζ+ℓφ − 1] is a negligible quantity in the
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6.7. Construction of the Coupon Systemseurity parameter ℓφ.
Pr(Y = y) =







= 0 for y < 0 (I)
≤ 2−(ζ+ℓφ) for 0 ≤ y < 2ζ − 1 (II)
= 2−(ζ+ℓφ) for 2ζ − 1 ≤ y ≤ 2ζ+ℓφ − 1 (III)
≤ 2−(ζ+ℓφ) for 2ζ+ℓφ ≤ y ≤ 2ζ+ℓφ + 2ζ − 1 (IV)

= 0 for y ≥ 2ζ+ℓφ + 2ζ (V) (6.38)
∑

y∈Z

|Pr(Y = y)− Pr(Y ′ = y)| = 1−
(

2ℓζ+ℓφ − 1− (2ℓζ − 1) + 1

2ℓζ+ℓφ

)

= 1−
(

2ℓζ (2ℓφ − 1) + 1

2ℓζ+ℓφ

)

= 1− 2ℓφ − 1

2ℓφ
− 1

2ℓζ+ℓφ
=

1

2ℓφ
− 1

2ℓζ+ℓφ

<
1

2ℓφ

(6.39)
Hene, we have shown that the distributions of the transripts T and T ′ fromEquations (6.27) and (6.28), respetively, are statistially indistinguishable. There-fore, we an onlude that PoKSign is an honest-veri�er statistial zero-knowledgeproof of knowledge of a CL signature. �

6.7 Construction of the Coupon SystemIn this setion we propose a onrete sheme for a oupon system that allows is-suane and redemption of multi-oupons. The sheme is omprised of two protools,Issue and Redeem, whih are arried out between a user U and a vendor V , and anInitialisation algorithm. Major portions of the following text had been previouslypublished in [CES+05℄.
6.7.1 System Setup

V initialises the system by running his key generation algorithm with input 1k,where k is a seurity parameter:
(A, b, c, n, h, p, q) ← KeyGenCL

m (1k).He then randomly hooses g1, g2 ∈R 〈h〉 and publishes his publi key PK =
(A, b, c, n, g1, g2, h) along with the length parameters ℓx, ℓe, ℓn, ℓs, ℓH and ℓφ. In ad-dition, he publishes a non-interative proof that g1, g2 ∈ 〈h〉. In essene, the latter
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6.7. Construction of the Coupon Systemis a simple proof of knowledge of a DLREP of g1 and g2 with respet to the base hthat has been made non-interative by using the Fiat-Shamir heuristi [FS87℄, i.e.,the hallenger/veri�er is 'replaed' by a ryptographially strong hash funtion.
6.7.2 Protocols

Issue. In the issue protool, U hooses serial numbers xi ∈R [0, 2ℓx − 1], for i =
1, . . . ,m, and sets X := (x1, . . . , xm). Then U runs with V

(v, e, s)← BlindSign(A,b,c,n)(X)to obtain a blind CL signature (v, e, s) on X. The tuple M := (X, v, e, s) will atas the user's multi-oupon.
Redeem. In the redeem protool, U (randomly) hooses an unspent oupon xjfrom the tuple X, sets x := xj and X ′ := X \(x). The value x then beomes aommon input to the redeem protool, i.e., it is sent to V , and subsequently playsthe role of the single oupon to be deduted from the ustomer's multi-oupon.Next U proves to V that she is in possession of a valid multi-oupon (V's signatureon X) ontaining x without revealing the signature itself.Proving that x is the j-th element of the signed message tuple X an be easilydone by using Remark 1 from Setion 6.4.3: V and U ompute for themselves amodi�ed publi key PK j := (A\(aj), b, c/a

x
j ) and run

ind ← PoKSign(A\(aj ),b,c/ax
j ,n,g1,g2,h)(X

′, v, e, s).This way, the signature (v, e, s) and X ′ are still kept from V , though the index j isdislosed by the publi key PK j.Unfortunately, the dislosure of the index j violates the unlinkability require-ment. To see this, simply suppose that two di�erent oupons x and y are re-vealed both with respet to the base aj from the CL signature. In this ase, Vimmediately learns that the orresponding multi-oupons are di�erent, sine learly
(z1, z2, . . . , zj−1, x, zj+1, . . . , zm) 6= (z′1, z

′
2, . . . , z

′
j−1, y, z′j+1, . . . , z

′
m), where the ziand z′i are the other single oupons from the multi-oupon of x and y, respetively.So in fat, by revealing the index j, more is proven than just xj being inluded inthe multi-oupon's signature. It is proven that x is inluded in the multi-oupon'ssignature and that x is the j-th omponent of the message tuple X. In other words,the protool yields an additional proof that x is the j-th element in an ordered set ofmessages (x1, x2, . . . , xm), where the xi, with i 6= j, are unknown to V . However, inorder to retain unlinkability the index must not be dislosed and we need to provethat x is ontained in an unordered set of messages, i.e., x ∈ {x1, x2, . . . , xm} wherethe xi, i 6= j, are unknown to V .
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6.7. Construction of the Coupon SystemIn order to overome this index problem, U runs an extended version of the
PoKSign protool from Figure 6.3 whih proves that x is part of the signature butdoes not dislose the index of the spent oupon. The idea for this extension is asfollows. Instead of dislosing to V whih onrete publi key PK i (i = 1, . . . ,m)is to be used for the veri�ation, U proves that one of the publi keys PK i is theveri�ation key with respet to the signature (v, e, s) on the message X ′. For this,the proof PoK is extended with the PoKOr protool whih adds the proof forthe term ∨m

i=1 Ci = T ǫ
1

∏

l∈{1,...,m},l 6=i a
ξl

l bσhω to PoK (see also Setion 6.4.4). �Note that the terms Ci = c/ax
i are omputed by both U and V .� Using PoKOr , Uproves that she knows the DLREP of one of the Ci with respet to its orrespondingbases (T1, A\(ai), b, h) without revealing whih one � sine x is equal to xj, theommitment Cj = c/ax

j must have a representation to the bases (T1, A\(aj), b, h)whih is known to U . Also note that this proves knowledge of the signature (T =
vbw, e, s∗ = s− ew) with respet to the publi key PK j := (A\(aj), b, c/a

x
j ). This isaording to Remark 1 the same as proving it with respet to the publi key (A, b, c)and, by Remark 2, the randomised signature (T1, e, s

∗) is, from V 's point of view,equivalent to the signature (v, e, s). Hene, x must be part of a valid multi-oupon,i.e., a omponent from a message tuple that was signed by the vendor.Eventually, if the proof protool yields accept then V is onvined that U ownsa signature on an m-tuple X whih ontains x. At last, V heks if x is alreadystored in his database of redeemed oupons. If it is not, V aepts x as a validoupon and will grant the servie. �

Detailed Description. In Figure 6.5, the redeem protool desribed above is shown indetail. We will only brie�y go through the protool, as most parts of it have alreadybeen disussed in Setion 6.6. For the run of the protool shown in Figure 6.5, it isassumed that U hose her j-th oupon for redemption, i.e., the disrete logarithm tothe base aj . Exept for this hoie in the beginning, the redeem protool proeedsexatly as the protool PoKSign from Figure 6.4, until the proedure Prepare isalled. Prepare is shown in Figure 6.6.In the proedure Prepare , the protool elements for the PoKOr part of theprotool are omputed. Essentially, Prepare produes m − 1 random transriptsof the PoKSign protool, in the same way as a simulator for the protool woulddo (.f. Setion 6.6.4). One suh transript is omputed in eah loop (see line 2�11). Eah 'forged' transript is omputed with respet to a di�erent publi key
PK i := (A \ (ai), b, c/ai). The only transript that is omitted in the loop is theone for the j-th publi key PK j. This publi key will be used in the main part of
Redeem to eventually produe the only 'real' transript, i.e., the one proving that
xj , a.k.a. x, is part of the multi-oupon. In lines 12�16, the resulting elements ofthe transripts are stored in matries for later referene. The bullets (�•�) in the
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6.7. Construction of the Coupon SystemUser U Vendor VCommon Input: Commitment key PK := (A, b, c, n, g1, g2, h),

A := (a1, a2, . . . , am)Length parameters ℓx, ℓe, ℓs, ℓn, ℓH, ℓφUser's Input: Signature: (v, e, s)Message X := (x1, x2, . . . , xm)

x := xj ;Choose:
w, r ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓφ − 1];
rw, rr ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1];
rs ∈R [0, 2ℓs+ℓH+ℓφ − 1];
r1, . . . , rm ∈R [0, 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1];
re ∈R [0, 2ℓe+ℓH+ℓφ − 1];
rew , rer ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓe+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1];
ree ∈R [0, 22ℓe+ℓH+ℓφ − 1];
R := (e, w, r, rw , rr, rs, r1, . . . , rm, re, rew, rer , ree);
T1 := vhw mod n;
T2 := ge

1g
w
2 hr mod n;Call Prepare(T1, T2, x, j)Assign its result to (T ,Y,Yaux,U ,Z);

Uj,1 := T re

1

∏m

i=1,i6=j ari

i brsh−rew mod n;

Uj,2 := gre

1 grw

2 hrr mod n;
Uj,3 := T−re

2 gree

1 grew

2 hrer mod n;Insert (Uj,1, Uj,2, Uj,3) in row j of U T1,T2,U−−−−−→Choose:
t←−− t ∈R [0, 2ℓH − 1];

tj :=
m⊕

i=1,i6=j

ti ⊕ t;Call Finalise(Y,Yaux,Z,R, tj , j)Assign its result to (Y,Yaux,Z)
x,T ,Y,Yaux,Z−−−−−−−−−→Verify:

t
?
=

m⊕

i=1

ti;For i = 1, . . . , m :

(c/ax
i )tiUi,1

?
= T

yi,e

1

m∏

l=1,l 6=i

a
yi,l

l byi,sh−zi,w ;

T ti

2 Ui,2
?
= g

yi,e

1 g
yi,w

2 hyi,r ;

Ui,3
?
= T

−yi,e

2 g
zi,e

1 g
zi,w

2 hzi,r ;

yi,e − ti2
ℓe−1

?∈ {0, 1}ℓe+ℓH+ℓφ ;For l = 1, . . . , i− 1, i + 1, . . . , m :

yi,l

?∈ {0, 1}ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ+1;

Figure 6.5: Detailed protocol Redeem : Redemption of the j-th Coupon
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6.7. Construction of the Coupon Systemmatries are used to denote ells whih are left empty. Finally, the matries arereturned to the aller, i.e., the main protool.After the all to Prepare , the Redeem protool again proeeds in the same wayas the PoKSign protool, i.e., witnesses Uj,1, Uj,2, Uj,3 are omputed in the sameway. Then, these witnesses are stored in the matrix U returned from Prepare . Now,instead of sending just these three witnesses, as in PoKSign, the whole matrix Uis sent along with T1 and T2. Sine the PoKOr part of the protool is employedto prove knowledge of a signature with respet to one out of m publi keys PK i,the ustomer also has to sent m tuples of witnesses (U∗,1, U∗,2, U∗,3) � one for eahkey. In general, PoKOr ensures that at least one of the laimed statements is true.In ase of Redeem , the (tehnial) statements are �x is part of a CL signature thatan be veri�ed using publi key PK i� and only one of them is atually true � thestatement referring to PK j.Next, the vendor sends his hallenge t. From this hallenge, U omputes the'sub-hallenge' tj whih is the one used in the omputations for the responses thatatually prove knowledge. Note that the other hallenges ti (i 6= j) from T had beenhosen beforehand, as part of the 'forging' in Prepare . Also note that tj 'orrets'the xor (�⊕�, exlusive or) of all forged ti to �nally 'sum up' to V 's hallenge t.Next, Finalise is alled whih onduts the remaining omputations for the user(see Figure 6.7).In the proedure Finalise , the same omputations of responses are made, withrespet to hallenge tj and publi key PK j , whih would otherwise be omputed inthe protool PoKSign after the prover reeived the veri�er's hallenge t (.f. Figure6.4). Hene, these responses are the ones allowing the vendor V to eventuallyevaluate the or-statement to true, as these are literally the only true responses, i.e.,non-forged ones. At the end, the responses are inserted in their appropriate plaesin the matries Y,Yaux, and Z and returned to the main protool Redeem .Now, U sends the oupon to be spent x, the tuple of sub-hallenges T and theother responses Y,Yaux, and Z to V . Note that a row in Y,Yaux and Z orrespondto the responses y∗, z∗, respetively, sent in the prover's last step of PoKSign. Afterthe vendor reeived U 's responses, his �rst step is to verify that the exlusive xorof all sub-hallenges from T 'sums up' to his own hallenge t. If that is the ase,he starts verifying the user's responses, almost like in the protool PoKSign. Theonly di�erene is that, instead of verifying a single tuple of responses, he now hasto verify m tuples of responses, owing to the m di�erent publi keys PK i for whihthe veri�ation is done. Finally, if all veri�ations are suessful, the vendor aeptsthe oupon x and stores it in his database of spent oupons (steps are not shownin Figure 6.5).
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6.7. Construction of the Coupon SystemProedure Prepare(T1, T2, x, j):[1℄ For i = 1, . . . , j − 1, j + 1, . . . , m :[2℄ ti ∈R [0, 2ℓH − 1];[3℄ yi,e ∈R [0, 2ℓe+ℓH+ℓφ − 1];[4℄ yi,1, . . . , yi,m ∈R [0, 2ℓx+ℓH+ℓφ − 1];[5℄ yi,s ∈R [0, 2ℓs+ℓH+ℓφ − 1];[6℄ yi,w, yi,r ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1];[7℄ zi,e ∈R [0, 22ℓe+ℓH+ℓφ − 1];[8℄ zi,w, zi,r ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓe+ℓH+2ℓφ − 1];[9℄ Ui,1 := (ax
i /c)tiT

yi,e

1

∏m

l=1,l 6=i a
yi,l

l byi,sh−zi,w mod n;[10℄ Ui,2 := T−ti

2 g
yi,e

1 g
yi,w

2 hyi,r mod n;[11℄ Ui,3 := T
−yi,e

2 g
zi,e

1 g
zi,w

2 hzi,r mod n;[12℄ T := (t1, . . . , tj−1, •, tj+1, . . . , tm);[13℄ Y :=














• y1,2 . . . y1,j y1,j+1 . . . y1,m... . . . ... ... ... ... ...
yj−1,1 . . . • yj−1,j yj−1,j+1 . . . yj−1,m

• . . . • • • . . . •
yj+1,1 . . . yj+1,j−1 yj+1,j •† . . . yj+1,m... ... ... ... ... . . . ...
ym,1 . . . ym,j−1 • ym,j+1 . . . •














;

[14℄ Yaux :=














y1,e y1,s y1,w y1,r... ... ... ...
yj−1,e yj−1,s yj−1,w yj−1,r

• • • •
yj+1,e yj+1,s yj+1,w yj+1,r... ... ... ...
ym,e ym,s ym,w ym,r














;

[15℄ U :=














U1,1 U1,2 U1,3... ... ...
Uj−1,1 Uj−1,2 Uj−1,3

• • •
Uj+1,1 Uj+1,2 Uj+1,3... ... ...
Um,1 Um,2 Um,3














;

[16℄ Z :=














z1,e z1,w z1,r... ... ...
zj−1,e zj−1,w zj−1,r

• • •
zj+1,e zj+1,w zj+1,r... ... ...
zm,e zm,w zm,r














;[17℄ Return (T ,Y,Yaux,U ,Z)

† This ell's right neighbours are not empty ells, as the dots (�. . . �) may suggest, but ontinuewith yj+1,j+2, yj+1,j+3, . . . , instead.
Figure 6.6: Procedure Prepare computing ’forged’ values
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6.7. Construction of the Coupon SystemProedure Finalise(Y,Yaux,Z, e, w, r, rw , rr, rs, r1, . . . , rm, re, rew, rer, ree, tj , j):[1℄ yj,e := etj + re;[2℄ For i = 1, . . . , j, j + 1, . . . ,m :[3℄ yj,i := xitj + ri;[4℄ yj,s := stj + rs;[5℄ yj,w := wtj + rw;[6℄ yj,r := rtj + rr;[7℄ zj,e := eetj + ree;[8℄ zj,w := ewtj + rew;[9℄ zj,r := ertj + rer;[10℄ Insert (yj,1, . . . , yj,j−1, •, yj,j+1, . . . , yj,m) in row j of Y;[11℄ Insert (yj,e, yj,s, yj,w, yj,r) in row j of Yaux;[12℄ Insert (zj,e, zj,w, zj,r) in row j of Z;[13℄ Return (Y,Yaux,Z)

Figure 6.7: Procedure Finalise computing ’values of knowledge’

6.7.3 PropertiesIn the following, we sketh how the oupon system proposed in the previous sub-setion satis�es the requirements from Setion 6.3.1. We will analyse the seurityof the system assuming that the strong RSA assumption holds.
Unforgeability. The property of unforgeability of our oupon system follows fromthe unforgeability of the CL signature sheme. As desribed in the previous setion,a set of multi-oupons is a single CL signature on a blok of messages. As has beenproven in [CL02℄, forging CL signatures would break the strong RSA assumption.Resetting the number of spent oupons requires to hange some omponent inthe tuple X, e.g., replaing a redeemed oupon xi with x∗

i 6= xi, sine the vendorstores eah spent single oupon xi. However, replaing xi by x∗
i , yielding tuple

X∗, must be done suh that Sign(·)(X) = Sign(·)(X
∗). Suppose the latter an bedone. Then we get ve

∏m
i=1 axi

i bs ≡ ve
∏i−1

j=1 a
xj

j a
x∗

i

i

∏m
j=i+1 a

xj

j bs. Dividing by theright hand side yields a
xi−x∗

i

i ≡ 1mod n. Sine xi 6= x∗
i it must be the ase that

xi − x∗
i = α · ord(Zn). Now, hoose any e suh that 1 < e < (xi − x∗

i ) and
gcd(e, xi − x∗

i ) = 1. By the extended Eulidean algorithm we an �nd d suh that
ed + (xi − x∗

i )t = 1. Using this, we an ompute e-th roots in Z∗
n. For this, let

u be any value from Z∗
n and ompute w := ud mod n. Sine u ≡ ued+(xi−x∗

i )t ≡
ueduα·ord(Zn)·t ≡ (ud)e ≡ we mod n, the value w is an e-th root of u. This meanswe would have found a way to break the (strong) RSA assumption. Sine this is
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6.7. Construction of the Coupon Systemassumed to be infeasible, xi annot be replaed by x∗
i 6= xi without hanging thesignature (v, e, s).

Double-spending detection. If a heating user tries to redeem an already spent singleoupon xi, she will be aught at the end of the redeem protool, sine the ouponto be redeemed must be dislosed and, thus, an easily be looked up in the vendor'sdatabase of spent oupons.
Redemption limitation. An m-redeemable oupon M annot be redeemed more than
m times (without the vendor's onsent). Eah multi-oupon M ontains a signatureon an m-tuple (x1, . . . , xm) of single oupons and in eah run of the issue protoola single oupon xi is dislosed. Thus, after m honest runs with the same M all xiwill be dislosed to the vendor. As argued under unforgeability and double-spendingdetetion, already redeemed xi annot be replaed by fresh x∗

i and any attempt toreuse an already dislosed xi will be aught by the double-spending hek.
Weak protection against splitting. Suppose that two users U1 and U2 want to sharesome multi-oupon M := (X, v, e, s) suh that U1 reeives single oupons X1 :=
{x1, . . . , xi} and U2 reeives the remaining oupons X2 := {xj , . . . , xm}, i < j. Toahieve splitting, they have to �nd a way to make sure that U1 is able to redeemall x′

l ∈ X1 while not being able to redeem any oupon x′′
l ∈ X2, and analogouslyfor U2. However, in the redeem protool it is neessary to prove knowledge of theDLREP of T1, whih essentially is X. Sine proving knowledge of X while knowingonly X1 or X2 would violate the soundness of the employed proof of knowledge

PoKRep �and hene violate the strong RSA assumption� this is believed to beinfeasible. Again, the missing part of X, either X1 or X2, annot be replaed by'fake' oupons X ′
1|2 sine this violates the unforgeability property of the ouponsystem. Hene, X annot be split and an only be shared if both U1 and U2 havefull knowledge of X whih omes down to all-or-nothing sharing.

Unlinkability. For unlinkability, we have to onsider two ases, unlinkability betweenissue and redeem protool runs and between exeutions of the redeem protool.(1) issue vs. redeem: The issue protool is idential to the protool BlindSign and,hene, the vendor V , ating as signer S, does not learn anything about themessage X being signed. However, V has partial knowledge of the signature
(v, e, s) beause at the end of the issue protool he learns (v, e) but not s.To exploit this knowledge, he would have to reognise v or e in any run ofthe redeem protool. However, sine the redeem protool is zero-knowledge,nothing is dislosed exept for the fat that xj is part of some valid signature.
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6.8. Conclusion(2) redeem vs. redeem: As argued before, sine the redeem protool is zero-knowl-edge, in any two runs of the redeem protool, only the oupon to be spent ineah run of the protool is dislosed and the fat that eah of them belongsto some valid multi-oupon. However, this yields no information about theorresponding multi-oupons and hene, V will not be able to tell whether thetwo belong to the same multi-oupon or to di�erent ones.From the arguments above it is lear that for any run I of the issue protool andany two di�erent runs of the redeem protool, R and R′, it holds that the vendoran neither deide if L(I,R) holds, nor that L(R,R′) holds.
Minimum disclosure. A further onsequene of the unlinkability of transations inthe oupon system, and due to the fat that no ounter value is sent in any protool,the number of unspent oupons annot be inferred from any redeem protool run.

6.8 ConclusionThe oupon system presented in this hapter allows vendors to issue multi-ouponsto their ustomers, where eah single oupon of suh a multi-oupon an be re-deemed at the vendor's in exhange for some good, e.g., an MP3 �le, movie ondemand, or some servie, e.g., aess to ommerial online artiles of a newspaper.Issuing oupons is advantageous to vendors sine oupons e�etively retain us-tomers as long as they have oupons left to spent. However, multi-oupons mightbe misused by vendors to link transations of ustomers in order to ollet andompile information from their transations in a pro�le. To protet the privayof ustomers in this respet, the proposed oupon system allows ustomers to un-linkably redeem single oupons while preserving seurity requirements of vendors,suh as double-spending detetion and redemption limitation. In addition, the sys-tem disourages lending/sharing of multi-oupons, whih we all weak protetionagainst splitting, as this means, for the lending party, to give up ontrol of all of themulti-oupon's remaining single oupons, as opposed to just a few single oupons,and allow the reipient to spent all of them.The sheme underlying our oupon system may be of independent interest, as itrealises m-showable redentials providing unlinkability between di�erent showingsof the redentials and disouraging lending of the redentials by employing all-or-nothing sharing.
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Chapter 7

ConclusionIn this work, we had been primarily onerned with the privay of online ustomers.Our fous was on moving away from hardly veri�able privay laims of vendors onto methods providing privay protetion that is veri�able by ustomers, rather thanby a third party of the vendor's hoie, as in seal programs.The abstrat model developed in this work an support vendors in ativelytransforming their businesses into more privay-friendly ones by helping them tounderstand and identify the di�erent types of data links reated in regular transa-tions. Suh links, between or within transations, often reate the threat to privayand their type and existene eventually make up the di�erene between a privay-enhaned store and a regular one. The novel approah in our model is to onsidernot only data onveyed between transations but also between individual phases ofa transation.The bene�t of onsidering phases for privay protetion is that by ensuringunlinkability of phases, privay is ensured even if the transations that inludethese phases an be related, as the unlinked phase is deoupled from all other data.Thus, by ensuring unlinkability of phases, one an add more privay safeguardswhih will help to limit the olletion of personal data even more.As an example for the deoupling of phases, we presented how the searh phaseof an online transation an be deoupled from its subsequent order, payment, anddelivery phase. The deoupling omponent developed for this purpose was initiallybased on mobile agents but only served as an example, as other implementationsare ertainly possible. Another possibility for suh an implementation, making useof Web servies, had also been skethed herein.The other ontributions of this work in the area of privay and seurity hadbeen made in the relatively new �eld of digital inentive and loyalty systems. Suhsystems are already known from the real world and are ritially eyed by privayadvoates for their potential of privay invasion.
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Loyalty and inentive systems for the Internet may gain momentum in the nearfuture, as more and more servies are o�ered whih an be ompletely handledonline, e.g., musi downloads, movie-on-demand, ebook downloads, et. In suhsenarios, ustomers on the one hand may still welome the bene�ts of a loyaltyprogram membership, but on the other hand may not want to give up privay forit. Our works on loyalty and inentive systems allow both program membershipand privay protetion. The systems developed are the �rst ones usable in onlineommere that allow ustomer retention while providing veri�able privay prote-tion for ustomers and seurity for vendors employing the systems. In partiular,the privay-preserving property of the systems may even attrat privay-sensitiveustomers who otherwise would never onsider to beome members of a regularloyalty program beause of privay onerns.The loyalty systems are based on di�erent ryptographi assumptions but sharethe idea of an anonymous ounter whih is a novel onept introdued in this work.Herein, suh ounters are realised as a two party protool, where one party seretlyholds a ounter that an only be inreased by the other party. The protool ensuresthat the party holding the ounter annot manipulate it and the party who is toinrease the ounter does not learn its value until the holder disloses it.The last ontribution of this work are what we all multi-oupons. Suh ouponsare issued one and an subsequently be spent for a predetermined number of times,e.g., to aess some online servie. What distinguishes multi-oupons from bathesof single tokens is the fat that our oupons annot be partitioned suh that everyowner of a part from the multi-oupon an spent only her own part and none of theother ones. Multi-oupons are basially limited-show redentials whih allow theirholders to anonymously prove some statement, as long as they do not overspent.That is, the redentials beome linkable when they are shown more often thenspei�ed by their issuer.Today's privay problems arise not only beause more data is being olletedand proessed than ever before but also beause this data is interlinked and re-lated to natural persons. Apart from reating onerns for individual freedom anddemoray, unheked data olletion also hinders the proliferation of online om-mere beause privay-onerned users may yet go online but often hoose not tobuy from the Internet. This reates an opportunity for vendors investing in privayenhaning tehnology as they may attrat privay-onerned users whih have ne-gleted online ommere so far or whih are looking for privay-friendly alternatives.The results of this work an help vendors to provide suh alternatives.
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